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THE UNITED STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining ontrol of the sea
and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas; tap able of strong
action to preserve the peace or of instant,offensive action to wthin war.

It is upon the 'maintenance of this control that our country's glorious
future depends; the United States Navy exists to make it so.

\
- . WE SERVE WITH HONOR

.

'' TraditiOri, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage-from the past. To
these may be added dedication, dtscipline, and vigilanctastheyatchwords
of the present and the4uture. -

. , 6

' At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the respect
of our country, our shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.
.

Seri/ice to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve With_bonor.
. .

THE FUTURE,O THE NAVY'

The Navy will alv)ays employ new , weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protecf and defend the United States ontie sea, under
the sea, and in the air. '4

"S '''
Now and 4n the future, control of the spa gives the United States her
greatest advantage tor this maintenance of peace and for victory in war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal; and offensive power/are the keynotes of
the new Navy. The roots of the _Navy lie in a, strong belief in the
futurl, in continued dedication tq.our tasks, and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.

Never have our opportunities and our respbnsibilities been greater.
,
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CHAPTER 1

ADVANCEMENT

This rate training manual is designecf to help
you meet the occupational qualifications, for ad-'
vancement to. Data ProCessing Technician First
Class and Chief Data Processing Technician.
'Chapters 2 through 8 of this Manual deal with the
technical subjeCt matter 4:4 the Data Processing
Technician rating. This chapter provides intro-
ductory information that will help you in working
for 'advancement. It is strongly recommended that
you study this chapter carefully before beginning

, intensive, study of the - chapters that follow.
a,

REWARDS iFND RESPONSIBILITIES

Advancement brings both increased rewards
and increased responsibilities. The time to start
looking ahead and considering the rewards and the
responsibilities is right'now, while you are pre-
paring for advancement to DPI or DPC.

By this time, you are probably well aware
of many of the advantages of advancement--
higher ,pay, greater- prestige, more interesting
and challenging work, band, the satisfaction of
getting ahead in your chosen career. By this time,
also, you have probably discovered that one of
the most enduring rewards of advancement is
the personal satisfaction you find in developing
your skills and increasing your knowledge.

Tha Navy also benefits by your advancement.
Highly 'trained personnel/are essential to the
functioning of the Navy. By each advancement ybu
increase your value to the Navy in two ways.
First, yeW become more valuable as a technical
specialist in your own rating. And second, you
become more valuable as a person who c an super-

. vise, lead; and train others and thus, make far_
reaching and long lasting contributions to the
Navy.

In large measure; he extent of your contribu-
tion to the Navy depends upon your willingness
and ability to accept increasing responsibilities
as you advance. When you assumed the duties of
a DP3, you began to accept a certain amount of
responsibility for the work of others. With each

advancement, you accept an increasing responsi-.
. bility in militaryniatters matters relating

to the occupational requtre ts of the Data Pro-
cessing Technician rating.

Yqu will find that your responsibilities for
milittry leadership are about the same as those
of petty officers in other ratiqgg, since every
petty officer is a military perebn as well its a
technical spe_9ialist. Your responsibilities for
technical leadership_are special to your rating,
and are ,directly relatekto the nature of your
work. Data processing in'today's Navy is a job
of vital importance. It's a. teamwork, job and
reqUires a special kind of leadership ability that
Can only he develOped by personnel who have a
high degree of technical, competence and a deep
sense of personal responsibility.

Certain practical details that relate to your
responsibilities for' personnel administration,
supervision, and training are discussed in later
chapy3rs of this training course. At this point,
let's consider some of the broader aspects of
your increasing responsibilities for military and
technical-leadership.

Your responsibilities will extend both upward
`and -downward. Both officers and enlisted- pers6

1

sonnel will expect you to translate the general
orders given by officers into detailed, practical
on-the-job- language that can-be understood and
followed even by relatively inexperienced per-
sonnel. in dealing with your juniors, it' is uP,
to you to see that they perform their work
properly. At the sae time, you must be able
to explain to officers anyAimportant needs or
prAlems of the enlisted men.

You will have. regul1ar and continuing re-
sponsibilities for training. Even if you are lucky
enough to have highly skilled' and well trained
personnel, you -will still find that training is
necessary. Also, some of your best workers
may be transferred, and inexperienced or poorly
trained personnel may be assigned to'you. Or a
particular job may call for skills that none of your
personnel have. These and similar problems
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require you to be a training, specialist* who can
conduct format and infprmal training programs to
qualify, personnel for advancement and who can
train individukl s and groups in the effective execu-
)tion.of assigned tasks.

You will have increasing responsibilities for
working with others. As you advance to DPI. and
then to DPC, you will find that many of your
plans and decisions affect a large number of
people, Boyne of whom are not hi the' divisiOn
and some of whom are not even in the activity.
It becomes increasingly important, therefore, to
understand the duties and responsibilities of
personnel in other ratings. 'Every petty officer
in the Navy is a technical specialigt in his own
field, Learn as much as, youoan about the work_
of other ratings, and plan your own work so that
it will fit in with the overall mission of the. or-
ganization.

As your responsibilities increase, your ability
to communicate clearly and effectively -must also
increase. The basic requirement. for effective
communication is a .knowledge of your own lan-
guage. Use correct language in speaking and in
Writing. Remember that the basic purpose of all
communication'Js understanding. To lead, super-
vise, and train others, you must be able to speak
and write in such away that others can understand
exactly what you mean,

A second requirement for effective communi-
cation in the Navy isa soundknowledge of the Navy
way of saying things. Some Navy terms have been
standardized for the purpose Of erisuringefficienr
communication. When a. situation calls for the use
of standard Navy termiriologY, use it.

Still another requirement of effective com-
munication' is precision in the use of technical
terms. A command of the technical language of
the Data Processing Technician ratingwillenable
you to receiveEmd convey information accurately
and to exchange ideas with others. A person who
does not understand the precise meaning of terms
used in connection with the work of his own rating
is at a disadvantage when he tries to read official
publications relating to his work. He is also at a
great disadvantage when he takes the written
examinations for advancement. Althoug4 it is
always important for you to use technical terms
correctly, it is particularly important when you
are dealing with lower rated men. Sloppiness in
the use of technical term's is likely to be very
confusing to an inexperienced man.

You will have increased responsibility for
keeping up with new developments. Practically
everything in the Navy policies, procedures,
equipment, publications, systemsis subject to

o

2

change and development. As a DPI, andeven more
as a DPC, you_must keep yourself informed about.
all changes and new developments. that might
affect your rating or your work.

Some changes will be called directly to your-
attention, but others you will havelo lodk for. Try
to, develop a- special kind of alertness for new, in-
formation. Keep up-to-date on all available
sources of technical information. And, above all,
keep an open mind on the subject of data pro-
cessing and associated equipment. New types of-
data processing equipment are constantly being
designed and tested, and existing tykes of data
processinig equipment are subject to Modification.
Computer\ hardware design has developed from
vacuum tube power to solid state logic technology
or "third generation" computers-in a relatively
short time.

It is important tha .yOu keep up withthe ever-
changing, ever - expanding (nethods and equipment
of the DP rating.

THE DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN
RATING

Personnel of the Data Processing Technician
rating perform a great number of functions as-

. sociated with data processing support programs
through the use of many types of automatics data
processing equipment. They, gather and procestg
source _information, and produce reports and other
services in accordance with Navy,managerial re-
quirements.. They are thoroughly familiar with
data processing applications, including appli-
cations of general purpose digital computers,
programming; systems analysis; participation in
designing automatic data processing systems, and
administrative and management functions peculiar
to data processing offices and installations.

Data Processing Technicians may be ordered
to many different types of activities which perform
data processing by both electrical and electronic
methods. These include ship and shore installa-
tions of the operating forces, shore support activi-
ties, bureaus, systems commands, and offices of
the Navy Department. Generally speaking, the
mission of a data processing installation is pre-
scribed by the bureau, office, or systems command
.exerhisin command. The data processing syg-
Ienis employed may be broadly grouped as per-
sonnel, supply, maintenance material- man-
agement (3M), fiscal, research, security,
communications, and operations control. An
installation may perforin data processing services
under one or more of these systems, and various
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other miscellaneous services, depending upon
the type of installation and its assigned mission.

A limited number of particularly well.quali-
fied Data Processing Technicians are given as-
signments to instruct in Navy schools; to assist
in ma1eing up the servicewide advancement In
rating examinations and to assist in the prepa-
ration of rate training manuals' and other training
materials of the Naval Education and Training
Prbgram Develipment Center, Pensacola,
Florida. Regardless of location, all Data Proc-
esSing Technicians are assigned by the Bureau
of. Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C.

0

THE NAVY ENLISTED ADVANCEMENT
SYSTEM

Many of the rewards of Navy life are earned
through the advancement system. The,basic ideas
behind the system have renfained stable for many
years, but specific portions ma, c4ange rather .
rapidly. It is imp1tant that you knoll the system
and follow changes carefully. BuPers Notices 1418
will normally keep you up-to-date.

The normal system of advancement may be
easier to Understand if it is broken into two parts;

1. Those requirements that must be met
before you may be considered for-advancement:

2. 'Those factors that actually determine
whether or not you will be advanced.

ft '

QUALIFYING F'OR ADVANCEMENT

In general, to QUALIFY (be considered) for
advancement, you,must first:

1. Have a certain amount of time in pay
grade.

2. DemonstratelnoWledge of material in your
. mandatory rate training manuals by achieving a

suitable score on ycfur command's test, by suc-
cessfully completing the appropriate NRCC's or,
in some cases, by successfUlly completing an
appropriate Navy school.

3. Demonstrate, the ability to perform all the
practical requirements for advancemeht by com-
pleting the Record of Practical Factors, NAV-

, EDTRA 1414/1.
4. Be recommended by your commanding

officer.
5. For *petty officer third and second candi-

dates ONLY, demonstrate knowledge of military
subjects by passing a locally administered MILI-
TARY/LEA c ERSHIP examination based on the

8

military qualifications for advancement (from"
, NAVPERS 18068 series). .

6. Demonstrate knowledge of the technical
aspects of your rate by -passing a Navy-wide
advancement examination based on the -occupa-
tional qualifications applicable to your rate (from .
NAVPERS 18068 series, those quals listed at and
below yoF rate level).

If you meet. all of the above requirement's,
satisfactorily, you become-a Member of the group
from which advancements will be made.

WHO WILL 13E ADVANCED?'

Advancement is not autoinatic. Meeting all
of the ,requirements makes you eligible but does
not guarantee your advancement. Some of the
factors that determine which persons, out of all
of those QUALIFIED, will actually be advanced
in rate are .4the score made on the advancement
examination, the length of time in service, the
performance marks earned, and the number of
vacancies being filledin a given rate.

If- the number of vacancies in a given rate
exceeds the number of qualified personnel, then
ALL of those qutlified will be advanced. More
often, the number of qualified people exceeds the
vacancies. When this happens, the Navy has de-
vised a procedure for advancing those who are

'BEST qualified. This prodiedure is based on
combining three personnel kvaluation systemS:

Meyit rating system (Annual evaluation and
C.94 recommendation)

Personnel testing system (Advancement ex-
amination scorer= with some credit for passing
previous advancement exams)

Longevity (seniority) system (Time in rate
and time in service) .

Simply,, credit is given for how Much ,the
individual has achieved in the three areas, of
performance, knowledge, and seniority. A com-
posite, known as the final multiple score, is
generated from these three factors. All of the
qualified candidates from a given advancement
examination population are then placed on one
Hat, based 'on this coinpositeqigure, the highest
achiever first, and so on down to the last qualified
person in the population. For candidates for E4,
E5, and E6, advancement authorizations are then
issued, beginning at the lop of the list, for the
number of, persons needed to fill the existing
vacancies. -

Candidates for E7 whose final multiple scores
are high enough will be designated PASS SELBD
ELIG (Pass Selection Board Eligible). This means

At.

A
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that their 'names will be placed before the Chief
Petty Officer Selection Board, a BuPers board
charged with considering all so- designated eligi-
ble candidates for advancement to CPO. Advance-
ment authorizations for those being advanced to
CPO are issued by this board. .

Who, then, are the individuals who are ad-
vanced? Basically, they are the ones who have
achieved the most in preparing for advancement.
They are not 'c ntent to just qualify; they have
gone the extra e in their training, and through
that training and their work experience they have
developed greater skills, learned more, and 'ac-
cepted more responsibility.

While it cannot guarantee that any one person
will be advanced, the advancement system does
guarantee that all persons within- a particular rate
will compete equally for the vacancies that exist.

SCOPE OF THIS TRAINING MANUAL_

What you should gain from your study of this
training manual is detailed in the following
statements concerning its purpose and scope:

It is designed to give you information on
the occupational qualifications for advancement
to DP1 and DP(.

It must be satisfactorily completed before you
can advance to DP1 or DPC, whether you are in
the Regular Navy or in the Naval Reserve.

It is NOT designed to give you information
on the military requirements for advancement
to P01 or CPO.

It is NOT designed to give information that
is related 'primarily to the qualifications for
advanceinent to DP3 and DP2. This is giyen in
Data Processing Technician 3 & 2 NAVTRA
10264-C.

The occupational Data Procebsing Technician
qualifications used as a guide in the preparation
of this training manual are those promulgated
in the Manual of Qualifications for Advancement,.
NAVPERS 18068=C, change 5. Therefore, changes.-
in the Data Processing Technician qualifications
occurring after this change maynot be reflected
in this training manual. (About July 1975, the
Manual of Navy Enlisted Classifications, Ad-
dendum for Manual" of Navy Enlisted Classifi-
cations, and the Manual of Qualifications for
Advancement will be combined into one manual
entitled Manual of Navy EnliSted Occupational
Standards.) Since your 4ajor purpose in studying
this manual is to meet the qUalifications for
advancement to DP1 or DPC, it is important
for you to obtain" and study a set of the most
recent Data Processing Technician qualifications.'

This training manual 'includes infor ation
that is related to both the KNOWL EDGE FA TORS
and the PRACTICAL FACTORS of the qu Moe-
lions for advancement to DP1 and DPC. However,
no training manual can take the place of actu
on-the-job experience for developing skill in the L
practical factors. The manual can help you under-
stand some of the whys and wherefores, but you
must combine knowledge with practical 'experi-
ence before you can develoathe required skills.
The Record of Practical Factors, NAVEDTRA
1414/1, should be utilized in conjunction with
this training manual whenever possible.

This training manual deals altnOst entirely
with data processing systems, and associated
equipment and techniques. It does. NOT contain
information that is primarily related to a par-
ticular system.

..

Chapter's 2 through 8 of this training manual,
as already stated, deal with the occupational
subject matter of the Data Procesbing Tech4
nician rating. Before studying these chapters,
study the table of contents and not the arrange-
ment of information. You will find it helpful to
get an overall view of the organization of this
training manual, before you start to study it.

TREND OF NAVAL TRAINING

Navy training is changing in .several ways;
for example, it is becoming more and more
individualized, a ch brought about by. the
introduction of scores o programmed instruction
courses and a few audio visual courses. These
types of courses permit a student to choose his
medium of instruction and to proceed at his own
pace (self-paced instruction). All future instruc-
tional material must be job related and "system
designed"; that is, it must' teach the trainee to
do a task, and it must follow a specific course
including defining the need, planning, developing,
and evaluating the course. Thus, all elements
required for a complete' course will be included
in each unit. Training for 'Men and women in
many ratings will be planned from the time the.y
enter the Navy until they retire. The objective'
is to use all the, training given and eliminate
the "over training" prevalent in the past. Many,
if not all, "A" schools will be reduced in length,
some other schools will be eliminated. Conse-
quently, more training must be done aboard the
ship.pr station. To expedite onboard training,
a great many onboard training packages will
be produced. Many of ttiese will be multimedia
packages.

iz;
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CHAPTER 2

DOCUMENTATION

Do you ask a lot of questions during a working,
day ? Do you usually ask the 'same person because°
he can provide the correct answers? Does that
person answer from the "top Ofhis hear or does
he iefer to a manual and give ypu an explanation?
Chances are that he either lookS the informati
up or he has previously read"itp on the area

' question. If you ever question liftvesponses, o
you or he. know which manual. .19, go to for proof
or clarification of the answer? Do you inswer a
lot of your own questions. tiy. Seeking the facts

- out of reference' material? Whichever of the above
may fit the case, it is ohvious the're is no bette1

'!'recourse for answers ,than written reference
material docunAntation,

According to definition, doeumentation is the
creating) collecting, organizing,. Storing, citing,
and'dissemination of documente Qr pie information
recorded in documents. DocurSents- are a medium
and the data recorded on' thern for huinanuse, and
by extension, is any record that haiirpermanence
and that can be read by man or ina6ine. With the
foregoing in mind it is easy to 'see the importance
and relationship of documentatiOn to the data proc-
essing world.

The first part of this chapter mill discuss in
'general the required documentation prescribed by
SECNAVINST 5233.1 titled Department of the Navy
Automated Data Systems Docunientation Stand-

. ands. The discussion will* be Skeletal in nature
but complete enough to acquaint you with, the
documents that are required for la production
ready documentation package. The 'nlast part of
the chapter will discuss the documentation stand-
ards that may be imposed at local command
levels.

Remember that you are on your Way to be-
coming a First Class or Chief Petty Qqicer, and
you will be the one who is 'supposed to answer
rather than ask the questions. Your quest for
knowledge will now more thhn ever be directed

5

, ,

into the written documentation that eurrounds1
and sometimes seemingly smothers those in
supervisory positions. -

,This. smothering effect is:_dopend on the
documentation that is required reference ma-
teRial. If the material is too wordy or. confusing
in Iayouti much time is hist and 'in many cases
thEt material is not utilized to its fullest advan-
tage. The standardization attempt by the Navy
through SECNAVINST 5233.1 could do much to
help management.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION

Since automated data processing has been
adopted by the Navy, a very definite need for
documentation has become increasingly apparent.
With the use of EAM and first generation com-
puter systems the majority of system information
was assembled and remained. in the head of the,
person assigned the task of developing, initiating
and running the program or system. Passing on the
information was a person to person process, as
the man's relief was generally aboard for a
learning period of one to three months. With
the expansion of 'data processing in the Navy
(personnel and hardware) the contact relief is no
longer a luxury available to commands. The pass-
ing of information must now be done through
factual, detailed and concise. documentation.

Many articles -have been written discussing
the need for and uses .of computer program
documentation. The following are some of the t -

purposes that documentation serves:

a. Provides managers with documents to re-
view at significant developmental milestones to
determine if requirements have been met and if
resources should continue to be expended.
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,b. Re Cords technical information to allow
coordination of labor development and use /modi-
fication of the computer piogram.

c. Ensures that authors of documents and
managers of project developinAt have a guide
to follow in preparing and checking documentation.

d. Prkvides ;uniformity of format and content
.of,comptirer program documentation across com-
mand lines.

' SECNAVINST 5233,1 has attempted to provide
standarqs ,ef required recorded information for
compute, programs to ensure that the documen-
tation produced will , serve the orementioned
pnrposes.' It is suggested that t ollowing 11'
typeg of compute,r programming doC\Inents be
completed for eachyroject:

1. Functional Descriptions (FD)
2. DatEi. Regtfirements Documents (RD) ,
3. System/Subsystem Specifications (SS)
4.4 Program Specifications (PS)
5. Data Base Specifications (DS)
6. Project Manuals (PM)
7, Command/Management Manuals (CM)
8. Computer Operations Manuals (OM)
9. Program Maintenance Manuals (M11)

-10. Test and Implementation Plans (PT)
11. Test Analysis Reports (111')

DOCUMENT COMPONENTS

Each of the 11 types of documents is a com-
plete work within. itself. That is each type is a
complete manual .or report to explain or support
the title of the document. The Functional De-
scription, for example, is the initial definition
of a programming project and provides the
ultimate user(s) with a clear statement of then
operational capability to be 'developed: This is
done by supplying the relevant information called
for by the standard outline in SECNAVINST

233.1, Technical Note 02 (to be discussed later),
or each Functional Description. Once the in-

f rmation is supplied, to completely fulfill the
r irements for a Functional Description, it
is then put into mar al form as a self standing
document. I . -

Within the covers of each of the 11 types of
documentation are optional and required com-
ponents which make up the entirety. Each docu-
ment is structured from, the following components
in the sequence isted/.

a. Front Cover (Mandatory)
b. Title Page (Mandatory)

c.oSpecial Notices
d. Abstract

e. Table of Contents
f. List bf Figures
g. Record of Changes
h. LiSt of Effective

Pages
i. Text
j. Appendixes

(1) .Glossary
(2) Reference
(3) Bibliography
(4) Other

Appendixes
k. Index
1. Disttibution List,

m. Back Cower

Detailed equireinents
of each component and the
followed can be found in
Technical Note 03.

(As required}
(Mandatory in FD,
CM, and PM
documents)..

. (Mandatory) ,
- (As required)
*(As required)

(As required)

(Mandatory)
(As required)'
(As-required)
(As required)
(As required)
(As required)

(Optional)
(Mandatory)
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as to'the explanation
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SECNAVINST 5233,1,

DOCUMENT TYPES

The 11 different document types are discussed
as to their cOntents and use in 'the following.

FUNCTIONAL ,DESCRIPTION (FD)

An F13 is norm ly prepared for any system
requiring a basis r mutual understanding be-
tween. the develo rs and titers of a proposed
computer program system. It_ reflects the initial
definition of a programming project and provides
the ultimate users with a clear statement.of the
operational capability to developed. If the
scope of-the FD is changed at any point during
project development, the FD should be updated
and receive user concurrence.

The FD is a technical document and aeman-
agement tool for use by both computer oriented
personnel and inexperienced users and should be
written as much as .possible in noncomputer
oriented language, since most elements 'of the
document will be subject to review by staff
personnel who do not necessarily have a com-
puter background.

Description of Contents p .414441.,_

SECNAVINST 5233.1 no( only standardizes the
document types and components but also provides
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Chapter 2 DOCUMENTATION

a standard outline to be followed for each text
component of each document type. These outlines
contain the sections, heading and subheadings in
a table of contents for each document type. Each
heading and subheading 1E1/4 then further definedand
the format given for, completing each section.
The complete description of contents for the
Functional Description document will be provided
here only as an example of the detail found by
SECNAVINST 5233.1., . .

Figure 2-1 (at the end of this chapter) includes
a table of contents and the narrative description
of the contents of that document type. Each page
shown within the figure is formatted in accordance
with the Computer Program Document Prepaera-
tion Standards. The page numbers given in the
table of -contents for a particular document are
those at the bottom of the figure box.

DATA REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (RD)

The RD is normally prepared when a data
collectlOn effort by the user group is requirld
to generate, and maintain system files.

The Data .Requirements Document is a tech-
nical document prepared by both systems and user
persOnnel. It is to be as detailed as possible
concerning -the definition of Inputs required of
the user, the procedures to be followedto provide
this input to the system, the description of ex-
pected output data, the specification of all' usesof
standard data elements, and the data-limitations
of the system.

The Data Requirements Document serves as
a tool for the development of the data proceSsing
System andjor the coordination of standard data
elements.

A data element is a class, category or basic
unit of information that denotes a set of data items.
Far example, the data items "Pennington, Fairfax
and Orange" are members of the set denoted by
a data element "county." The names and associ-
ated codes of many data elements have been
standardized by higher authority in order to
facilitate rata exchange and commonality of data
structures. These standard data dlements and data
element codes shall be used whenever applicable
in- all data base files, These include the FIPS
(Federal Information Processing .Standiards) and
Department of Defense Standards as listed and
defined respectively in the FIPS Publications

7

Series and the SEQNAV- Instrubtionb. pertkining
to data element standards.

Automated data element libraries Kaye been
developed and are being used by various organi-
zations' within the DOD. These data element
libraries idehtify and define the data elements
used by that organization, reference the systems'
and files in which used, and associate these data
elements with applicable data element and data
code standards. When a data processing system
is designed that uses standard data elements or
uses data elements that have not yet been stand-
,ardized, any existing data element libraries
should be updated to reflect, the new uses.

There are -three sections to the RD. These
are: General, Data Descrifatibn and User Support
for Data Collection. The detailed outline for the
RD sections may be foundin SECNAVINST 5233.1.

SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATION (0)-

- An SS may be prepared to guide the develop-
ment of large projects.. If the system breaks down
readi6 into subsystems, this document may be
used to prepare individual subsystem specifica-
tions. A subsystem is herein defined as the logical
breakdown of a system into separate areas of re-
sponsibility, such as functions, where each break-
down is composed of a program or series of pro-
grams. If individual subsyste'tn specifications are,
prepared, they may at some point be bound to-
gether to form a System Specification or a
separate System Specification may be written.
Many systems, however, may not logically be
broken down into smaller components because
they are already broken down, into the lowest
common denominator. Intliebe cases this docu-
ment outline may be used to write a System
Specification.

Thb System /Subsystem Specification may pre-
sent modifications from the t'D (Functional De-
scription), but it should be noted that any modifi- .
cation to the scope'of the system effort should be
submitted as changes to the FD.

The System/Subsystem Specification is a teCh-
nical document prepared for systems personnel.
It is to be as detailed as possible concerning the
environment and design elements in order to
provide maximum guidance to the program design
effort. This document also defines system/sub-
system interfaces. It is anticipated that the
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DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN 1 & C

System/Subsystem Specification will present -b
more detailed data than the FD as a result of
the continuing design effort,L.Stibsystem specifi--
cations Will consider only those segments of the
ED that are applicable to the particular sub-
system.

There are four sections to the SS. These itre:
General, Summary of Reitirefnents, Environment
and Design Data. The detailed outline for the SS
-sections may be found in SECNAVINST 5233.1.

PROGRAM SPECIFICATION (PS)
.

A PS may be written after SS (System/Sub-
system Specification) to expand of its require-
ments or without any SS having been prepared.
The PS may present modifications froth the FD,
but it should be noted that art? 'modification to
the scope of the system effort should be sub-
mated as a change to the FD.

The PS is a technical dosument. The amount of
detail to be included is dependent upon-the use to
be 'made of the document within the partipular proj-
ect for which it is. prepared. The intent of a PS
is to guide program development: It is anticipated
that the OS will present more detailed data than
the FD and related SS as a result of the detailed
program design effort.. Furthermore, a PS will
consider only those segments of an FD or SS
that are, applibable to the particular program.

There are four sections to the PS. These are;
General, Summary of Requirements, Environment
and Design Data:.

DATA BASE SPECIFICATION (DS)

A DS is generally prepared when many ana-
lysts/prografnmers will be involved in writing
programs that will utilize the same data..

The DS is a technical document prepare6r
programmers. It shall be sufficiently detailed to
permit program coding andliata base generation
by the" development group. Since thiS document is
intended to cover all type's of systems,.it does not
make specific data or presentation formats man-
datory. Developers of any given system Ks best
qualified to devise the physical formats most
useful and comprehensible to project personnel:
However, to-achielTe consistency in documentation
the following, praftces shall apply in all Data
Base Specifications;

a. The order of information given by the
optline in SECNAVINST '5233.1, TN-02, shall
be followed.

b. Eachformatted presentation shall be fol-
lowed by an explanation of the formatted ar- o -
rangement.

c. Each item of information shown in a for-
matted presentation shall be consistent with
standardized data element names as shown in
data element libraries.

There are five sections to the DS. These are;
General, Data Base Identification and De scription,
Data Definitions, Data Base Storage and Common
Data Pool. l

COMMAND/MANACIEMENT MLAL (CM)

The pri4ary purpose of the CM let° serve
the needs of the user group. Sections 1 and 2 of
the CM present general and specific information
on a specific computer program system, and are
directed, toward an .organization's general man-
agement and staff personnel who have no need for
detailed technical information concerning system
implementation or operation. Sketions Vand 4 of
the CM address staff personnel but are more de-
tailed on how to provide input to the system,
respond,to requests from the system for informa-
tion and make use of outputs from the system
that may be in the form of hard °copy, CRT
displays, etc: Instructions for the operation. of
specific consoles or 'terminals maybe included
in appropriate appendixes:

dfIf a Command/Management Manual is the only
cument produced for a particular computer pro--

gram, an annotated program listing must be pro-
vided.

There are four sections to the CM. These are:
General Description, System Summary, Staff
Functions Related to Technical Operations, and
File Query Procedures.

COMPUTER OPERATION MANUAL (OM)

The OM contains precise and detailed informa-
tion on the control requirements and operating
procedures necessary to successful* initiate,
run, and terminate the subject system. It is
directed toward superv.isory and operator per-
sonnel who are responsible for the efficient per-
formance of their organization's computer center.
These readers are primarily interested in de-
'tailedinformation on the external characteristics
and operating procedures of a computer program.
In general, the manual shall be written in a step-
by-step fashion as opposed to an expository style
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in order to carify and emphasize the procedures
associated bwith the computer programs. The
Computer Operation Manual shall be completely
self-contained. Supporting illustrations shall be
concerned with the flow of input data and output
information ,1,:lut shall not`present breakdowns or
delineations of the internal logic,and flows within
a computer program, such aware depicted in a
progr arhmi ng. flowchart.

'There are four sections to the OM. These are:
General. Description, System Control,-Operating
Procedures and Nonroutine Operations.

PROGRAM ,MAINTENANCE MANUAL (MM)

The MM presents general and specific infor-
mation on the, computer program: It is written for
programmer personnel who are responsible for
the inaintenance of the computer programs. It
will describe the computer program% in ? de-
tailed, techhical presentation to assist-the main-
tenance programmer in his fuhaions.

There are four sections to the MM. These are:
General Description, System Description, Input/
Output Descriptions end Program Assembling,
Loading and Maintenance Procedures.

NOTE: For small -projects the Command/
Management; Computer Operations, and Program
Maintenance Manuals may be combined into one
document titled the Project Manual (PM).

TEST AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (PT)

The PT is a tool for directing the, program
testing, and contains the orderly schedule of
events and list of Materials necessary to effect
delivery of a complete program and to Conduct
the orientation reqUired for proper use of the
programs. Those parts of the document directed
toward the staff, personnel shall be presented
in nontechnical language, and those parts of the
dOcument, directed toward the operations per-
Sonnel shall be presented in suitable terminology.

There are six sections teethe PT. These are:
General; Test Plan, Test Specifications, Test
Descriptions, Test Procedures and Test Evalu-
.ation,

EST ANALYSIS REPORT (RT)

The RT describes the of the computer
program system after test rovides, a pres-
entation of ,4eficiencies for ew by staff and
management Dersonnel. Therefore, this document
should be prepared in nontechnical language.

9

There are four sections to the RT. These are:
General, Test Analysis, System Function Anal-
ysis and Summary and Conclusion

.
. NEED FOR

STANDARD DOCUMENTATION
c

All of the document types previously dis- ''
missed may not be needed on a particular proj-
ect. One .of the main determining factori'for
the number of documents to be provided is the
ultimate user. If the \Isar is not computer
oriented, it may be beneficial to you and the'
user to provide all the documentation. This will
allow you to explain as much about the syktem
(hardware and software) as possible in a lan-
gUage that the user can understand. The. more
the user understands about the actual functioning
of ,the system, the better for both parties. Once
understanding is developed, communication be-
comes easier not only in the area of the current
project but also for any future dealings.

if the project is large and complex, the max- .
imum amount of documentation should also be pro-
vided. Under thes circumstances it doesn't
matter if the user s computer oriented or not.
The better and more complete' the documentation
is in this case, the better the final product
(system) will be. The more documentation pro-

ductre system will be left out.
the less likely it will be that any portion

of

T6 further help in determining the' need for
proper documentation, SEeNAVINST 5233.1 pro-,
vides two charts .i) Figure 2-2 is a chart listing
factors and five values assigned to each factor.
The more complex, costly or time restricted
a factor is, the more value it holds. To utilize
the chart for a project, simply put a check mar
beside the descriptive blockthat' is most true
for each factor. Total the check mazitis for ,each'
column and multiply that times the value for
that column. For instance, you may have arrived
at a total number or four check marks in column,
one and a total value for that column of four
(4 times 1 equals 4), four check marks i41 col-
umn two for a total value of eight (4 times 2
equals 8), three 'check marks in column 3 for
a total value of nine. (3 times 3 equals 9) and
'no check marks in columns four or five. Each
column's value totals are then added together
for one total' (in this case 21), which is the '
level of project complexity.

Once a level of project complexity has been ,

established, the types of documentation can then
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4
4

COMPLEXJTY
TOTAL

,3

DOCUMENT
. TYPES

... 15 -- . CM r

12- 26 PM PT

24 - 38 FD CM OM MM PT
Q

36- 50 FD SS c CM OM MM PT RT

48 - 60 FD. SS PS'. CM OM MM PT RT
.

NOTES:, I.. PREPARATION OF RD AND DS IS SITUATIONALLY
DEPENDENT.

2. ADDITIONAL DOCUMENT TYPES MAY SE
REQUIRED AT LOWER COMPLEXITY TOTALS TO.
SATISFY LOCAL REQUIREMENTS. .

0

78.141
Figure .2-3. Document types/project complexity.

.

be determined. Figure 2-3 is suggested as
method of determining the documentation require-
ments based on the complexity totals, In the:
above example the Complexity total of 21 would
require the writing of a project-manual and test
and implementation plans.

It must be emphasized- that this is a genefal
guide, Situations occur when more or fewer
document types may l required, as is indicated
in the notes of figure 2-3.

LOCAL
DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

The Navy het; established documentatiOn
standards to ensure completeness ad uniformity
for computer system information Betweek, com-
mands and between civilian and Navy organiza-
tions.° The amount of detail and the time/cost
factor of such program documentation for "in-
house" use at the local leVel may be too great.
In these instances options are given to the
commar.der/comnianding officer providing the°
resources and/or funds to establidh appropriate
minimum documentation requirements less than
those established'in SECNAVINST 5233.1.

AppropVate minimum documentation-is usu-
ally" arrived at by tl3"head of the data
processing department/division. This is gener-
ally based on experiences of personnel' who have
been involved in writing, maintaining and ana-
lyzing programs/Systems, and in training per-
sonnel to take the jobs of transferred personnel.

The key to the minimum amount of doc,u-
mentation required by' local commands/ should
be the amount that isorequired for replacement
personnel to understand , input, processing and
output efor each program system for which they
will be responsible. The following' items to be
included in documentation, at local levels fo
internal use are recommended ,as an examp
of what each data processor should' establi =h
as the miniinum standards of do umentati n.
These may be expanded or redece due to the
diversity of programming projects dtechni ues
at the many varied commands within the avy.

SUGGESTED INFORMATION

Even .though local requirerne is may much
less than _those of SECNAVIN 5'233.1 terms
from the instruction should utilizes rather
than individual terms' uniqtie to the c mend/
programmer.. Basically a corn inatidn several
manuals should be utilized end thq echnical
Note 02 of SECNAVINST $233.1 -cons lied as it
may help to ensure that a subject ing docur

mentedis compete.

41roject References..z.

11

At the beginning of each proj ct a listing
.di airld. be kept of all, references hat you haVe
't4-Carisult for infOrmation or guid cein under-
standing the system or proble u to be pro-
gramnied. These references and ose that you
may utilize before completion if the project .

should be listed and made a pa Of pie perma-
nent documentation for the proje .

Objectives

A narrative statement(s) th0 major per-
formance. requirements or ale /of the com-
puter program system sho * included. If'
the project consists of more th> one problem,
this should in essence be a ob m description

, of the system. That is, its ould be a statement)
of the problem tilat may i elude a description
of the method of Mutton, the ablution itself, the
relationship of proceddres, data constraint's and
environment.
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In addition, this portion could anticipate
changes that may affect the system aqd explain
anidentify those areas developed in pftparation
for the change. -

piro
Also, if this project includes more tharr'one
gram, a -separate more detailed objective or

problem statement should be made for each pro-
gram' to be developed. If the project is for de-
velOpment of only one program, then tle objective
should be as detailed as possible.to explain the
problem to be solved,. and method of solution.

.)

Input Sources

A listing should be kept of comrhands, de-
partments and divisions that are dimectly re-

, sponsible for providing original ( source) data
for the system. For each of the input sources,
key personnel- should also be referenced and, the

--liking kept up to date when personnel are trails-
ferred.
1 .

ExaMples of each type of source document.
J might also be included in this ,area. Notation of

the . type of action required or generated because
of each type of document could tiof great benefit..
If a source document has multiple Uses, a list and
explanation of each code is mandatory along with
an associated- list of the data, elements that
comprise the complete format for each coded
input: If 'the source documents originate from ,
different sources, make 'sure the examples are
associated 'with their respective liste51 origin.
This particular section,. if completed as sug-
geSted, should, be duplicated and distributed as
a keypuncher's (or key to tape, or key to.disk)
guide.

St

Data Base Layouts

' Thbcterrn data base refers to a collection of
data, at least as large as a file, as defined by a
'particular user or system. Basically, this means
all of 'a program's required input may not come
from 'just' one file, but it must utilize at least
one file. A file isa collection of related records
treated as a unit: For example, an inventory
file is ft oolleCtion of invoice records (one
invoice record contains all of the inventory control
data for one item) which are all related to each
other not its like products but by the fact that
they are lbcated under one roof (USS FLOATERS
Inventory Control File).

The data base for a program could be' the
"Masts Stock Number Listing File," which

-contains all the stock numbers available through
GSA, A program that works vtith just that file

bawOuld have a single file data ie. If a program
were to be constructed that required percentages
be estiiblIshed as to the usage of a stock item
by class of ship, a multiple, file data base
w d be -required. That is, the "Master Stock
.N her- Listing Pile" would be required as input
to insure that all stock numbers are accounted
for and that the all Navy 4isage *total for each
item is acquired. Then each "Master Usage List
File" for each class of ship would be brought
into storage, the stock numbers matched and their
total usage recorded 'in storage. When the usage
totals for the same stock number from each "Mas-
ter Usage List -File" for each

for'
of ship

have been recorded in storage for' the respective
"Master StoOk Number Listing File" stock .huni-.
bers a. logical record has been constructed, and
the program may then be executed to calculate
the percentages. The system (program) has re-
quired that av record be constructed from a

create a data base (in this case, one file of
collected related records) output.

By definition Al example, a file used by
itself is always a data base, bit a data base is
not always a file (collection of related records).
Under Data Ease Layout then, one would expect
139 find the layouts of all files related to the
program. This would include card, magnetic.
tape, k and printer layouts de.scribing in detail
data its s and elements (fields) that make up
a record of each input and output.

I

12

Also cluded should be the lengths of inputs,
and outpu , including special handling re9uire-
ments due to variations in length. Security
classification of I/O items should be clearly
indicated so that no doubt exists on the handling
requirements for this project. File tags, titles,
labels and full names of all database files must
be given.

J
Table Definitions

A table is a collection of data in which an
item is uniquely identified by a label, by its
position/ relative to the other items, or by some
,other means. A table isc an area of storage
reserved{ by a program :and may contain data
that is constant, brought in from input, con-
structed from input or constructed for output.
.A table is usually made up of related data

A

'
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elements such as "states" with only ',the first
state, "Alabama" having an unmodified address
(and that address' would be the address'associated
with the table label, beginning address). Each
state could then have' its; respective counties
within ,it, and these would be addressed by first

'addressing the state and then the county withid
the state. The addressing method itself would
depend on the hardware and the language uti-
lfzed. (The table structure will be explaineck for
COBOL in later chapters,.)

The documentation for' tables to be used by
a system would, then be required to contain the
following data:

Table tag 'or label
Brief but concise description of the purpose'

of the table'

GrapaC layout of the table showing the number
of paits, subparts and the sizes of each(character
length or number of,words).

The.itype of data should also be indicated as td;
whether it - is alphabetic, alphanumeric or
numeric. An example of the method pf addressing
each part and subpgrt (written in the language
to-be used) should be given.

Conrrol Instructions '
Most syStems require that control cards

precede and trail, object programs and input data.
.These cards give specific information to the soft-
ware packages to provide proper input, prOce ping
and output by your programs. These control cards
may be many in number, eace one containing
specific sequenced parameters. Parameters are
Variables that are, given_a constant, value for a
specific purpose or prOceSs.

The number of control cards and the number
of parameters will vary depending on the system.'
Each card will hold a specific number
of parameter statements. Each parameter must be
filled in with the correct code that applies to thtii
program begirming address to load the p4S-1
gram for execution). As these parameters mast
adhere- to strict format and are time-consuming
to complete, it would be advantageous to provide
a listing of each, explanations of the parameters
(or reference to' a control language manual) and
indication of their required placement in an-
object prOgram or. input file.

NOTE: Control cards will not be discussed as to
makeup in this' manual as there is so much
variance with each system and with each language.

V.

'
program Logic

;
The programmers logic should be depicted

in the form of a prograMmingflaikchart. This
should be neat and dompletely legible. All stand-
ard symbols and flowcharting procedures Should
be used. Any labels (tags, titles, names Or
acronyms) used in the flowchart that are not de-
fined elseWhere should be defined when used in
the flowchart,'

When any modifications are made to any part
of the other docurneqtation that affects the logic,
labels, I/O layouts, that is depicted in, the
flowchart, the change Should also be reflected
in the 'flowchart. In some instances a data flow-

, chart might alsbe 'included.

13

Progwini Listing(s).

a

O

Once the program has been thoroughly tested
for all possible conditions and is error free, the'.
source language' program deck should be listed
and made a .part of the documentation. If the
program is a low level language, the various
routines should be identified, instructions for
decision making should be. explained, constants
defined, tc..

Byckup Procedures

Consideration should be given to the possi-
bility that dne of the hardware systems,elements,
may fault or "go doWn.", The biggest determining
factor for the detail gi+en to backup proc,dures
is the scheduled priority of the'program run. -
`Backup as used here means the alternative
operation available' in the event The primary
system element goes down. For example, a
backup technique for a disk output would be° a
tape output.

In the case of an entire hardware system
failure the use of another system or other means ,
'to accomplish the systeM requirements sliould be
indicated. For example, the backup (or It this
total aspect, fallback) technique for an automated
syStem Viight be Manual manipulation and re-
cording of the data. In either partial or com-
pletehardware failure the backup procedures
May require almost as much documentation as
the normal system.

,Operator's Manual

Clear, concise instructions must be provided
to ensure .that the operator will, provide the
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necessary step -by -step physical operation re-
quired for the successful job run. Reference to
the CoMputer Operation Manual in SECNAVINST
5233.1, TN-02, should. be made to help preclude
the possibility of not including small but needed

- documentation for the operator.

Management Information

Other information that is required for manage-'
ment purposes, such as scheduling, supply costs,
man-hour costs, system cos% etc., should be
included. Required form numbers or stock num-
bers for requisitioning of supplies should be
listed. If supplies are nnot.ordered through regular
GSA channels, the sources to be ordered fkom
should.be listed. .Volumes of anticipated cards,
paper, and magnetic tape should be included. In
short, information for inveritory control of asso-
ciated supplies should be established.

SUMMARY

Documentation is an extremely important
facet of the data processing world. Every effort

e

'Ns

should be made to ptovide complete packages'
-fbr each system developed. .Research or use of
available documentation should'. also be
ericauraged by you for all those at your instal-
lation.

When `a person enters a new fleldvr is trans-
ferred to Na new duty station, docunientation is
heavily relied on by the new man to reassure
himself that he is performing correctly. After
awhile on the job (especially a repetitious one),
documentation is not referenced as frequently.
This is human nature and is one of the larger
single reasons for expensive and time consuming
rerun -requirements. As a person progresses up
the ladder of responsibility, reference to and
requirements for documentation become greater..
A person being advanced generally finds that
eventually he ip no longer the person that is
in daily contact with the actual job, but he must
still be aware of all that occurs within his shop.
In this suPprvisory position it is extremely de-
sirable to have good documentation as a Hilary.

Being in the Navy, a person is alwa s in
training to be6ome ri leader and a supervisor.
Let's make sure that-part of that training is in
the area of documentation.

ert
kit*, L:3

,

11.
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SECTION 1. GENERAL
- .

1.1 Purpose of Functional Description. This piragraph shall describe the
purpose of the FD (Functional Description) in the following words, modified,
when apprppriate: .

This Functional Description for (PrOjeckName) (Project Number)
Is written to i:vide: '(' t

a. The' system requirements to be satisfied which will serve
as a basis for mutual understanding betWeen the user and
the developer.

b. Information on performance_ requirements, preliminary
design, and user impacts, including fiked and continuing
costs.

c. A basis for-the develo ment of system tests.

1.2 rrojedt ReferOces. This paragraph-shall a brief summary
of the references itpplicaple to the history and development of the proj-
ect". The general nature Of the computer pro ams (tactical, inventory
control, war gaming,,management infor on, etc.) to be developed
shall be speciied. The project sponsor user, and operating center(s)
that will rdn the completed computer ograms shall be indicated.

A list of appliCable documents' shall be incltided. At least.the
following shall, be specified by author or source, reference number,
title, and security classification:

a. Project request, a copy. of which must be included as di
appendix.

b. Previously developed technical documentation relating, to
this project.

c. Significant correspondenc-e relating to the projects
d. Documentation concerning related projects. ct,

e. Other manuals or documents that constrain.or explain technical
factors affecting project development.

f. Standards or reference documentation, such as:
(1) Documentation standards and specifications.

r.
1 When applicable, specificreference should be made to the provisions`

of these documents in subsequent sections of the Functional Description..

, 1.

78.139.2
Figure 2-1e Functional description (2 of 14).
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(2) Programming opnvenq.on s.'

(3) 'DoD or Federal standards (data elements, pr-ogramming
languages, etc.).

(4) HardWare manuals, suppott system documentation, etc., if
necessary for an understanding of.the FD.

2

0

Figure 2 -1.-1- Functional description (3 of 14).
78.139.3
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SECTION 2.. SYSTEM SUMMARY

This section shall provide a general description,.written in non-ADP
terminology, ofYie proposed computer program system. -
2.1 Background. Included within this paragraph, as necessary, will be any
information concerning the'baCkground of the uses and purposes of the sys-
tem to orient the reader. ReferenCe must be made to higheArder and
parallel systems- when needed to enhance the general description. The
relationships between the project and other capabilities being developed ,

concurrently shall be described.
2.2 Objectives. Statements of the major performance requirements or
goals of the computer program system, must be included. These statements
should be concise andfnay_include examples. When applicable, related
events, such as exercises or impending military operations, may be dis-
cussed. Any anticipated operational changes that will affect the system
and its use shall be identified and the provisions within the system for
including them shall b6 explained.

2.3 Existing Methods and Procedures. This paragraph shall provide a
brief description of the current Methods and procedures beihg employed
to satisfy the existing information requirements; Both quantitative and
qualitative values should be provided for:

a. Organizational/personnel responsibilities
b. Equipment available and equipment required
c. Inputs and outputs (including volume and frequency)
d. Deficiencies (including limitations, such as time delays)

. A 'chart depicting the existing data flow2 from data acquisition through'
its processing and eventual output must be provided. This chart may be ,

complemented by an explanation or chart showing the sequence in which
operational functions are performed by the user and pointing o t the sup-
port of these decision making activities that is provided by the esent
system.

2.4 Proposed Methods and Procedures. A description of the proposed
system and its capabilities shall be presented in this and the following
paragraphs. When tools, techniques, or procedures from other systems
will be utilized with, or will become part of, the proposed system,, they
shall, be referred to in thisi description.

2 A System Information Flowchart may be used.

3

Figure 2-1.Functional description (4 of 14).
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A chart depicting the proposed data fldw3 d be provided to presenfan
-overall view of the platiRedt

. If the proposed system eliminates oar degrades, any capabilities. in the
existing system, these capabilities must also be described as well as the
reasons for their elithinittion or degradation. -

When appropriatecalternative methods 'and procedures that have been
considered may be included.

to cA.Ot showing the Major processing steps4. and achart showing the
interactifing organizations 'should be included within the following,para-
graphs wherever they 'bestecimplement the,narrative.

2,4.1 Summary ofIra 4ments. This paragraph shall provide a qualita-
tive and quantitative Bluaitiarir of the benefits to be obtained from the proposed
sstem. A comparigonXetlie deficiencies identified in paragraph 2.3 and the
identification of any additional capabilities required, along with appropriate
explanatilns, may be .firckided.

Explicitly identiffed :Will be the required capabilities that will be
satisfied by the proposed eystem. When a required capability is the im-
provement of existing methods and procedureS, the extent of the antici-
pated inlprovements'muSt be stated. Also included shall be a comparison.
of transaction time Cycles between the existing and the proposed systems.
The discussion shall include:'
1 a. Functional improvements new capabilities).

b. Imprdvements of degree (upgrading existing capabilities).

c. Timeliness (decreased response time or processing time).

d. The elimination reductiqn of existing capabilities,that are
no longer needed.

2.4.2 Summary of IMpacts. This paragraph shall describe the anticipated
impacts and associated costs of the proposed computer programs on the
existing equipment, software, organizational, and operational environments.
Impactp on the user during the development of the system shall also be
noted.

1

3 A System Information Flowchart may be used.
4 An Integrated ADP Flowchart may be used.
5 A System Organization Chart may be used.

k

4

Figure 2-1. Functional description (5 of 14):.
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2.4.2.1 Equipment Impacts. Included in this discussion shall be any required
additions and modifications to the currently available equipment. Referpnne
shall be made in this paragraph to the specific' equipment capabilities outlined
in paragraph 4.1 of the Functional Description. , .

2.4.2.2 Software Impacts. The, discussion of software impacts will'include ,,,A,
any additions or modifications needed to e.Isting applications and support
software programs in order to adapt them to the proposed computer. ro-
gram system. . ,
2.4.12.3 Organizational 'impacts. Organizational Impacts may include the
moalfications of positional responsibilities and the addition or elimination
of responsibilities that will be necessary to implement the new systifin., Any

° personnel interactions eliminated will be identified and a discussion
vided of the possibilities of retraining. Staff, operator, and progranr Me,-
nance personnel, responsibilities will be discussed. Requirements for the 0,,,
number and skills of additionalpersonnel,wilIbe identified.

, 1

2,4.2.4 Operational Imkis. Operational impacts Will include changes
required in both staff and operations center procedures to use the new com-
puter program system. Consideied will be impacts on the relationship of
the operating center and the userOmpacts on the operationt.1 procedures
of the operating center; operational similarities, with other systems; new
data aources;, quantity, type, and timeliness of data to be provided; data
retention anddata retrievals; methods of reporting; modes of operation
of the user, uch as peacetime, alert, and wartime; and, results of the
suspension ofoperations of the system by'failures not iliscussed.in para-
graph 3.5. Als4;cluded will be recommended methods forloviding
input data if t e data are not already available. 4in estimate of the
amount of computer time needed fOr updating, output processing, etc.,
required by the propOsed computer programs will be given.

2.4.2.5 Development Impacts. Development impacts will include a'
discussion of all user effort that will be required prior to4installation
of the computer programa, such as manpower required to develop the
data. base, andbperator and computer time necessary for testing. This
paragraph wiWa.Iso identify the requirement to develop conversion
,programs to litodik,existing data files to be used by the new computer
programs. Exceptioai levels of mann g or computer t1'pie required'
for the parallel operation ofti.he new existing sypeeina shall be
discussed. Any additional activiiies' be provided by the user to aid
development will be included in this paragraph.

5

5

78.139.6
Figure 2-1.-L-Functional description (6 of 14).
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2.5 Expected LAnitations. Any limitations affecting the desired capability
(including the ediction of expected types of errors) a,fid explicit identifi-
cation of any prrent or desired capabilities which will not be provided by
the proposed computer programs shall be discussed in this paragraph.

56

1

Figure 2-1. Functional description (7 of 14).
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SECTION 3. DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 Specific Performance Requirements. This paragraph shall describe the
specific performance requirements to be satisfied by the computer program
system. This presentation shall be a delineation of requirements, evolved from
theesysteru analysis, on which the system design is to be based.6 The require-
ments will be stated in such a manner that system functions discussed in
paragraph 3.2 and the system tests necessary for implementation can be
relited to them. A quantitative presentation of requirements will be included,
such as the number of ship plots that must be handled, maximum allowed time
from query to display of data, flexibility for adapting to changing requirements,
etc.
3.1.1 Accuracy and Validity. This paragraph shall provide a description of
the accuracy requirements placed upon the system. The following items
must be considered:"

a. Accuracy requirements of mathematical calculstions.
b. Logical and legal accuracy of alphanumeric data.

c. Accuracy of transmitted data.
3.1.2 Timing. This paragraph shall provide a description of the timing
requirements placed on the system, if they are available. The following
timing requirements shall be considered:

a. Throughput time.

b. Response time to queries and to updates of data files,

c. Response time of 'major functions.

d. Sequential relationship of functions.

e. Priorities imposed by types of inputs and changes in modes of
operation.

f. Timing requirements for the range of traffic load under varying
operating conditions.

g. Interleaving requirements for sequencing and interleaving programs
and systems (including the reqUirements for interrupting the opera-
tion of a program without loss of data).

a

6 Anticipated deviations from any of the standards specified by the docu-
ments listed in the above paragraph 1.2 must be specifically indicated.

ago

Figure 2-1.: Functional description (8 of 14).
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3.2 System Functions. This'paragraph shall describe the individual functions ,

performed by the proposed computer program system. This description Should
relate the functions to the performance requirements and to the subsystem or
computer programs that will provide the functions and will show how the
aggregate of these functions satialles the specific requirements in paragraph
3.1. If an edit program is required, for example, the fields to be edited and
their expected characteristics should be indicated.
3.3 Inputs/Outputs. This paragraph shall explain and show examples of
the various data inputs to be used in the cornrAter program system, When
available, the meditim (disk, cards, magnetic tape, analog originated, sig-
nals from revolving radar, etc.), format, range of values, accuracy, etc.
should be specified.

Also provided shall be examples and explanations of the data outputs
of the system, when available, and any quality control outputs that have
been identified. Included s ieli be descriptions and layouts or examples' of
hard copy reports (routine, situational and exception) as well as graphic
or display reports. When an interactive system is being described, these
outputs must be related to the system functions described in paragraph
3.2. When possible, these outputs should be related to the programs that
will produce them.

.

DataCharacteristics. This paragraph shall provide a discussion con-
cerning the storage of the data elements to be used by the application. It
should include information of specific data elements by name and characters,
if known. Also discussed shall be dictionaries, tables, and reference files,
if applicable. An estimate of total storage (number of tape files/disk =Mules
and total number of records/cylinders) for the data and related components
based on a summation of the requirements should be included.

A description of the expected growth of the data and related com-
ponents should be provided. Considered must be the number and size of
tapes and disks or other media required to store the datA.
3.5 Failure Contingencies. This paragraph shall provide a discussion
of possible failures of the hardware or software system, the consequences
(in terms of system performance) of such failures, and the alternative
courses of action that may be taken to satisfy the. information require-
ments. There sill be included as appropriate:

)
a. Back-up. A discussion shall be provided of the back-up techniques

for insuring the continued achievement of system functions given in para-
graph-3.2. "Back-up" as used means the redundancy available in the event
the primary system element goes down. For example, a back-up technique
for a disk output would be a tape output.

8

Figure 2-1.Functional description (9 of 14).
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b. Fallback. An explanation of the fallback techniques for insuring
the continued satisfaction of the specific requirements of the system shall
be'provided. "Fallback" as used indicates the use of another system or
other means to accomplish the system requirements: For example, the
fallback technique for an automated system might be manual manipulation
and recording of data. (c. Ftestart.'A discussion sha4 be included of the restart capabili-
ties for insuring effective and efficient recovery iiiqcon a temporary
problem within the hardware or software systems. The "restart" capa-
bility is a program cabability to resume execution of a program from a
point in the program subsequent to which;the problem occurred.

9

Figure 2-1. Functional description (10 of 14).
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SECTION 4. ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Equipment Environment. This paragraph shall provide a de-
, scription of the equipment capabilities required for the operation

o the computer program system. This paragraph will present broad
descriptions of the equipment presently available ithq the charac-
teristics of any new equipment necessary based on the discussions
in Section 3. A guideline for equipment to be de Scribed follows:

a. Processor(s), including number of each on/off-line and
size of internal storage.

b. Storage media, including number of disk units, tape units,
a Elc

c. Output devices, including number of each on/off-,line.
d. Input devices, including number of each on/off-linb.
e. Communications net including line, speeds.

4.2 Support Software Environment. This paragraph shall provide
a description of thesupport software with which the computer
programs to be developed must interact. Included will be both
support software, input and equipment simulators, and test. Soft-
ware, if neede4. The collect nomenclature, level (ve4sion), and
documentation referen-ces of each such software system, subsystem,
and program shall be provided, In addition, the.language (cCrn-
piler, assembler, program, query, etc.), the operating system"
and any Data Managemeht System to be used will be identified.
4.3 Interfaces. This paragraph shall provide a description of
the interfaces with other systems aprid subsystems. For each inter-
face, the following shall be specified:

a. Description of operational implications of data transfer,
Including security considerations.

b. General description of data transfer requirements to and
from the subject program.

c. Current formats and volume of interchanged data.
d. Type of anticipated interface, such ees manual or autoniatigl,
e. tnticipated interface proCedures.

4.4 Security. This paragraph shall, identify the classified com-
ponents of the systeth including computer programs, inputs, outputs,
and data bases. Consideration must be given to the fact that the

7

Figure 2-1. Functional description (11 of 14).
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combination of items ot one classification may produce a component
of a higher classification. This,paragraph will specify the 'level of
classification of each component.

V

12

ro

Figure 2-1. Functional description (12 of 14).
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SECTION '5. COST FACTORS

The purpose of this section is to provide cost factors that may constrain the
development, design, and continued operation of the proposed system. While
the proposed$ystem responds directly to the project request, other factors

, may determine the need for this system, such as requirements of higher
echelons ofl command, security considerations, the need to interface with
other automated systems, etc.

Discussion of these factors may relate to paragraph 2.4 of the Functional
Description. This section should, however, be a collecttVe point of ccenparison
for the conclusions expressed therein. General-alternatives that maybe dis-

, cussed include those for system development and system design with consid-
eration being-given to equipment, software, organization, operation, etc.

13

O

78.139.13
Figure 2-1.-- Functional description (13 of 14).
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SECTION 6. DEVELOPMENTAL PLAN

This section shall discuss the overall manageinent approach to thendevelop-
ment and implementation.of the proposed computer systdms. Included maybe'
a discussion of the documentation to be produced, time frames for the develop-
ment of the system or the modules of the system, necessary liaigon and
participation by other organizations to insure successful deielopment, and
any other factors that must be known prior to initiating development. '

v

15
A

78.139.14
Figure 2- 1. Functional description114 of 14).
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION TO COBOL

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND .

On May 28 and 29, 1959, a meeting was 'called
in the Pentagon for, the purpose of considering

/both the desi ability and feasibility of establishing
a common 1 gunge for the programming of

ectronid co uters in business data:processing.
This comma e, which was referred to as the,
Executive Committee of CODASYL (COnference
on DA& SYstems 1Languages), adopted the name
COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language)

- as the name to be applied to the target common
computer language.

A report of. this committee's . initial specifi-
cations for COBOL Was, published in April 1960.
A "maintenance bomlnittee composed of user and
manufacturer groups we's then 'created, and sub-
committees worked until November 1965 when
COBOL-Edition 1965 was released by the COBOL
committee. .

On a parallel, the American Standards Asso-
ciation (ASA) Sectional Committee X3 for Com-
puters and Information Processing 'was
established in 1960 under the sponsorship of the

-:` Business Equipment Manufacturer's Association.
Many meetings took place between January 1963
and August 1966 when ASA was renamed United
States of America Standards Institute (USASI). On

\ August 30, 1966, the content and the format was
approved for a proposed USASI Standard COBOL.

In 1968 the USASI promulgated what is referred
to as USASI X3.23-1968. The Department of De-
fense (DOD) has adopted the standards, and the
Chief of Naval Operations ha stated in OPNAV-
INST 10462.8 of 13 March I969 that "It is the
policy of the Chief of Naval Operations that the
programming of all digital computers within the
scope of this directive will to the maximum
extent feasible be done in an appropriate stand-
ard higher-level programming language as set
forth herein." This OPNAV policy was in dire&
line with SECNAVINST 10462.7B of 11 March
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1966 that all new computer acquisitions must
specify COBOL and FORTRAN (FORmula TRANs-
lator) compilers as a mandatory requirement.

In 1969 USASI again had a, name change which
resulted in its current title, American National
Standards Institute (ANSI). Although the ANSI
document (X3.23-1968) goes a long way toward
providing a tighter interpretation fbr the ele-
ments of COBOL, and defines several logical
modules for common implementation, it does not
in itself ensure the development of compatible
COBOL compilev. The ANSI COBOL committee
realized at the time it started to develop the
COBOL Standard that it must provide the user
with some means "to validate" a vendor's
compliance with''the forthcoming Standard. Con-
current with the development of the Standard,
the comra:.ttee undertook to design andJ develop
a set of "audit routines," which were to be so
constructed (that each element or statement from
the Standard cSuld be selected, compiled and
executed, giving a "pass" or "fail" indication,
as appropriate; for each COBOL feature.

The routines were, to accept only one inter-
pretation of a COBOL element or statement, in
accordance with the Standard; ensuring that all
COBOL programs would yield identical results,
regardless of the compiler or computer on which
it was to be run. The audit routines were also
to provide positive identification of tlje standard
COBOL features that were either present or
missing in a given compiler. The committee
believed that it would take the combined in-
fluences of both the COBOL Standard and the
COBOL audit routines to move the business
data processing community. sigqificantly closer
to achieving a means for machine-independent
programming. The committee'9' intention was to
make these routines alienable to the public
simultaneously with the publication of the COBOL
Standard.

Although the COBOL Standard was published
in August 1968, various problems precluded the
committee's completing its work on the audit
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routines. _However, anticipating the ANSI 3.4.4
'committee's inability to produce audit routines
in a reasonable amount of time, both the Navy
and Air Force, being deeply committed to the
need 'for these routines, independently initiated
projects in 1967, to undertake and accelerate
the development of such routines.

The Navy and Air Force progrOded rapidly
in the development of their routines: The Navy,
for instance, having received the ,help of several
vendord and other users, completed all initial
version of the audit routines in January 196'8.
Continued vendor and user 4 cooperaltion
has enabled the Navy to make significant im-
provements to its routines in subsequent years.
In January 1970, the Navy impleihented a version
of these routines, requiring all 4tdors to pass
the routines to qualify in procure nts involving
a COBOL compiler.

A

Currently, the Navy has been tasked by the
Office of the Secretsry of Defense (OSD) to
consolidate the Air Force and the Navy audit
routines into a single set for all DOD use.
Upon the Navy's completion of, that job, the
resultant audit routines will be offered to the
ANSI COBOL committee for consideration for
adoption.

The ultimate objective of these audit routines
is to promote the development of compatible,
standard COBOL compilers. However, no single
organization can accomplish this alone. The sup-
port of every organization interested in these
goals is essential. Users must support the

0 ANSI COBOL committee in the -expeditiotp.sap-
proval and publication of a set of audit routines
for the entire -COBOL community. They must
ensure that all new compilers comply with the
ANSI COBOL Standard X3.23 -1968. In the interim,
a user may do this by requesting from a vendor
the latest Navy audit routine results, for a spe-
cific compiler.

Undoubtedly, the introduction of COBOL in
1960 represents the most' significant industry
advancegnent toward the eventual achievement of
machine-independent software for the business
data processing community. In 41968, with the
publication of the ANSI COBOL Standard, another
Significant milestone was passed in furtherance
of this goal.

To ensure, that the standards of the COBOL
language and the associated compilers are met
by contractors, the Chief of Naval Operations
(CNO) has authorized the Director, Automatic
Data Processing to establish and operate the

Centr al COBOL Compiler Testing Facility
(C.CCTF). With this action it is hoped that overdue
audit routines and their" results will become
available and, in the future, ,another victory will
have been achieved for machine-independent pro-
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Translated Form No. F 2843013, copy-
righted 1959 by IBM; FACT, DST 27A5260-
2760, sierighted 1960 by Minneapolis-
Honeywell have specifically authorized
the use of this material in whole or in
part, in the COBOL specifications. Such
authoriZation extends to the reproduction
and use of COBOL specifications in pro-
gramming manuals or similar publica-

COBOL DIVISIONS

When a program is to be coded in COBOL, it i$
mandatory that the COBOL program be separated
into four separate divisions. The names of .the
four diiisions are as follows: IDENTIFICATION
DIVISION, ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, DATA0DI-
VISION, and PROCEDURE DIVISION. They in-
dividUal divisions may. be oodeckin any-sequerice
that the programmer so desires, but once cow-
pletely coded and pinched into a source deck, the
division's must enter the computer for compilation
in the order lifted above. The basic purposes of
the four divisions aro explained iFthe following
paragraphs.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

The ilurpose of this division is to provide a
standard method for identifying the COBOL source
programs. This division allows the programmer
to provide a program name,, the author's (pro-
grammer's) name, the date the progrEllp was
writtera, a narrative statement regarding the pur-
pose of the prograaappolassification and any other
information that would assist others in under-
standing and working with the program.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

This division describes the computers to be
used both for compiling the source progran and
for running the object program. (Dote: It is riot
infrequent that. programs are compiled on' one
computer and the subsequent object program then
executed on another computer.) Memoryisize,
number of tape units, hardware switches, etc.,
are among the many items that may be mentioned
fOr a particular computer. Problem oriented
(programmer originated) names may be assigned
to a particular peripheral to allow easier, mo
identifiable coding in other COBOL divisions. T
division is said to be largely computer-dependent
as it deals directly with the specifications of the
.hardware system to be used.

DATA DIVISION

This division allows the programmer to de-
scribe in detail the files required for his program.
It is in this division that the PHYSICAL and
LOGICAL records are defined and described. The
term physical record refers to the number of
individual data records or characters that make
up* a block of data within a file. Blocks of data
are restricted in their size only by the amount el

of storage available for transfer of data to and
from- an inplit/output device. The individual
data records that make up a physical record are
called logical reoendse-As you watch a magnetic
tape unit containing input, each time ,the tape
moves, a physical record has .been read into
the computer. Once the physical record is in
memory, a REM) statement in the program causes
ono logical record to be read from the input
memory area and Moved to an area described
by the data division. The logical record is then
in an area of memory that is available to the
program for execution of the Specified instruc-
tions of the piogram. When the last logical records
has been called for, another physical record is
obtained froM the input unit.

0 In turn, each time a WRITE instruction in the
program is executed, a logical record will be
read from the area of memory available to the
pro am and delivered to an outpirtthemary area.
Lb cal records are accumulate in this area until
the cified physical record size is reached. It
is at this time that the output tape unit will move,
and the physical record will be. written.

The characteristic's or properties of the data
are described in relation to standard data format
rather than an equipment oriented format. There-
fore, tUts elivision is to a large extent computer-
independen. So while compatibility among com-
puters cannot, in general, be absolutely aesured,
Careful,planning in the data layout will permit the
same_ data descriptions, with minor modification,
to apply to more than one computer.

v

. PROCEDURE DIVISION

It is In this division that the programmer codes
in sequence the steps that must be followed to
properly solve the problerh defined for eachlogi-
cal record and, consequently, eacii file. This se-
quence of steps has been depictedin the program-_
ming flowchart and should be followed in the
procedure division as closely as possible.

This division is essentially computer-
independent. That is, any user of COBOL can

31 -4
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understand the information appearing in this di-
vision without regard to any particular computer.
Furthermore, every COBOL compiler configured
to the same level of implementation will interpret
this information-,in the same way.

COBOL STRUCTURE

A COBOL program is written in terms of
meaningful Eng Ifsh WORDS,-§TATEMENTS,SEN-
TENCES and PARAGRAPHScitilizing standard
characters.

.The characters which are recognizable by the
COBOL system may vary depending on the subset'
of COBOL that is used. For this manual tlie char-.
Eiders to be used are the alphabetic, numeric and
special characters as listed below.

Characters Used for Words

The first ten decimal numbers are utilized
through 9 (whenever numeric zero is written, it

must appear with a slash through it to differentiate
it from an alphabetic 0). The twenty-six letters
of the alphabet are utilizedA through Z. One
special character is utilized in construction of
words; it is the dash (-).

characters Used for" 'Punctuation

there are four characters reserved for punc-
tuation. Then characters are the quotation mark,
the left and right parentheses; the period, and El.,
Spice or blank. There are also characters that are
used especially for a method called editing.
Editing and the associated characters will be
discussed in chatter four of this manual.

WORDS

A COBOL word is composed of a combination
of not more than 30 in any combination of the
37 characters available for forming words. Every
word is ended by one of the four punctuation char-
acters; 'there is no exception. There are five types
of words used in COBOL. They are: DATA NAMES,
PROCEDURE NAMES, LITERALS, ,FIGURATIVE
CONSTANTS and RESERVE WORDS. In this
chapter only two of the Elie types will be discussed
as the other three are primarily used in the Data
Division Etlid the procedure Divigion. The two
types to. be discussed are data names and reserve
words.

32

Data Names

A data name is a user created word with at
least one alphabetic character. A data name is
used to name a data item (field, record, file)
most generally appearing inthe Data or Procedure
Divisions but also in the. Environment Division,
which is discussed in this chapter.

The ,following rules apply for forming data
names:

, 1. Data names are composed of not more than
30 of the 37 characters available for forming
vv\ords.

2. Spaces and'` special characters are not
allowed.

3. Each name must begin with an alphabetic
character.

4. Names cannot end with a hyptien.
5. Each data/name must be unique (at least

one character of each data name mustbe different
from all the rest for a program).

Examples of data names are

YEARS
Y1975
NUMBER-OF-YEARS (This is one word. Re-
member hyphens are treated as part tpf a
word by the compiler.)

Reserve Words

One of the unique characteristics of COBOL
is its use of over 200 reserved words.- Reserve
worcre''are words that are recognized by a COBOL
compiler to cause generation of Specific machine
instructions. These words -should never be used
by themselves by a programmer as a data name
or a procedure name. A complete list of COBOL
reserved words is provided in Appendix A of
this manual. While all words are not found in all
'COBOL versions, it is recomiliended*lat the
programmer avoid using any of these words for
data or procedure names.

CODING SHEET FORMAT

The formatted sheet for coding COBOL pro-
grams is fairly standard and is available as a
NAVPERS 523073 (1/67) form titled COBOL
Program Sheet. The coding of a program is
also governed by strict rules for placement of
the various entries of a COBOL program. Within
the areas of this manual that refer to the entries
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for each division, placement requirements will
be indicated when the entries are explained. The
separate portions of thenoding sheet are therefore
explained and named (where applicable) in the fol-
lowing paragraphs. Refer to figure 3-1 for the
following descriptions.

Columns 1-6 ,

These first six columns of the coding sheet
are reserved for sequence numbers. The first
three columns are for the page nuinher. The next
three columns are for'the serial or line number
for that page. This sequence-number when punched
in the source deck provides a safety factor.
In case the source deck dropped,, individual
sections 'revised or individual cards need to be
modified, the source deck can easily be put back
in its proper sequence on a sorter or by hand
filing.

(programmer's note: It is good practice not to
completely fill a coding sheet as coded lines may
need to be added and with available lines on the
same page it is easier.)

Column 7

This column is used whenever the last word
on a line is not completed and must be continued
from the preceding line. A hyphen - (-) in this
column indicates a continuation of a word with
no intervening spaces.°

(Programmer's note: It is recommended that
such splitting of words be avoided as such action
is not compatible to all systems.)

Columns 8-72

All program coding is placed in these columns.
Certain entries are required to begin and/or be
completely within specific columns of this coding
area.-These columns afire further broken down and
related to the terms margin or area. When the
various structural units of the language (sen-
tences paragraphs, section, divisions) are de-
scribed, their placement will be indicated by use
of these terms.

-Column 8 is referred to as Margin A.
Column 12 is referred to as Margiff 13.
Column? 8-11 are referred to as Area A.
Columns a 12-72 are referred to as Area B.

Columns 73-80

These columns are used for card deck identi-
fication at the discretion of the prograthiner.
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Again, if the source deck is disturbed in some
manner, the identification punched ik these Col-
umns will identify the source deck that they
belong with, and they may then be resequenced
on the sorter or visually (providing the source
deck is interpreted). Neither these' columns nor
columns 1-6 appear in the object program;
however, columns 1-6 may have an effect on the
compilation operation while columns 73-80 will
not. Figure 3-1 shows examples of entries and
notations about them.

SYMBOLS, RULES, AND NOTATIONS
USED IN THIS MANUAL

The various language elements that comprise
a COBOL program must be written in formats
that adhere to fixed and precise rules of pres-
entation. Before discussing these individual for-
mats, it is necessary to understand the various
symbols, rules," and notations used in describing(
them. Each format statement will indicate thei
following information:

a. The order of presentation
b. Those words that are requisite to the proper

functioning of the statement
c. Those words it are optional and included

at the discret,ier:of e user -

d. Thaeinformation that must be supplied
the used

e. Those elements in the statement that
volve a choice by the user

f. Those functions of the particular statement
that are optional

In free form, the MULTIPLY statement nxight
appear in the following manner;

Multiply a data' same or a literal by another
data name with the, result rounded; ofi size
error execute an imperative statement.

This, of course, tells us something about the
order of ploesenta.tion, but very little else about the
rest of the format. Let us then establish the
first rule of format presentation.

a. All words inherent or built into (reserved)
the COBOL language are specified as uppercase.

MULTIPLY a data name or a literal BY
another data name with the result ROUNDED;
ON SIZE ER execute an imperative state-
ment.
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b. All uppercase words which are underlined
are required or _ key words. Those uppercase
words not underlined are -optional and have no
effect on the compiler, but may be included at
the programmer's discretion to improve rea
ability.

MULTIPLY a data name or a literal By_
another data name with the result ROUNDED;
ON SIZE ERROR execute an imperative state-.
ment.

All uppercase words, whether underlined or
not, are a part of the COBOL language and must
be spelled exactly as indicated.

c. All lowercase words represent generic
terms which must be supplied by the programmer.
In the sample , statement, there are four such
elements to be supplied by the programmer:
two data names (which shall be designated data-
name-1 and data in order of their ap-
pearance) or a literal, and an imperafqye-,,,.
statement.

d. Elements of a statement involving a choice
are surrounded by braces

MULTIPLY
data-name-1

literal

data-name-2' Abi.INDED;
ON SIZEJRROR imperative-statement.

In some instances, the choice can be made
by default. For exailiple, in the ',statement:

BLOCK CONTAINS integer-1 TO

BY

RECORDS
integer-2 CHARACTERS- 1"

the programmer must choose either RECORDS
or CHARACTERS. If RECORDS is chosen, the
word RECORDS must be written because it is a
key word (indicated by the underlin8). However,
if CHARACTERS is the choice, CHARACTERS
is not a key word and the programmer may or
may not write it at his discretion. When the
programmer writes a BLOCK CONTAINS entry
and neither RECORDS nor CHARACTERS is
written, the COBOL compiler assumes that
CHARACTERS was chosen and generates machine
code Wised on this assumption.

Q
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e. Optional functions which may be included
or omitted at the user's discretion are surrounded
by brackets [ ].

MULTIPLY data-name-1
literal. BY data-name-2

[ROUNDED] C; ON SIZE ERROR
imperative-statement7F

f. In some statements, certain portions may
be used as many times as* needed by the pro-
grammer. This Tepeatability 'is indicated by the
ellipsis ( . . .). Brackets or braces are used
as delimiters to indicate the portion of the
statement which is repeatable. From the fore-
going, the following rule can be formed: .

Given an ellipsis ( .) in -statement,
scan 'the statement from right to left begin-
ring at the bracket ] or brace / Jmedi-
ately ,to left of the . . . until the logically.
matching bracket C or brace found;.
the . . . applies, to the words within he logi-
cally matched brackets or braces.

The following two examples illustrate the
application of, this rule.

Example 1:

ALTER procedure-name-1 TO[PROCEED TO].
procedure-name-2 [ procedure- name -3 TO -

[PROOEED TO procedure-name-4 ] . . 4

Scanning this example from right to left,
starting at the bracket immediately to the left
of the ellipsis, it can be seen that the logically
matching bracket is the bracket preceding pro-
cedure-name-3. Thus, the saVond and third
lines sof the stateinent can be written as many
fillies as the programmer chooses. The smaller
brackets surrounding PROCEED TO in both lines
of the statement perform their normal function,
i.e., they indicate which portion of the statement
is optional.

Example 2:

. identifier-1
MOVE literal TO {identifier-21

Once 'again, scanning from right to left,
starting at the brace inmediately to the left of
the ellipsis, the logical notching brace is the
brace immediately preceding identifier-2. The
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programmer may write as many-different iden-
tifiers following the word TO as .he chooses.
The firpt set of braces in the statement per-
forms ite- normal function; the. programmer
must choose either ,identifier-1 or literal. The
following illustrate the acceptable COBOL sen-
tences a ing to the rules established in
Example 2:

MOVE FIELDONE TO FIELDTWO.
MOVE FIELDONE TO FIELDTWO FIELD3.
MOVE FIELDONE TO FIELDTWO FIELD3
FIELD4 FIELD-5.

s.

ThP preceding illustrate the various elements
of a COBOL statement. Certain langtiage elements
used. in the examples (literal, identifier,
imperative-statement) are discussid ih later
sections.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

I the section called the Identification Divi-
sion, the informatiOn identifying the source pro-
gram and the output of a compilation is provided.
In this division, the use:J may include such

*.4-, information as $he name of the' program, date
of compilation, programmer's naihe. and So forth.
All optional information provided in this division
is listed on the printed output of compilation

'but has no effept upon- the object program.

ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

In this divition and all other divisions of a
COBOL program the name of the division must
be the first entry. This division naive is called
a DIVISION HEADER and must begin at Margin
A. The fixed paragraph names for entries in the
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION identify the type of
information that is to appear in the comment-
entry,. The PROGRAM-ID paragraph is the only
other -required entry in this division. The other
paragraphs are optional and may be specified
at the user's discretion in the sequence indicated
by the general format that follows:

[ SECU IRITY. [ comment-entry] . ..
[ REW, AM, [ comment-entry ] ... 3

A comment-entry may be made by any com-
bination of characters from the allowable COBOL
character set. The PROGRAM-ID must always
appear as the first paragraph following IDEN-
TIFICATION DIVISION. This paragraph must be
a single word. It is used to identify the source
program and may also identify the resulting
object program. The content of the paragraph
named DATE-COMPILED will be replaced by
the current. data and a period.. Figure 3-2.is an
example of a COBOL identiicatiori division.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

In this division of the COBOL program a
-relationship is established between the physical
requirements of the computing system on which
the program will operate, and -the operations to
be perforined. That lit:- the ENVIRONMENT DI-
VISION describes the computing exPtem on which -
the object program is to run so that the succeed-
ing divisions of the source program caribe trans-
lated to an object program .for that computing

---system. This is absolutely necessary as the corn- /
puter used to compile the object deck may or
may not be the same. computer in which the
object program may be executed. In addition,
information relating to input-output control, spe-
cial hardware characteristics and control tech-
niques can be given.

Each computer system treats this division
ipot unique manner; therefore, the programmer
should always check the system's COBOL manual
for the guidelines to follow when writing the
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

The following is a general outline of the
sections and paragraphs contained in thp En-
virorunent Division and their order of prey- -
entation:

A B-
A 8 12
8 12 ENVI RONMEkNT DIVISION.
IDENT IFICATION DIVISION. CONE IGURATION SECTION4
28Qa JIAM-1D; program-name. .SOUR CE-COMPUTER
AUTH OR. [ comment-entry ] . . :] OBJE CT-COMPUTEI%
INSTA LLATION. [ comment-entry ] SPEC IAL- NAMES. . .
DATE -WRITTEN. [ comment-entry] .3 LNPU T-OUTPUT_SECTIO_N_,

[ DATE - COMPILED. C comment.Tentry Zia -CONTROL. file-control entry
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SEQUENCE
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Figure 3-2.--- Identification Division.

The discussions that follow are general in
nature. Information relating to the specifics of
implementation and options peculiar to a system
can be found in the pPogrammer's reference
'manual pertaining to the particular computer.

The first entry in this division, is the same
as for all other divisions, the division header.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION is a Markin A entry
and is required as indicated by the underlined
words. This division introduces SECTIONS which
are subparts of the division. Each, of the sections

Chas a fixed name which identifies it. In this
division the section names are CONFIGURATION
SECTION and INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. Each
section name must begin- in Area (usually
Margin A) and must be followed immediately
by a apace, the word SECTION, and a period.
The section name must be the only entry on
that particular coding line.

CONFIGURATION SECTION

Within the configuration section there are
three paragraphs, the SOURCE-1COMPUTER,
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OBJECT - COMPUTER and SP EGIA L-NA M ES
paragraphs. The format for the first paragraph is:

SOURCE-COMPUTER. computer-name.

This paragraph names the con liter upon
which the source program is to be mpiled and

provides a means of communicat g with the
software (executive routine).

The format for the second paragraph is:

OBJECT - COMPUTER. computer -name.

This paragraph describes the computer upon
which the object program, is to be run.

The computer-name that follows the source,,,,
and object computer paragraph 'names describes
equipment qonfiguration. These computer-name
entries are names fixed by the manufacturer
and are recognized by the software (compiler)
as designations of memory size and other char-
acteristics of the coiinputer system.
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SPECIAL-NAMES

The special-names paragraph allows a pro-
grammer to assign a mnemonic of his own to
a software reserved word for a special feature
of the software control for on-line peripherals,
such as a printer. This allows a subroutine to
be developed during compilation and included in
the object program. .

Format:

SPECIAL-NAM OS.

[implementor-namei
),Itt mnemonic-name-11
ila mnemonic- name -2

Description

Implementor-name is the reserved word, such
as 'TOP-OF-NEXT-PAGE; assigned to a device to
indicate carriage control of an on-line printer.
The _mnenionic-name, is programmer assigned and
is to be used in the'procedure division. Example:

SPECIAL-NAMES. TOP-OF-NEXT-PAGE IS
NEW-PAGE.

In the procedure division when the; desired
number of lines have been printed, a statement
could be written to cause page overflow,isuch as:

WRITE DET-RC AFTER: OVANCING NEW-
PAGE LINES.

SEQUENCE
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Figure 3-3. Environment Division.
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a

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION

This section deals with the definition of the
external media and provides information needed
for the most- efficient transmission of ddia
between the media and the,, object program. Al-
though this section can contain two paragraphs,
only one will be explained.

The format for the FILE-CONTROL para-
graph is:

FILE=CONTROL. SELECT 0 0 ALI
file-name ASSIGN TO r integer-1
implementor-name-1
[ , implementor-name-2] .

This par4graph is USe4 to name each tile,
identify the ;hardware medium which contains
it and permit specific hardware assignments for
the program. Each file (input and output) to be
utilized by the cm., ,.r 'is mined once and only
once as file-name in SELECT statement of
the FILE-CONTROLaparagraptt.

the keyword OPTIONAL is required for input
files that may or may not be present when the
object Program is run. (Even though a file is
named, there are programming methods which

0

allow a file (or files) to be ignored for specific
runs.)

All files employed in the program must be
ASSIGNed to a specific input/output hardware
device (card reader, _tape unit, printer, etc.).
The names of these devices are usually abbrevi-
ations recognized byr: jbel, are, and this
allows the executive rdutine dii ng run time to
have-,alses .for input/output 44iannel control.
The exaordameis for these devices (implementor"
name -1,'. 7,-4: \yin be covered in the specific
programmer's. reference manual at your instal-
lation.

Integer-1 indicates the number of input- output
units assigned to' a file-name. If integer-11 is not
specified the compiler determinek the number
f units (uSually one) to be assigned. U this
ntry is used, more than one implementor-n'ame

will. be coded as the indication is that a file
(e.g., on magnetic tape) consists of more than
one reel and that when implementOr-name-1
has reached enfrof-reel, implementor. name -2
will be automatically addressed, then upon end-
ofAreel, tynplementor-name-3, etc. This means
that the multireels for a file are 'inounUkci on
the associated devices at setup time prior to run
time.

figure 3-3 is an example of a coded EN-
VIRONMENT DIVISION:
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DATA DIVISION

All data connected with the input/output ajnd all other data created
by the programmer required for correct processing must be identified
prior to execution of the program. Identification usually consists of
supplying the following:

a. Name of the input or output file with which the,data LB associated
b. Name of the record with which the data is associated
c. Name of the data .

d. Length (amount of re red storage) of the data
e. Type of data (nUmeric or alEhanumeric) /
f. Name, length and type of data in an independent (not associated

with a recordprograminer created) item

It is in the section of the program enlItlel,DATA DIVISION that
this description of all the data and storage areas is found. The DATA
DIVISION is comprised of two sections called the FILE SECTION,
and the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. The file section contains two
types of descriptive entries. They are:

a. File description entries pertaining to each file handled by the
prograin (input and output)

b. Record description entries for each record in a given file

The working-storage section describes all item, record and file
areas used as temporary storage areas. Constant data is also described
in the working-storage section.

DATA ORGANIZATION

the COBOL data division there are terms related to the various
entry types. These terms denoting entry types are: item, group item,
elementary. item, data record, file and independent item. Following
are definitions of these terms..

ITEM

. ,/,' (7 ..

Suppose that a programmer is working, on a problem that involves
the processing of data on various types of ships. Perhaps one of the
pieces of data involved might be the total number of submarines.
Another' piece of cfata might be the total number of destroyers, and
so forth.

40
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Each of these' particular pieces of data is referred to in COBOL
as an ITEM. Each can be given a data-name as shown:

ITOTAL - SUBMARINES

TOTA-DESTROYERS

GROUP ITEM

Now suppose that the total number of submarines must be processed
in terms of fleet assignment. The number of submarines in each fleet
would then be, a specific item, and each of these pieces of data could
be referred to by a data-name, as indicated in the following example.

SUBS-6TH-FLEET SUBS-7TH-FLEET

Since the item named "TOTAL- SUBMARINES -BY- FLEET" is com-
posed of smaller items, it is referred to as a GROUP ITEM. Group
items are beneficial 6k the programmer when moving data around in'
storage. If not for group items; each of the smaller items would have
to be moved by individual mo'd'e statements. If the programmer w4ePtte
a statement MOVE TOTAL - SUBMARINES -BY -FLEET TO OUT-TOT-
SUBS, both the smaller items, SUBS-6TH-FLEET and SUBS-7THT
FLEET, would be moved to an area named OUT-TOT-SUBS. 0

ELEMENTARY ITEM' I
In the previous example the two items SUBS -6TH -FLEET and

SUI3S-7TH-FLEET are referred) as ELEMENTARY ITEMS. Ele-
mentary items are those items at are not further subdivided into
smaller items. These elementary items are the items utilized for
processing steps. A statement written as ADD SUBS - 6TH - FLEET
TO SUBS-7TH-FLEET would cause the 'data, found in both elementary
items to be totaled together.

DATA RECORD

The next unit of data in COBOL is a combination of itemsthe
DATA RECORD. A data record is usually a group item comprised
of several related items (group items and/or elementary items)..
The data- record is sometimes referred to as the logical record. In
our example of types-of-ships-data, a logical record or data record
(SUBMARINE-RECORD) might appear as follows.

SUBMARINE-RECORD

TOTALIC\UBM4IRINES , TOTAL-SUBMARINES-BY-FL E ET

SUBS-6TH-tFLEET SUBS-7TH-FLEET\
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In this example the Data Record is comprised of one elementary'
itemTOTAL-SUBMARINES, and one group item TOTAL-
SUBMABINES-BY-FLEET (containing 2 elementary'. items). In this
case if th 3 programmer wrote MOVE SUBMARINE-RECORD TO OUT-
SUB-RECORD, all 'items whibh are subdivisions of the datarecord
would be moved to OUT-SUB-RECORD.

FILE

If data on all types of ships for the two flats were together, it
would then be a FILE. A file must have a name attached to it. Records
are associated with a file, whereag group items and elementary items
are associated with a record. A file might appear as shown.

. .

SHIP-FILE

SUBMARINE-ItEcoRD 0 DESTROYER-RECORD

TOTAL-
SUgMARINES

TOTAL-SUBMARINES-
BY-FLEET

TOTAL-
DESTROiERS

TOTAL-DESTROYERS-
BY-FLEET

SUBS-6TH-
FLEET

E

SUBS-7111-
FLEET _ DESTROYERS-

6TH-FLEET
DESTROYERS-
7TH-FLEET

INDEPENDENT ITEM

The final data unit Mit will be considered is any elementary item
that is not a part of A record. Such an item is appropriatty referred
to as an INDEPENDENT ITEM. Independent items are used to define
constants or work areas of the elementary item type.

The COBOL data - units that have been discussed in this section
are summarized in the following examples.

FILE Collectionof Mated data records.
DATA RECORDComposed of several related items.

GROUP ITEM Item that is subdivided into smaller items.
-geliEMENTARY ITEMItem that is not composed of smaller-a.

items.
INDEPENDENT ITEM Elementary item that is not a pall of any

rewrd.

FILE SECTION

The file section is the first section -in" the data division. It is in
r this section that.the input and output files are described in detail. All

sPecifications of the file must be given first in the file description
entry (FD), and then the record (logical) is described.

4
FILE DESCRIPTION (FD)

A file description is written for each fje proscessed in the program.
It generally pertains to the physical aspects of the file. The file de-
scription entry, as all entries in the data division, must start with
what is referred to as a level indicator. A level indicator is a coding',
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structure which serves to identify the major items and those items that
are subdivisions 'of major items. Theaevel indicator for the file de-:
scription entry, which is the major item in the file section, is a mne-
monic of FD. All other level indicators will be two numeric digits.

:,4

The following discussion of the FD entry is gene4a1 in nature as
the procedures may vary somewhat from system to system. The gen-
eral form for the FD entry is as follows:

A

a
B

12

FD tile-name [BLOCK CONTAINS [ integer-1 TO [ integer-2
RECORDS }]
CHARACTERS

LABEL 1 RECORDS ARE STANDARD
RECORD IS OMITTED

data-name-1 [ , data-name-21. . .

AIRECORD IS }
RECORDS ARE data-name-5 [, data-name-61.. .

The mnemonic level indicator FD indicates that everything that
follows until the next FD indicator or another section header is en-

"'countered

belongs with the file that is to be described. Each file that
has a SELECT statement in the environment division must be described
in the file section with an FD entry (except for the.SORT feature;
not covered in this text).

The mandatory B Margin first entry of file-aame will.be the precise
name as it appears in the SELECT statement of the environment division.
Depending ion the system, the name that is entered here is the name
that will be provided as a label in the case of an output file.

The BLOCK CONTAINS clause allows enough options to provide
for all types of files ifixedrvariable, variable-fixed, variable-=variable

4 or fixed-fixed). As the programming is more complex when you vary
from the fixed-fixed method of reading and writing data and ,the complex-
ity may be further increalied by the individual systems (hardware and
software), this text will give examples of control for fixefixect file

,description only.

BLOCK CONTAINS 5 RECORDS

statement._ shown, the blocking length of output for writing
or for reading input will be five logical records. Record lengths are
defined after the FD entry; so at thiekoint all that is specified is that
once five logical records have been .sent to the output area, the control
software will direct output to a device. For input a controlling factor
has been established to allow the software to determine when 1 records
from the input area have been called upon by the program d another
physical read from an input ,device can be accomplished or either
input or output the total length is still to be determined of the record
description has been provided.. Once the record description is given
its total length will be multiplied by the blocking factor to assign he
total amount of storage to be. reserved for input and output. (If 'the
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blocking factor is 5 and the record length is 80, then the amount of
programmer required storage will be 400 characters). When 'using
cards as input or output, this entry may be omitted or written as
BLOCK CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS.

The LABEL RECORD clatIse allows the programmer to select
which type of label checking he requires. This is one method of helping
to ensure that the right input has been provided by the operator.

LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD
LABEL RECORDS STANDARD
LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD
LABEL RECORD STANDARD

0
- An of the preceding statements is correct dtapending on the input

fil .1> The ,important thing is that specificationthave been made that
the label checking is to be accomplished by whatever means provided
by the system software: U the option of OMITTED is specified, it
means that no explidit label(s) exist for the file; and the system soft-
ware check does not occur.

A If the data-name option is specified, other options not shown in this
manual's FD entry may be required. Aga% systems vary so greatly
that if this option is required, lochl tenhnicEil manuals should be ref-
erenced. /

I

The DATA RECORDS clause allows the progi4mmer tb give names
to the record or records that make up the file. Each data-name that
is supplied in this clause must be described with a level number of
01 following the FD entry. As in all cases when options are given, the
proper option must be specified. That is, if only one record type makad
up a file, the coPrect statement would be DATA RECORD,. . . or
DATA RECORD IS . . . If there is more than one record type in a file,
then DATA RECORDS . . . or DATA RECORDS ARE . . must be
used. Also, the , optional words may not be wrongly used; a statement
would be incorrect if written DATA RECORD ARE . or DATA
RECORDS IS . . .

4
The last data-name of the, DATA RECORDS clause will be followed

by a period and a space. There is no other punctuation in the entire
FD entry. Examples of correct VD entries are as follows:

003000 DATA DIVISION.
003100 FILE SECTION.
003200 FD OLD-MASTER-INVENTORY
003210 BLOCK CONTAINS 50 RECORDS
003250 't LABEL-RECORDS ARE STANDARD
003300 DATA RECORD IS TAPE-IN.

006120 FD NEW-MASTER-INVENTORY
006130 BLOCK CONTAINS 10 RECORDS
006140 LABEL RECORD STANDARD
Q06150 DATA RECORD RPT -TAPE.
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a

RECORD DESCRIPTION ENTRIES
Each of the data-name entries in the DATA RECORDS clause foe

each FD entry must be described in sonic manner. It is in the record
description entries that . the items prevtously discussed are used:
the- data record, group item and elementary item. These terms can
be related to the record and the fields of the file.i

The data record will refer to the programmer assigned name
given to a record in the DATA R CORDS clause. This name will be
the first entry in the B Margin f owing the FD entry. The record
data-name must have an A Mar level -number of 01. This level
number is a cue to the software that all that follows, until the next
01. or FD level indicator or the next section Arne is encountered,
relates to the desCription of one record.

n

Assigning level numbers to a record description is similar to
outlining. The basic format for outlining is as follows:

.

4

kvo

I.

1.
a.
b.
c.

a.
(1)
(2)
(3)

In outlining each Ronian numeral represents a major subject as does
the level number 01 (a logical record). The major subject is then sub-
divided until sufficiently described. In outlining each different subdivision
is identified by a different symbol (capitalized alphabetic letter, arabic
number, small case alphabetic letter, etc.). Much the same is done
when describing a record, as shown in the following:

01
02

03
04
04

02
02

03
03

01
02
02
02
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'to

A

The only significant difference is that the symbols for die same
level subject do not sequentiAly(advance. In outlining the 02 level in-
dicators would appear as A, B' and C. In the description of a record
in COBOL all 04 indicators are subdivisions of the next higher leveler
indicator (03 in the example); all 03 level indicators (together with
their respective 04's) are subdivisions of the preceding 02, etc. It
is the furthest subdivision (lowest level indicator) that is the elemen
tary item. All others are group items, except the 01 level indicator,
which is the, data record.

As an example of how a record description. would appear as far
as data-namei and level numbers are concerned, let's assume that the
following record layout is to be utilized in a COBOL program.

.

LEAVE-RECORD

DIV-CODE NAME PAY LEAVE BiLANC E

%,,

LAST FIRST MID-
INIT

GRADE EARNED TAKEN

.

The record organization might appear as follows:
"G.

01 LEAVE-RECORD
02 DIV-CODE

,02 SAILOR-NAME
03 LAST
03 FIRST
03 MID

02 PAYGRADE
02 LEAVE

05 EARNED
05 TAKEN

02 BALANCE

Note that the level number 05 is used instead of 03 as a sublevel
of the 02 LEAVE group item. This is legitimate as the subdivision is
a higher level number and will be interpreted the same as an 03.
The only restriction is that no 03 or Osi may then appear for thatpar-
ticular 02. In the file section-level numbers 02 through 49 may be used
for description of an 01 entry.

ITEM DESCRIPTION ENTRIES

The next task in COBOL 'programming to complete the record de-
scription entry is to provide item deScriptions of all elementary
items. These item descriptions provide the length of the elementary
items which' collectively then provide the length of the record. In
addition to providing the length or size, item descriptions are useckto
denote the class of the item (e.g., numeric, alphanumeric, etc.), The
presence or absence of a sign and/or an assumed decimal point in
numeric data,'' and additional information, such as the insertion of
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charactbrs such as the dollar sign, comma, etc. This elementary
item description is provided in what is termed the PICTURE clause.

The basic format of the item description entry using the picture
clause is:

data-name PIC
level-number LS character-string

FILLBR PICT-ORE

The picture clause details precisely the characteristics of a par-
ticular elementary data item. It also specifies any editing that may
have to be done to the data. Through this clause, the programmer
may specify the class of the data item (alphabetic, numeric, alpha-
numeric) and its size. He may also add, delete, or alter characters,
thereby editing it (by means of a MOVE statement) into a form.more
useful to his own appliofttion.i.PIC and PICTURE are logically, equiv-
alent. PICTURE characte4s fall into three general categories. They are:

Data Character Symbols. These characters indicate whether the
data. item is alphabetic, numeric, or alphanumeric. The characters
are A, X and 9.

Operational Symbols. These characters indicate the operational
sign, the assumed deciNal position, and the assumed decimal scaling
position of a lituneric value. These characters are S, V and P.

Editing Symbols. These characters. indicate the editing to be clone
before printing an elementary item. They are *, Z, 0, B, comma
(,), period (.), dollar sign ($), plus (+), minus (-), DB (debit) and CR
(credit). The characters comprising the editing symbols are of two
types, replacement and fixed-insertion.

The replacement symbol specifies that some character in the data
item (usually zero) is to be suppressed and replaced by another char-
acter (usually the symbol itself). The fixed insertion character is
inserted into tht data item in addition to those characters already
present. All editing will be discussed following the Picture clause
discussion.

Data Character Symbols

Each data character symbol that appears in the characteritring
portion of the picture clause represents one character position of
storage. Therefore, if an elementary item is three characters long,
the entry may appear as follows:

02 NAME PICTURE IS AAA.

The compiler would then generate at the address associated with
the data-name NAME a portion of storage three positions in length.
Another way of expressing the same size is. to vo,te the entry as
follows:

02 NAME PICTURE IS A(3).

An integer enclosed in parentheses can follow all three of the
data character symbols (plus the P, Z, *; $, B, 0, -, and +). This
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4Y.

integer indicates 4he number of consecutive occurrences for the symbol
that appears. In the last example given (A(3)) more coding (arid key-
unching) would be required than in the first example.(AAA). In those

cases where. the size of an elementary item is greater than four char-
acters it, is most convenient to use the integer enclosed in parentheses.
For example, if 'the data-name were 27 characters in length rather
than a string of 27 symbols, it could be written as follows:

02 NAM ICTURE IS A(27).

The differences betwaen what t e data character symbol's represent
in storage are described in the follo ing paragraphs.

A represents a character position to be occupied by any of the alpha-
betic characters (A through Z) and the space character. For example,
a five character, alphabetic item would be represented as

AAAAA or A(5)

X represents a character positiOn to be occupied iby any character
in the character set of the particular system. For example, the
alphanumeric item AB1234 could be represented by any of the
following:

XXXXXX
9. AAXXXX

A( 2) X( 4)
X(6)

represents a character position occupied by a numeric character
(0 throtigh 9). Thus, a PICTURE of 999 or 9(3) represents a three-
digit field that contains a group of three numeric characters.

Operational Symbols

The following:symbols may only be used for numeric (9) items:

V The "V" is used to indicate the location of the assumed decimal
point and may only appear once in a character-string. It does not
represent a char ter position in memory, and, therefore, is not
counted in the of the item. For example, if the input data is
a 'four position n ric field that represents dollars and cents and
the data is to be used in calculations, it is necessary that a decimal
point be positioned. If the pie4 of (Rita 4444 is stored as a data
item having the PICTURE 99V99, it will be treated in numerical
calculation as 44.44. However, the actual contents of the item will
be 4444.
If no "V"7iis used in the character-string, then the riecimal
point is assumed to be to the right of the item being described.
Thus, if 4444 is stored as an item described as 9999, then it will

. be processed as the whole number 4444.

S The letter "S" is used to indicate the presence of an operational
sign and, if used, must be written as the left-most character in
the PICTURE. The opration sign is a sign associated with a numeric
item in storage to designate (if necessary) a positive or a negative
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number. The key point is that the operational sign is only effective
for calculation purposes; it does not take up an actual character
position in memory, and thus will not appear if the non-edited
item is printed out: The "S" is not counted in determining the size
Rf the item.
As an example, consider that the PICTURE S9V99 or S9V9(2) rep-

resents a three character field which has an operational sign and in
which there is an assumed decimal point between the third and second
least significant digits. If the data item processed by the object program
were -10, it would be treated as -0.10.

aP The "P" is used to specify that the location of thd assumed dec-
imal point is not within the numbdr that appears in the daja item
in memory.' It is not counted in the size of'the item. The "P"
symbol can 'appear as a continuous string of P's (or as.\a single

-134 only as the leftmost or, rightmost symbols in a PICTURE de-
scription. If xa "V" does not appear in the string of P's, then the
decimal ppint is assumed to be to the right of P's if they ate the
rightmost PICTURE symbols and to the left of P's if they are the"
leftmost PICTURE symbols. a °

If a data item' is four characters ix length and the actual data is
a positive (or unsigned) 8735, a PICTURE of PPPPS9999 or P(4)S9(4)--
will provide storage for calculation,s +.00008735.

If the same data is supplied to a storage area having a PICTURE
of S9969PP or S9(4)PP, thd data for calculation Will appear as +$73500.
P's cannot appear as both. the first and the last characters of a PIC-
TURE. The use of P ,is 'redundant if V is already 'present; but P and
V may appear in the same PICTURE.

. 'A programmer amiliar with the information presenfed thus far
should be able to code the file descriptions of any input file. The examples
that follow will be explained as to what type of storage is generated
and why, using the following record layout.

LEAVE-RECORD

DIV-CODE NAME PAY
GRADE

LEAVE BALANCE
LAST FIRST MID-

'NIT,
EARNED

,

TAKEN

FD MILITARY- LEAVE -FILE
BLOCK CONTAINS 25 RECORDS
LABEL 'RECORDS ARE STANDARD
DATA RECORD IS LEAVE-RECORD.

01 LEAVE-RECORD.
02 DIV-CODE PIC IS xxxx.
02 SAILOR-NAME.

03 LAST Fib is A(24).
03 FIRST PIC IS A(6).
03 MID PIC IS A.

02 PAYGRADE PIC IS A9.
02 LEAVE.

03 EARNED PIC IS 99.
, 03 . TAKEN qc IS 99.
02 BALANCE PIC IS 99.
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The length associated with the record kin this description is 43
characters. The lengths of each field should appear in the record
layout (though not 'given here) and should be carefully checked once

-54e9
coded in the program to ensure that they agree for each elementary
item. The class of the items (PICTURE synibols) would in most cases
appear in the record layout and should also be %hocked carefully against
the record description once coded. The elementary item DIV-CODE
is descsribed as alphanumeric, as this will take either alphabetic or
numeric data. The elementary items comprising SAILOR-NAME are
described as strictly alphabetic fields. This can be checked during proc-

qessing. to. ensure that only alphabetic characters or the blank are
present. PAYGRADE is described as one alphabetic and one numeric
character (e.g., E6, E7). The remaining fields are described as numeric
and will allow calculations. It should be no that each entry, whether
it is a group or elementary item, is terminaW with a-period.

01 LEAVE-RECO RD. .
02 DIV-CODE PICTURE XXXX. /
02 LAST PICTURE A(24).
02 FILLER PICTURE X(15).

1.:

,Tor this d0scription of the record it must- first be known that the
program to be coded is to simply sort the file into last name within
division code sequence. In this case the length of the record is still
43 Characters (total length 4 all PICTURE symbols). DIV-CODE
is still described as XXXX, as it is a field that must be called on in
the program to allow the correct sorting of the file. The data name
LAST is no longer 'associated with a group item. The only reason a
group item appears in coding ls if the elementary items within the
group items are, to be individually worked within the execution of a.
program but still can be collectively moved by referring to the group
item when using a OVE statement. This same record could be de-
scribed exactly as it a ears in 'the first example, except that it wastes
a lot of coding, keypun ng-and compiling time and is completely un-
necessary for the job that is to be done.

The last entry in this record description does not use a data-name
but rather uses the option of the reserved word FILLER. Whenever
there is data within a record that is not going to be specifically called
on by the program, the .FILLER option may be used. Remember that
the entire length of a record must be accounted for. FILLER not only
acts as an ending or filling data-name but also as a spacer, as follows:

01 LEAVE-RECORD.
02 FILLER, PIC X(35).
02 PAYGRADE-ALPHA PIC A.
02 FILLER PIC X.)CX.
02 TAKEN-LEAVE PIC 99.
02 FILLER PIC XX.

For this example the program may only have been to find out how
much total leave has been taken by officers (0 in PAYGRADE-ALPHA)
and by enlisted (E in PAYGRADE-ALPHA). It is apparent from this
that the programmer need only crovide data-names for those fields
that will be called --iblttvitrually and that he need not be restricted by
the record layouts.
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6

'EDITING

The output files may also be described by the data character symbols,
but these are not sufficient when an element is called for, such as check
protection. In check protection floating dollar signs and asterisks
are required; these are' provided for by use of the editing symbols.
Other required outputs may also call for these editing symbols such
as billing statements or supply accounting when cre(dits and debits are
to be indicated. These edit symbols are to be used in the file description
for the output related to a printer when certain of the item characters
in storage are to be-suppressed or replaced, or other characters are
to be inserted. The symbols and their editing functions are explained
in the folllfing paragraphs.

Z specifies that before the data item is printed, as many leading
zeros as there are Z's are to be suppressed (replaced by a blank
or space), Thus,

PICTURE DATA ITEM PRINTED

ZZ/Z 0000
ZZZ/. 8730 8730
ZZZZ 0087 67
ZZZZ 8736 8736
ZZZ9 0087 87
Z Z99 0087 87
2959 0087 087

specifies that before a data item is printed, asterisks should re-
place leading zeros as dictated by the PICTURE clause. For
example:

PICTURE DATA, ITEM EDIT ED IT EM

**** 0000 ****
**** 8730 8730
**** 0087 **87
**** 8736 8736
***9 0087 **87
**99 0087 **87

*999 / 0087 *087

An asterisk may only be preceded by a B, a zero, a currency sign,
a plus sign, a hiinus sign, a decimal point or a comma. It can
never appear in a PICTURE with Z, A, X, or S or more than one
currency, minus, or plus sign.

$ may be used as either a fixed insertion character or as a replacement
character. If only one $ is used in a PICTURE, then it is a fixed
insertion character and will occur in the specified position within
the data item when .that item is printed. For example:

0
PICTURE DATA ITEM EDITED ITEM

$9989 1234 $1234
$ZZZ9 0 000 $ 0
$ZZZZ 0000
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If more than one consecutive currency sign is used in the tiigh-
order end of a PICTURE, the Currency sign becomes a replacement
symbol. It suppresses all leading zeros as dictated by the PICTURE
and inserts $ in place of the rightmost zero suppressed. However,
if the value of the data is zero, then the edited item will contain
spaces. For example:

PICTURE

$$$9999
$$$

$$$$$
$$99

DATA ITEM EDITED ITEM

001234
000

0008
123

$1234

. $8
$123

The currency sip may never appear in a PICTURE with A, X, or
more than one plug or minus sign.

+ or - may be used as either fixed insertion or replacement chkracters.
If the plus or minus sign is written as an insertion character in
either the first character or last character of a PICTURE, a displayed
sign (as opposed to an operational sign) is inserted into the indicated
position.
When the minus sign is inserted, a minus sign will appear if the
item is negative; a blank will appear in the specified position if the
item is positive or unsigned. When the plus sign is used, a plus sign
appears if the item is positive; a minus sign ,appears if the item is
negativ . Unsigned items are considered positive. For example:

ATA ITEM PICTURE EDITED ITEM

+33 -99 33
-33 99- 33-
-33 -99 -33

00 -99 00
+22 +99 +22
-22 +99 -22

20 99+ 20+

If either the minus or plus sign is used as a replacement symbol,
it will suppress leading zeros as dictated by the PICTURE. The
rightmost zero suppressed is replaced according to the folloviing
rules:

(1) If a floating minus sign is used and the data item is negative,
then a minus sign-will replace the rightmost zero suppressed.

"If the . item is positive or zero, a blank will replace it. For
example: .

PICTURE

--99
---99

DATA ITEM EDITED ITEM

123
012
000

123
-12

(2) If a floating plus sign is used and the data item is positive,
then a plus sign will replace the rightmost zero suppressed.
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If -the' item is negative, then a minus sign will replace it. For
example:

0

PICTURE DATA ITEM EDITED ITEM

++9 9 )
+++9
++++,
4499

specifies that a zero
position cbrreginding

012
006
V00
123

is to be inserted
to that of the 0 in

+12
-6

+123

in the item in the character
the PICTURE.

PICTURE DATA ITEM PRINTED

990099 8936 890036
$999.00 0736 $736.00

B specifies that a blank or space is to be inserted in the item in the
character position corresponding to that of the B in the PICTURE.

PIC TU RE DATi ITEM PRINTED

99B9B9
9BB999

se-
8736
8736

87 3 6
8 736

specifies_a character position into which a comma is to be inserted
unless the preceding character has been suppressed, A comma
cannot occur in a PICTURE containing any A or X characters.

PICTURE DATA ITEM PRINTED

99,999 82 87,362
870 87,000

ZZ,ZZZ 00873 873
20000 20,000

specifies a character position into which a decimal pointlis to be
inserted unless the succeeding character positions have been sup-
pressed. It cannot be used in a PICTURE containing any A, X, P
or V characters.

PICTIJRE DATA ITEM PRINTED

$$$999.99 0087640
(defined LEFT
2 PLACES)

$876.40

CR specifies that two character positions of the item are to contain
the characters CR if the value of the data item is negative. CR can
only occur as the last characters (except for P) of a PICTURE.
CR cannot be used in a PICTURE containing A, X, -, +, S or DB
characters.
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DB specifies that two character positions of the item are to contain
the characters DB if the value of the data item is negative. DB
can only occur as the last characters (except for P) of a PICTURE.
DB cannot be used in PICTURE containing A, X, -, +, S or CR
characters.

PICTURE DATA ITEM PRINTED

$$$$.99 CR
$$$$.99 CR

24567
00138

$245.67
$1.18 CR

Summarizing, the five categories of data describid by a PICTURE
clause are alphabetic, numeric, alphanumeric, alphanumeric edited,
and numeric edited. There may be restrictions or special rules for
using the edit symbols on any particular system. Once assigned to
a system, a programmer should refer to the system's programming
manual.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION

The working-storage section is the second section of the COBOL
data division. It is in this section that areas of storage are assigned
to hole intermediate results of processing. The data will come from
an input device to . the) record description described for the FD entry
for input and be proceSsed. Output will be provided to an output device
through the record description described for the FD entry for output.

The working-storage section may have three types of entries.
These are independent items, record items and conditional items.
The independent and record items may be described with a PICTURE
clause the same as the entr&s in the file section. Record items or
descriptions are done in exactly the same way as in the file section
and use the same level indicators. Independent items in the working-
storage section are elementary items unrelated to any other data.

RECORD ITEMS

As an example of using record descriptions in the-wofkingrstorage
section, assume that a program requires two (oT more) header lines
be 'printed at the beginning of a report, a single Mt= header for each
page and the regular report text for all other printing. The FD and record
description entry for the output in the file section could appear as followS:

FD PRINTER-OUT
BLOCK CONTAINS 132 CHARACTERS
LABEL RECORD IS OMITTED
DATA RECORD IS PRINT-IT.

01 PRINT-IT.
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(5).
08 STK-NUMBER-PRINT PICTURE IS X(6).
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(5).
08 NO-MFR PICTURE IS 9(3),
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(7).
08 FLAG-NEW-STOCK PICTURE IS A.
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(7).
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08 MFR - ORDER - NUMBER PICTURE IS X(10).
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(7).
08 ITEM-DESCRIPTION PICTURE IS X(30).
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(5).
08 UNITS-ON-HAND PICTURE IS ZZZ9.
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(5).
08 EMERGENCY-REORDER-FLAG PICTURE IS X(3).
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(5).
08 MIN-UNITS PICTURE IS ZZZ9.
08 FILLER PICTURE IS X(5).
08 UNIT-COST PICTURE IS $$$$Z.99.
08 TILLER PICTURE IS X(12).

This record description would be the one for the regular report text.
The other lines (records) to be printed are for the headers. and must
contain constant (or in a sense emitted) dataithat is not brought in through
the input device. A method of assigning data in the WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION uses a VALUE clause. This VALUE clause (with one exception
discussed tinder conditional items) cannot appear in the FILE SECTION
and thus forces the setting up of headers (records) in.the WORKING-
STORAGE SECTION. Following the last FD entry of the file section,
a Margin A entry would be required of WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
This section entry would be followed by any'indeOandent items required;
then, record description entries could be copstructed. To construct
the record descriptions for the headers the"-entries may appear as
follows:

WORKI$G-STORAGE SECTION
tradependent Items)

01 REPORT-HEADER-ONE.
02 FILLER PICTURE IS X(56) VALUE IS SPACES.
02.CENTERED PICTURE IS X(21) VALUE IS 'MONTHLY SUPPLY REPORT'.
02 FILLER PICTURE IS X(55) VALUE IS SPACES.

01 REPORT-HEADER-TWO.
02 FILLER PICTURE IS VALUE IS SPACES.
02 CENTERS PICTURE ISJX(29) VALUE IS

'PARTS LISTING FOR ELECTRONICS'.
ti2 FILLER PICTURE IS X(52) VALUE IS SPACES. .-

01 PAGE-HEADING-FOR-ALL.
02 FILLER PICTURE IS X(5) VALUE IS SPACES.
02 1-NO PICTURE IS X(10) VALUE IS 'STK-NUMBERS'.
02 FILLER PICTURE IS X VALUE IS SPACE.
02 2-N. PICTURE IS XXXX VALUE IS 'MFG#'.
02 3-NO PICTURE IS X(14)- VALVE IS FNSTK
02 4-NO. PICTURE IS X(17) VALUE IS 'MFG 01W NO
02,4-NO PICTURE IS X(16) VALUE IS 'ITEM-, DESCRIPTION'.
02 FILLER PICTURE IS X(25) VALUE IS SPACES.
02 6-NO PICTURE IS X(9) VALUE IS 'UGH
02 7-NO PICTURE IS X(8) VALUE IS 'EM-RO
02 8-NO PICTURE IS X(9) VALUE IS 'MUNITS
02 9-NO PICTURE IS X(14) VALUE IS 'UNIT COST

As can be seen from the examples, the VALUE clause allows the
programmer to insert the actual data that is to appear in the output.

,
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By using these entries in a program together with the FD for the
regular output, four different formats of output are accounted for (note: -
all record descriptions are the same length as the ED.) At the be-
ginning of a report, REPORT-HEADER-ONE would be moved to PRINT-
IT and printed by the printer. Next, REPORT-HEADER-TWO would
be moved to PRINT-IT and printed. Next, an instruction would be
executed 'to blank out the area of PRINT-IT, and one or two lines of
blanks (spaces) would be printed. After this, PAGE-HEADING-FOR
ALL would be moved to PRINT-IT and printed, followed again by an
instruction to clear (blank out) PRINT-IT. This clearing must be done
after the headers to ensure that the areas of PRINT-IT with the data-
name of FILLER will be blank rather than retaining data that was moved
to it from one of the header' record descriptions. (NOTE: Even though
it appears as if the edit pictures originally given in the PRINT7IT
descriptions may be cleated* out, this isn't so, as the edit pictures
are stored in separate areas and brought in to perform editing when
data is moved to those specific areas).

The format for th(VALUE clause is as follows: 6'

I VALUE IS } literal -1 .[THRU literal - 2] ,literal [THRU literal -
)VALUES ARE

The literal to appear in the VALUE clause can be of three types
numeric, nonnumeric or a figurative constant. When the literal is
nonnumeric, it must be enclosed in ,auqtation marks as shown in the
example. By enclosing the literal in qudtation marks, the data is set
up in storage in what is called, display form. Display form is a form
that isoready to print. If a value were assigned as follows:

. . VALUE IS '9576543'.

it would be Eet up in storage in a coded structure that would allow
printing but NOT allow arithmetic or editing functions. If the same
data were entered as

. . . VALUE IS 9876543.

it would be set up in storage as a numeric item in a coded structure
that would allow computations to be performed and could be edited.

All data entered in the VALUE clause must conform to the associated
PICTURE clause. If the PICTURE is X or A, then the data must be
enclosed in 'quotation marks and consist of only the characters allowed
for the X or A. If the PICTURE is 9(4, the data is not enclosed in
quotation marks, and the data must be of the numeric character set only.

Figurailve Constants

As mentioned earlier, the literal to be entered in the VALUE clause
can also be a figurative constant. Figurative constants unlike actual
literals are not actual values but rather reserved words which name
values. Figurative constants, like numeric literals, are not enclosed
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in quotations. The figurative constants in the COBOL language most
commonly found in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION are as follows:

FIGURATIVE
CONSTANT REPRESENTS

ZERO
ZEROS
ZEROES

SPACE
SPACES

HIGH-VALUE
'NIGH-VALUES

LOW -VALUE
LOW-VALUES

QbOTE
QUOTES

ALL (any literal)

The singular and plural
\kae used intetcharigeably.

INDEPENDENT ITEMS

Represtnts the value 0, or a sequence
of one or more 0's depending on the
context of the statement.

Represents a sequence of one otynore
blank characters or spaces depending on
the context of the statement.

Represents one or more of the characters
tat has the highest value in the corn-
Tuter's collating sequence.

Represents one or more of the characters
that has the lowest value in the com-
puter's collating sequence.

Represents a sequence of quotation
marks.

Calls for a sequence of the specified
literal. The length of the sequence is
limited by the receiving field.

forms of the constants are equivalent and may

Independent items are those items appearing in working-storage
which are not subdivided and are not themselves subdivisions of some
other item. They are, therefore, elementary items and must contain
the PICTURE clause. They are always assigned, the level number of
77. Examples of independent items are as follows:

77 COUNTER-ONE PICTURE 9(6) VALUE IS ZEROS.

This would set up an area of storage six characters in length with
an initial valui; of 000000 which could be used for arithmetic functions.

77 BLANK-OUT PICTURE X(132) VALUE IS SPACES.

This .could set up an area of storage 132 characters in length with an
initial value of all spaces which could be used in a statement such as
MOVE BLANK-OUT TO PRINT-IT. This statement would cause all
132 space characters to be moved to the area PRINT-IT.

77 ADD-ERROR PICTURE IS X(20)
VALUE IS 'ERROR Am ADD ROUTINE'.
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This would set up an area of storage 20 characters in length with
an initial value of a nonnumeric ERROR AT ADD ROUTINE. A state-
ment then could be written such as DISPLAY ADD-ERROR. This state-
ment (When encountered in the PROCEDURE DIVISION) would cause
the literal at -ADD-ERROR to be printed out for operator intervention.

All independent items required for a program must precede any
record descriptions in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

CONDITION-NAME CONDITION'

A condition-name is a name assigned in the data division to one of
the values a conditional variable may assume. The best way to under-

, stand this is to carefully follow the explanations of the following ex-.
ample s.

FD EXAMPLE-ONE
BLOCK CONTAINS .25 RECORDS
LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD
DATA RECORD IS SAMPLE-ONE.

01 SAMPLE-ONE.
02 FILLER PIC X(25).
02 MARITAA-STATUS PIC 9.

88 SINGLE VALUE IS 1.
88 MARRIED VALUE IS 2/
88 DIVORCED VALUE IS 3:
88 WIDOWED VALUE IS 4.

02 MAN-NAME PIC X(16).
02 FILLER PIC X(38).

As is showq; a condition-name can appear in the FILE SECTION and
is always identified by an 88 level number. even though there are
four condition-names coded, there is only one character of storage
set aside as is indicated :by the immediately preceding PICTURE
clause. If the data is to be moved, the statement that would provide
the move is MOVE MARITAL-STATUS TO data-name. The programming
advantage of using condition-names is that in the procedure division
only one statement is required to determine if the marital status is
of a certain value. Once the input is delivered to SAMPLE-ONE, a
test to determine if the individual is married would be written as
IF MARRIED This saves the programmer from having to write
a statement as follows:

IF MARITAL-STATUS IS EQUAL TO 2

By simply coding IF MARRIED ' .an internal compare is made
by the computer to determine if the contents of MARYIAL-STATUS
is or is not equal to a factor of 2.

A condition-name may also be used in the WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION with either an independent item (77) or a record description
(01-10, the same as it is done in tho PILE SECTION).

a WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.,
17 CARDS-PER-RECORD PICTURE IS 9.

88 1-REC VALUE IS 1.
88 2-REC VALUE IS 2.
88 3-REC VALUE IS 3.

:1
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ti

In this example CARDS-PER-RECORD can be used as a counter
to count the number of input cards associated with an individual's,
record (records may be more than one card in length). Once that \
individual's record has. been processed, a statement could apRear such
as IF 3-REC rather than IF CARDS-PER-RECORD EQUAL 3 ....

SUMMARY

The DATA DIVISION is comprised of the FILE SECTION and the
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. These sections are comprised of entries
which depict all records and working areas that are required for use
by_ the program. This text is only an introduction tO the COBOL language.
Once assigned as a programmer to a particular system, it will be of
great benefit. to procure a COBOL programmer's manual for that
elstem.
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CHAPTER 5

THE PROCEDURE DIVISION

GENERAL

+he PROCEDURE DIVISION is made up of all the processing steps
needed to solve a particular problem. These processing steps are
nothing more than COBOL sentences which are constructed in accord-
ance with specific formats, using various COBOL verbs. These verbs
are words from the COBOL reserved word list that indicate varteius
actions' to be taken, such as ADD, MOVE, PERFORM, GO TOJetc.

A typical Procedure Division might be structured in the format
shown below:

PROCEDURE DIVISION.

procedure-name-1.

procedure-name-n.

processing steps
(sentence, paragraph)

processing steps
(sentence, paragraph)

A -

The basic unit of the Procedure Division comprising the processing
steps is the sentence. The sentence consists of one or more statements
and/or expressions. A procedure is a paragraph, a group of successive
paragraphs, or a section within the Procedure Division.

PROCEDURE PARAGIfitHS

Procedures are formed by combining one or more sentences into
a paragraph. Essentially, a paragraph expresses a single procedure
(routine). to be carried through in the main program. Each program
contains many such paragraphs. Each paragraph must be preceded by
a procedure-name since reference may only be made to an-entire
paragraph and not to the individual sentences that make up the para-
graph. If one sentence is to be referenced in the program, that sen-
tence must be a complete paragraph and be preceded by 'a
procedure-name. , r- (

A procedure-name may be comprised of either numeric, '1alphabetic
or alphanumeric characters. If numeric, leading zeros are significant

B

r4'
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(i.e., 23 is not the same as 023). All procedure-names mist start at
Margin A on the programing form, be no mdre than 30.characters'in
length, and be followed by a period.

PROCEDURAL VERBS

As in the English language, verbs specify actions to be performed..
In COBOL, each verb built into the system causes a specific series
of events to occur at object time. Each verb operates within the con-
text, of one or more fixed-format statements. The formats indt@ate
the arrangement of verb and operand and the particular category of
procedure statement. The various verbs inherent in the COBOL lan-
guage are categorized in the following description.

Input /Output OPEN, CLOSE, READ , WRITE , ACCEPT, DISPLAY, NOTE
Arithmetic ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY, DIVIDE
Data MovementMOVE
Sequence ControlGO TO, PERFORM, STOP

A discussion of conditional expressions (relational tests) will pre-
cede the section of this chapter' dea,ling with sequence control verbs.

INPUT/OUTPUT VERBS

In any data processing application, quantities of data pass betweeri
the central storage facilities of the computer and external media such
as card and tape devices. Control and coordination of the main flow of
data is achieved by four input/output verbsOPEN, CLOSE, READ,
and WRITE. These verbs ;ehable the programmer to obtain records
for processing and then send the processed record to some external
medium. The two verbs ACCEPT and DISPLAY permit small quantities
of data to be either acceicted from or produced upon some external
input/output device. The formats and uses of each of these verbs are
explained in the following. (The verb NOTE is discussed separately.)

OPEN

Format:

OPEN [INPUT

[OUTPUT

Description:

file-name F. ..]

{ file-name' ...]

The function of this verb is to initiate the processing of both input
and output files. Any file _description entry (FD) in the Data. Division
must be OPENed prior to the fir.fr-READ or WRITE instruction di-
rected to that particular file. This applies to the printer, card reader,
and card punch as well as tape files.

eari.ule key word INPUT must be included for all input files, and the
key word OUTPUT must be stated for Pall output files. If INPUT has
been specified, the execution of an OPEN statement causes the checking
of the label record if a label record has been defined in the FD entry;

p-
4
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'similarly, if OUTPUT has been specified, the OPEN statement causes
the writing of the label record upon the output file.

At least one option must be specified; however, there must be no
more than one instance of each option. For example, the following is
permissible:

OPEN INPUT OLD-INVENTORY, DETAIL-TRANS-FILE.
OPEN INPUT OLD-INVENTORY, OUTPUT REORDER LIST.

The following is illegal:

OPEN INPUT OLD-INVENTORY, INPUT DETAIL2TRANS-FILE..

The programmer has the facility to OPEN all input files at once
or all output files at once, or to ,OPEN them individually as the need
arises. In either case, care must be taken so that a file is not OPENed
more than once unless an intervening CLOSE has been directed to the
specified file.

A file may be repeatedly OPENed and CLOEd, both fOr INPUT
and OUTPUT, in the-same program.

The OPEN does not obtain or release the first data record. A
READ or WRITE, respectively, must be executed to obtain or release
the first data record.

READ

Format:
READ file-name RECORD [INTO" identifier]

AT END imperative-statement

Description:

This verb makes tivailable the next record from an input fileand
allows the execution or a specified ,imperative-etatement sten the
end-of-file is detected. File-name must have an FD in the Data Di-
vision.

An OPEN statement for a file muA be executed before the first
READ corn:nand is given. The OPEN checks the label and positions the
first data record for a READ. Upon execution of the first READ, the
firat -block is moved into the allocated area of memory and the first
logical record in the file-name becomes accessible in the defined
(DATA DIVISION) input area. Subsequent READ instructions advance
the next logical record. For example, if MASTER has been defined
as having twenty records per block, Then a READ directed to MASTER
will cause a record advance (positioning of the logical record) to
occur twenty times fora each physical movement (READ) of the tape.

When a file consists of more than one Type of record, a READ
deliVers the next record regardleqs of type; stated differently, all
records of a gillen file share the memory area. Thus, if theTe is
more than one 01 entry in a given FD, it is the programmer s re-
sponsibility to determine which record is present at any, particular
instant. As an illustration, assume that HEADER and DETAIL are
record descriptions of MASTER, as follows:
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01 HEADER
02 IDENTITY PICTURE IS 9.
02 DESCRIPTION PICTURE IS X(34).,

01 DETAIL.
02 IDENTITY PICTURE IS 9..
02 PART-CODE9PICTURE IS 9(6).
02 PART-COST PICTURE IS 90).V99.

Since READ MASTER makes available the next record of MASTER,
the IDENTITY must be interrogated to determine whether the record
is a HEADER or DETAIL item: Control is then directed to a procedure
that will reference only the data-name of the record type that is avail-
able. If this is not -done, then a command directed to PART-CODE
will, whenever a HEADER has been delivered, reference the first six
positions of DESCEIIPTION in HEADER instead of PART -CODE in
DETAIL as intended.

When the INTO identifier option is used, the currept record is read
and thenA'inoved to identifier. The-names of identifier and the record
cannot be the same. In this instance, moving occurs according to the
rules specified for the MOVE verb without the CORRESPONDING
option. Under this option, "file-name RECORD" is available in the
input record area as well as in the INTO area.

It is illegal to use the INTO option of the READ verb if the file
that is READ has more than one record description.

Upon recognition of an end-of-reel condition, the READ causes
the following operations:

1. If labels arj present (as defined in the FD), the standard end-of-
reel label subroutine is performed. . .

2. A-tape swap occurs. If only one tape is ASSIGNed, the program
will have to wait on rewind.

3. If labels are present, the standard beginning reel label sub-
routine is executed.

4. The next logical record of the file is made available.

When the logical end-of-file is reached and an attempt is made to
READ the file, the imperativestatement of the AT END phrase is
executed. After the, imperative-statement is executed, an attempt to
READ without first CLOSEing and then OPENing the file will cause
an error at object time.

It is Illegal to substitute sny other statement for the AT END phrase.

If the file-name has been specified as OPTIONAL in the Environment
Division and is not present at the object time, the imperative-statement
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in the AT END phrase is executed whenever a READ for that file is
encountered.

WRITE

Format:
WRITE record-name [FROM identifier-1]

identifier -2 LINES

m
integer LINES[

BEFORE
ADVANCING

AFTER

Description:

The WRITE verb releases a unit record to an output file, and allows
vertical positioning if the output medium is an online printer.

The area to be written (recor4name) must be defined in the Data
Division at the 01 level. The file associated with record-name must
also be defined by pm FD entry in the Data Division. The file must be
OPENed prior to tile'execution of the first WRITE for that file.

When the WRITE is executed, record-name is released for the out-
put file, and thus, is no longer available.

The _FROM identifier-1 option is similar to the INTO data name
option of the READ verb. Use of this option, in essence, converts
the WRITE to a MOVE and WRITE. If the format of identifier-1 dif-
fers from that of record-name, the data' is- moyed. in accordance with
the rules for the MOVE verb ithout the CORRESPONDING option.
While the information in r rd -name is no longer available, the data
in identifier-1 continues to be accessible. The names of identifier-1
and record-name cannot be the same.

The ADVANCING option allows control of the vertical positioning
of each record on the printed page. The following rules are pertinent
to the option:

1. When identifier-2 is used, it must have a positive integral value.
The compiler inserts a mechanism into the object Program which
positions the printer page according to the current value of identifier-2.

Example: WRITE° DET-RE AFTER Al VANCING CLUB LINES, when
CLUB has been defined in ORKING-SIORAGE as a one position nu-
meric item.

2. When integer is used, it must be a positive integral literal.
The compiler inserts a mechanism into the object program Which
advances the printer page integer lines.

3. When mnemonic-name is used, it isdassociated with a particular
feature specified by the user and it must be defined in the SPECIAL-
NAIVE paragraiptof the Environment Division.

4. If mnemonic-name is specified, the printer is advanced according
to the rules specified by the user.

Example: WRITE DET-REC AFTER ADVANCING NEW-PAGE LINES.
When NEW-PAGE has been specified in the SPECIAL-NAME para-
graph, this statement will provide page overflow.
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5. BEFORE and AFTER ADVANCING can result in overprinting.
A matrix of the print-space operation follows:

Present Write

Previous
Write

\,.N
W

WAA
n WBA

W
,

LINE-SPACING
THEN PRINT

SPACE n
THEN PRINT

OVER PRINT

WAA LINE-SPACING
THEN PRINT

SPACE n
THEN PRINT

OVER PRINT

WBA
m

SPACE THEN
PRINT

SPACE m + n
THEN PRINT

SPACE .

THEN PRINT

LEGEND:

W = WRITE
WAA = WRITE AFTER ADVANCING
WBA = WRITE BEFORE ADVANCING
m = Space information of data-name-2 or integer
n = Same as m

After recognition of end-of-reel, the WRITE performs the following
operations:

1. The standard end-of-reel label subroutine if labels are spec-
ified in the FD of the file.

2., The standard beginning-of-reel subroutine if labels are spec- .,.0.e4".4
ified in the FD of thesfile. r

CLOSE /Format: ) ,

CLOSE file-name-1 [ ItE,E 4 l [ WI TH
f Up REWIND} ]
1 LOCK

[ file-name-2 [REEL] [WITH { NO REWIND ]]...
LOCK

p

Description:
The CLOSE verb terminates the processing of one or more input

or one or more output files or reels and provides optional rewinding
and/or locking. Each file-name refers to an FD in the Data Division
and an OPEN statemen st be executed prior to the CLOSE state-.
ment.

The- CLOSE file-name option, as applied to the entire file rather
than to individual reels, initiates the final closing conventions for the
file and releases the data area. A file may be CLOSEd once, but not
more than once, for each time9the file is OPENed.
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For an output file, the final closing conventions such as block,
padding, etc., for the file are performed and the data area is released.
Furthermore, for either an input or an output file:

1. If neither LOCK nor NO REWIND is specified, the current reel
of the file is rewound and all other reels belonging to the file are
rewound. However, this rule does not apply to those reels controlled
by a prior CLOSE REEL entry.

2. If the no rewind option is specified, the current reel of the
file remains in whatever position it is in at the time the CLOSE is
given.

3. The REEL, NO REWIND, and LOCK options are only applicable
to magnetic- tape files and they are meaningless when operating with
card or printer files.

4. If the LOCK option is specified, all reels belongigig to the file
are rewound with interlock except for those reels controlled by a prior
CLOSE REEL.

The CLOSE file-name REEL option may be used for input or output
files. The LOCK option may be used and the current reel will be re-
wound with interlock. The necessary processing is performed.

When a CLOSE REEL is given, the locking and rewinding options
of CLOSE REEL, if used, take precedence for the current reel and only
the current reel, regardless of the options associated with a CLOSE
of file. When a CLOSE file-name is given, its options are executed
wherever possible, for all mounted reels of the file except fol.. those
reels which may have been closed by a CLOSE REEL whose locking
and rewinding options differ from those of the CLOSE file-name.

For multiple reel files, the opening and closing of individual reels
is automatic. However, the programmer must close the file when
processing is to be terminated. A CLOSE file-name-1 should be exe-
cuted for each file that was OPENed.

The following example illustrates the use_ of the LOCK option in
terminating a run.

CLOSE EDITED-SHIPMENTS WITH LOCK, COST-OF-SALES-RATES
WITH LOCK, COSTED-SHIPMENTS WITV LOCK, NOT-COSTED
ITEMS WITH LOCK, LOSS-ITEMS WITH LOCK, ERROR-LISTING
WITH LOCK.

ACCEPT

Format:

ACCEPT identifier [FROM mnemonic-name]

Description:

This verb is used to read low-volume data from the specified
hardware device: Th6 hardware device associated with a mnemonic-
name must be specified, in the SPECIAL NAMES paragraph of the
Environment Division when the FROM option is employed.

In.many cases, a standard hardware device is used tfor a particular
implementation of COBOL, thereby making the FROM Ilause unneces-
sary. Also, a maximum size for the data represented by identifier
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, will be set. The individual supplement manuals for a particuli com-
puter system should be consulted for this information. Iphe data
ACCEPTed is less than the maximum size for the particular system,
it appears in the leftmost positions of the input area with zero fill
if the data is numeric and space fill if alphabetic or alphanumeric.

For example:
---1 IA

. .

DISPLAY "FURNISH DATE" UPON CONSOLE.
ACCEPT PRESENT-DATE FROM CONSOLE.

. a

Previously, the console typewriter was designated as CONSOLE in
the SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph of the Environment DiviSion. When the
DISPLAY stategient is executed, FURNISH DATE appears on the console
typewriter. Conlrol passes to the ACCEPT statement and the program
waits for the operator, to type in the current date, after which the
data accepted is store in location PRESENT-DATE. Control then
passes (c) the statement following the ACCEPT statement.

\-4
DISPLAY

Format:

DISPLAY t,:val-/ i tera L- 2

1 identifier -11
f

fier- 2}

[UPON mri,;monic-name]

Description:

This verb displays low-volume data on an output device.
The, hardware device associated with a mnemonic-name must be

specified in the SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph of the Environment Di-
vision when the UPON option is employed.

A specific peripheral unit may be designated as the standard dis-
play device, thereby making the UPON clause unnecessary. Maximum
length for DISPLAYed data 'is set by the implementor. Rules for po-
sitioning are the same asior the ACCEPT verb.

Literals and identifier, may be used in combination in a DISPLAY
statement. Any figurative constants, except ALL, may be used.

For example:

DISPI,AY "TOTAL AMOUNT IS" TOTAL-AMOUNT'

Assume TOTAL - AMOUNT` has a value of 4800 at the time the
DISPLAY statement is executed. The information that appears on the
display device is as follows:

TOTAL AMOUNT IS 4800.

Since "TOTAL AMOUNT IS" is a nonnumeric literal, it is displayed
as is.
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NOTE

Format:

NOTE character-string.

Description:

This verb permits the programmer to insert comments in his
source program for -reference purposes. These comments are printed
out during compilation but have no effect on the object program.

If a NOTE sentence is the first sentence of a paragraph (i.e., im-
mediately following a procedure-name), the entire paragraph is con-
sidered as commentary. If a NOTE sentence appears as other than the
first sentence of a paragra, the commentary ends with the appearance
of a period.

Any characters from the COBOL c racter set may be used,' ex-
cluding the period which is used to termi the comment.

ARITHMETIC VERBS
I

The arithmetic verbs permit basic calculations to be performed
on the data. Four verbs are provided in COBOL corresponding to the
four basic arithmetic operations: ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY, and
DIVIDE.

The following general rules pertain to the arithmetic verbs:

1. All identifiers used in arithmetic statements must represent
numeric data defined in the Data Division. The results are unpre-
dictable if the identifiers ;,contain other than numeric data at object
time.

2. All literals used in arithmetic statements must be numeric.
3. The maximum size of any operand (identifier or literal), inter-

mediate result, or receiving item is 18 digits.
4. The formats (PICTURE) of multiple operands in an arithmetic

statement may differ from each other. Decimal' point alignment is
supplied automatically throughout computations.

5. The format of any data item involved in computations (e.g.,
addends, subtrahends, multipliers, etc,.) cannot contain editing symbols.
The compiler will- indicate an error by an appropriate message when
the fields involved are defined in such a way that they would contain
editing symbols. Operational signs and implied decimal points are not
considered editing symbols. The identifiers in the GIVING option rep-
resent data items which must not enter into computations if they contain
editing symbols,

6. If the number of fractional places in a computed result (sum,
difference, product, or quotient) exceeds the number of fractional
places in the format of the identifier associated with the result (i.e.,
the identifier that is to take on the value of the result), truncation
occurs unless the ROUNDED option has been used.

Truncation is the dropping of excess digits; it is always de-
termined by the PICTURE of the identifier associated with the result.
When ROUNDED is specified, however, the least significant digit
specified- by the format of the result is increased by 1 whenever the
most significant digit of the excess is greater than or equal to 5.
For example, with a receiving item PICTURE of 9(4)V9, the value
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No.

8250V96 becomes 8251V0 if the ROUNDED option is specified, and
8250V9 when ROUNDED is not used.

7. Whenever the number of integral places (i.e., those to the left
of the decimal point) in the calculated result exceeds the number of
the integral places associated with the resultant identifier, a size error
'condition arises. In the event of a size error condition, one or two
possibilities will -hccur, depending on whether or not the ON SIZE
ERROR option has been specified.

Use of ON SIZE ERROR must be carefully controlled. his
clause does not substitute for proper investigation and record de gn.

a. The testing for the size error condition occurs only when
the ON SIZE ERROR option is specified in the verb format. In the
event that ON SIZE ERROR is not specified, and a size error con-
dition arises, the results are unpredictable.

b. If the ON SIZE ERROR option has been specified, and a size
error condition arises, then the value of the resultant identifier is not
altered. The imperative-statement associated with the ON SIZE ERROR
option is executed after the last resultant identifier is considered.

These options will become clearer when further exemplified in
the following discussions.

ADD

Format:

Option .1:

ADD identifier -1 fidentifier -2
}
]

literal-1 , Iliteral-2 ***

TO identifier-m [ROUNDED] I, identifier-n [ROUNDED])

[; ON SIZE ERROR imperative.-statement)

Option 2:

fidentifier -1 fidentifier-21
lliteral-15 ,Iliteral-2

GIVING identifier-m [ROUNDED]

[; ON SIZE ERROR imperative-statement)

Lflidet=r-31]

Description:

This verb permits the *ddition of two or more data items, storing
the result in the last specified data item of the statement. This last
data item must not be a literal.

When the TO option is used, the values of the .data -names and
literals to the left of the word TO are added; the resulting sum is then
added to the data-name to the right of the word TO: The results of
the addition are stored in the identifier(s) that follows the word TO.
For example, ADD A, B, C, TO A is equivalent to ADD A, B, C GIVING
TEMP: ADD TEMP TO A.
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When the GIVING option is used, the sum of the values of the iden-
tifiers or literal preceding the word GIVING is placed in identifier-m.
Since identifier-m is a receiving item, it may be an dited item.

Examples:

Statement
Result Field
PICTURE IS: Calculation

ADD A, B TO C.
ADD A, B, C TO D.

ADD A, B, C TO D.

ADD A, B, C GIVINd D

ADD 1, 5, C TO 7.

ADD .A, 14 TO C
ROUNDED.

ADD A, B, 43.6 GIVING
D ON SIZE ERROR GO
TO 0-FLOW.

9999
$9999.99f
S9999V99

$9999.99

99999

99V99

A + B + C stored- in C as XXXX
Erroroperand may not contain
editing symbols except with GIV-
ING option.
A +B +C +DstoredinDas+
mocxVxx
A + B + C stored in D as
$xxxx.xx
Errorresult cannot be stored
in literal.
A+14+C stored* in C as
xi x2xsx4x6; rountied if ;(Z5

A+B+43.6 stored in I); if integer
result is greater than 2 digits,
SIZE ERROR occurs.

NOTE: x's show result format.

SUBTRACT

Format:

Option 1:

SUBTRACT fliteral -1' )

ldentifier-1f
f t
tidentlfler-2d

FROM identifier-m [ROUNDED] [

[ ; ON SIZE ERROR imperative- statement] .

Option 2:

SUBTRACT

4

f literal-1
FROMlidentifier-.1} , {identifier-.2 "

GIVING identifier-n [ROUNDED]

[; ON SIZE ERROR:imperative-statement]

Description:

[ROUNDED] ] ...

f literal-m
identifier.-mf

This verb causes one numeric data item or the sum of two or more
numeric data items, to be subtracted from a specified numeric data
item, The result is stor -1,0he last specified data item of the statement.
This last item must not a literal.

a
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All previously stated rules regarding the ON SIZE ERROR option,
the ROUNDED option, the GIVING option,' truncation, and the editing of
results apply to the SUBTRACT verb.

Eicamples:

Statement
Result Field
PICTURE IS: Calculation

SUBTRACT 16, A, B
FROM D.
SUBTRACT A, B
FROM D.

SUBTRACT A, B
FROM 126.
SUBTRACT-A; B
FROM 126 GIVING C.

999

$$99.99

999

D - (16 + A + B) stored In
as xxx. 'or

Erroroperand may not contai
edit symbols unless GIVING op-
tion is used.
Errorresult cannot be stored
in literal.
1261- (A + BYstored in C as XXX.

NOTE: x's show

MULTIPLY

Format:

Option 1:

result format.

MULTIPLY fidentifier -1)
lliteral

BY identifier-2 [ROUNDED]

[-; ON SIZE ERROR imperative-statement]

Option 2:

MULTIPLY

GIVING identifier-3 [ROUNDED]

[; ON SIZE ERROR imperative-statement]

Description:

fidentifier -1 t fidentifier -2t
Iliterai-2 f {literal-2 f

This verb multiplies two numeric, data items and stores the resulting
product in the last data item specified in the statement.

When Option 1 is used, the value of Identifier-1 or literal is mul-
tiplied by the value of identifier-2. The value of identifier-2 is replaced
by the product of the multiplication.

When Option 2 is used, identifier$ contains the product of the
multiplication.

All previously stated rules regarding the ON SIZE ERROR option,
the ROUNDED option, the GIVING option, truncation, and the editing
of the results apply to the MULTIPLY verb. For MULTIPLY, the ON
SIZE ERROR option rules apply to the intermediate results as well
as the final results of the operation.
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Examples:

Statement
Result Field
PICTURE IS: Calculation

MULTIPLY A BY B.
MULTIPLY HOURS BY
100.
MULTIPLY HOURS BY
100 GIVING GROSS.
MULTIPLY 12 BY B.

999

9999

$$9.99

A x B stored in B as xxx.
Error result
in literal.
HOURS x 100
as xxxx.
Error no
GIVING option.

cannot be stored

stored in GROSS

editing without

NOTE: x s

DIVIDE

Format:

Option 1:

show result format.

DIVIDE fidentifier-1} INTO
1 literal

[; ON SIZE ERROR

Option 2:

DIVIDE

identifier= 2 [ROUNDED].
. ,

GIVING identifier-3

imperative-statement]

GIVING identifier -3

imperative-stateMent)

lidentifier-
literal -1

INTO fidentifier -21
{literal-2

[ROUNDED] [; ON SIZE ERROR

Option 3:

DIVIDE {identifier -11
literal -1

BY

[ROUNDED] [; ON SIZE ERROR

Option 4:

{identifier-11
literal -1

DIVIDE

fidentifier-2t
Iliteral-2

imperative-statement)

INTO f
identifier-q
titeraL-2

1,

GIVING identifier-3

[ROUNDED] REMAINDER identifier -4

[;. ON SIZE ERROR imperative- statement]

Option 5:

DIVIDE {identifier-1 BY identifier -2
literal -1 j {literal-2 f

[ROUNDED] REMAINDER identifier-4

[; ON SIZE ERROR imperativq-statement]
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Description:

This verb divides one numeric data item by another and stores the
resulting quotient in the last data item specified in the statement.

In Option 1, identifier-1 is the divisor and identifier-2 the dividend.
The value of identifier-2 is replaced by the value of the quotient.

In Option 2, identifier-1 is the divisor, and identifier-2 is the dividend.
The quotient resulting from the division is identifier-3. This data name
may be an edited item.

In Option 3, identifier-2 is the divisor, and identifier-1 is the dividend.
The quotient is placed in identifier-3. This data may be an edited item.

Options 4 and 5 are used when a remainder from the division operation
is desired,. namely identifier-4. A remainder in COBOL is-defined as
a result of subtracting ,the product of the quotient and the division from
the dividend. If the ROUNDED option is specified, the quotient is rounded
after the remainder is determined.

The identifiers used must reference numeric elementary items
whose descriptions appear in the Data Division of the program.

All previously stated rule regardingregarding the ON SIZE ERROR option,
the ROUNDED option, the GIVING option, truncation, and the editing
of results, apply to the DIVIDE verb. For DIVIDE, the ON'SIZE ERROR
option rules apply to the intermediate results as well as the final results
of the operation.

An error is indicated at compilation time if the data description
for either identifier-1 or identifier-2 tepecifies the presence of editing
symbols. Division by zero results in a bize error. .

- Examples:

Statement
Result Field
PICTURE IS: Calculation'

DIVIDE A INTO B.

DIVIDE A INTO B.

DIVIDEO INTO B
GIVING t.
DIVIDE A BY B
GIVING C.

9(4)V9(2)

$$99.99

S999V99

9(5)

B A stored in B as
XX XX. xx
Error editing not permitted ex-
cept with GIVING option.
B A stored in C as
+xxxVxn
A + B stored in C as woo:

NOTE: s' s show result format.

DATA MOVEMENT VERB

Several COBOL verbs have the ability to move or manipulate data
in some manner. However, this aspect is of secondary importance and
only incidental to the specific objective of the verb. For example, the
arithmetic verbs may involve some data movement and/or manipulation.
This., however, is secondary to their main function of effecting an
arithmetic calculation. The COBOL verb MOVE is for the specifiC
purpose of moving data. The primary purpose of the 140VE verb is to
transmit data from one area of computer storage to another.
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MOVE

Format:
-Option 1:

MOVE
i den ti f ier- 1
literal TO lidentifier-21...

Description:
The MOVE verb transfer Ormation from one data area in memory

to one or more areas within e computer, in accordance with the rules
of editing.

A simple MOVE causes the data represented by identifier-1, or the
specified literal, to be moved to identifier-2. The data is also moved
to identifier-3, identifier-4, etc., if these areas are specified.

The use of this , verb dos not destroy the contents of the source
area (identifier-1 or literat), but the receiviig area (identifier-2,
identifier-3, etc.) is replaced by the data of the source area.

It is illegal to. MOVE a group item whoge format is such that editing
would be required on the elementary items in separate operations. If
such a MOVE is desired, each elementary item mast be MOVEd and
edited, individually.

When moving group items, the move is from left to right. If the
item PICTURE is not identical, a diagnostic message is given. Truncation
of low-order positions from the source item occurs if the receiving area
is. smaller. Space fill of low-order positions of the receiving area occurs
if the source item is smaller.

When both the receiving and source areas are erementary items,
editing, as specified in the receiving area, is automatically performed
for each MOVE command. The rules governing this are:

For Numeric Elementary Items

1. If the source area is larger than the receiving area, truncation
occurs. If the receiving area is larger than the source area, the kinfilled
positions are zero filled. Data from the source area is aligned with
respect to the implied or actkial decimal point in the receiving area, with
truncation or zero fill occurring to either side of the decimal point
as illustrated below.

_ SOURCE AREA RECEIVING AREA

Picture Value Picture Value after Moving

9V9
9V999

12
8765f

99V99
V99

0120
76

2.. Iniertion of a -currency, sign, a decimal point, commas, etc., with
proper alignment, is accomplished in accordance with the PICTURE
of the receiving area. If these latter characters are in a source area,
the field(s) will be nonnumeric and, thus, MOVEment must conform to
the nonnumeric rules.

3. If no decimal point has been specified, either assumed or actual,
data is right justified in the receiving urea.
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4. A numeric edited, alphanumeric edited; or alphabetic data item
must not be MOVEd, to a numeric or numeric edited data item.

5. A numeric or numeric edited data item must not be MOVEdlo an
alphabetic item.

6. A numeric item whose assumed decimal point is not to the extreme
right must not be MOVEd to an alphanumeric or alphanumeric edited
data item.

For Nonnumeric Elementary Items

1. Data from the source area is placed in the receiving area filling
from left to right unless specified otherwise (e.g., JUSTIFIED RIGHT).

2. If the receiving area is larger than the sourcelarea; the unfilled
low-order positions are replaced, with blanks (spaces).,)

S. If the source area is greater in length, than the receiving area,
the MOVE terminates when the receiving area is filled. A warning is
given at compilation time indicating, this situation.

Examples:

MOVE A -FIELD TO COSTED-A-FIELD.,

The contents of COSTED-A-FIELD are entirely replaced with the contents -\
of A-FIELD.

A
MOVE 128 TO CTR.

The numeric literal, 128, is moved to the field named CTR.

MOVE SPACE TO SIZE -CODE -SIGN.

The field named SIZE-CODE-SIGN is entirely filled with spaces.
Further examples of the MOVE verb are given in the following examples.

SOURCE,AREA RECEIVINGt.
Picture

AREA
.

Data in
receiving areaPicture

. Data in
source area

,

9999V99 567891 9999V99 567891 N

9999V99 567891 , 9999V9 56789 'e

9V9 78 _, 999V99 00780
XXX M8N XXXXiC M8N

° 99V99 6789 999.99 067.89
AAAAAA WARREN AAA WAR
99V99 6789 $$$99.99 $67.89

CONDITIONAL EXPRESSIONS

Conditional expressions are used in situations where the outcome of
a test will determine the next lbgical steps to be performed. Like the
arithmetic expression whigh.rreduces to a single numeric value, the
conditional expression may 'be thought of as also reducing to a single
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A:duein this case, "true" or' " alse." In general, truth or falsity is
determined by a relational test eith r between a data-name and a literal,
or among several data-names. For xample, the expressidn

FICA-TO-DATE I EQUAL TO 277.20

may or may not be true, depending} upon the amount of FICA-TO-DATE
accumulated by a particular empl ee; The outcome of this test will
determine the next program* Step's to be executed.

Since the outcome of a relational test is used in a conditional ex-
pression to determine a course of action, and since this tea is based
9n a comparison of characters, it is significant to discuss, at this point,
just how this comparison or evaluation occurs.

RULES OF COMPARISON

Characters are compared and ev luated on the basis of a computer
collating sequence in which the ch racters have a specified order of
magnitude. This order is "built into" the machine, and every character
meaningful to the computer has its p sitidn in this ordering. The result
of a comparison, depends on the rel tive position of each character in
the machine's collating sequence.

Comparison of Numeric Item'S ../

The comparison of numeric items is based on the respective values
of the items conside_red purely as algebraic values. The item length,
in terms of the number ofdigits, is not itself significant. Zero represents
a.unique value regardless of ' the length, sign, or implied decimal point
location of an item.

For example, a comparison of a data-item which has a value of
+000003 with a data-item which has a value of +03 will result in an
"equal" condition. Similarly, the value of 000000 is equal to the value
of +0000. Fallowing the rules of algebra, +01 is greater than -155.

Comparison of Nonnumeric Items

. Tor two nonnumeric items, or one numeric and one nonnumeric item,
a comparison results in the determination that one of the items is

-I0E$S THAN, EQUAL T'0, or .GREATER. THAN tht other with respect
to the ordered character set. If a signed, computational item is compared

*.t with a nonnumeric item, the sign is ignored. There are two uses to
consider: equal length items; and unequal length items. In a comparison
of two nonnumeric items, the character in an item is compared with the
corresponding character of the other item. The comparison begins with
the high-order (leftmost) character of each item. If these two characterS
are equal, the next two are compared and so on. As soon as the unequal
condition is noted, the comparison stops and the result is recorded.

.
1. Items of Equal Length

If the items are of equal length, comparison proceeds by
comparing characters in corresponding character positions starting
from the high-order- end and continuing until either a pair of
unequal characters is encountered or the low-order low end of
the item is reached. The items are determined to be-EQUAL
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when_ the low-order end is reached, and no unequal pair of
characters is detected.

The first encountered pair of unequal characters is compared
for relative location in the ordered character set. The item whlich
contains the character which is positioned higher in the ordered
sequence is determined to be the GREATER item.

2. Items of Unequal Length

If the items are of unequal length, comparison proceeds as
described above. If this process exhausts the, characters of the
shorter item without detection of a difference, then the shorter
item is LESS THAN the longer item unless the remainder of the
longer item consist& solely of spaces.

THE SIMPLE CONDITIONAL EXPRES ION

A simple condition reducing to t e value true or false may be ex-
pressed by any of the followi :

a relation
a condition -name
a sign condition
a class condition
a switch-status condition.

Any of the. above may be used in a decision-making operation to select
idifferent paths of control in a programe

The Relational Condition

A relational condition causes a comparisOn of magnitude between
two quantities (or operands). Each quantity may be either an identifier,
a literal, or aa arithmetic expressign. The general form of the relational
expression is as follows:

idettif Ler-1
f

Li t&ra2.- 1{
artAthrnetic7expression-1.}

operator
identiier-2
literal-2 .

arithmetic-expression-

4
The first quantity is called the subject of the condition. The second is
referred to as the object. The subject and object in a relational exPreto
may not both be therals.

The relational operators specify the type of comparison to Le made
between the two quantities. A relatithlal operator must be preceded and
followed by a space. The following is a listkof the relational operators:

.

IS [NOT] GREATER THAN
IS rIs NOT]
IS NO 'LESS THAN
IS

CIS r NOT 1
IS Fitsicyri
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.4

A relational expression may appear in the following manner:

AGE IS GREATER THAN 21
AGE IS NOT GREATER THAN 21
FICA-TO-DATE IS LESS THAN 277,20
REORDER-POINT IS EQUAL TO 45b
GROSS IS = NET

The wordt, NOT is provided to make the relational operator specify
the exact opposite of what it would normally specify.Jor example:

AGE IS GREATER THAN 21
AGE IS NOT GREATER THAN 21

are exact 'opposites of each other. The words IS and THAN are optional
and may be specified at the user's discretion without altering the
meaning of the expression. For example:

FICA-TO-DATE LESS 277.20

is equivalent to ,

44 FICA-TO-DATE IS LESS THAN 277.20

or to either of the following:

FICA-TO-DATE IS LESS 277,20
FICA-TO-DATE LESS THAN 277.20

Sign Condition

a

This condition determines, whether a numeric quantity is less than,
equal to, or greater than zero. The general format of this conditibnarp
expression is as follbws:

'identifier
larithmatic-expressiont

POSITIVE
{IS [NOT] NEGATIVE
ZEIr ,

The identifier in a numeric status test must always represent a
-numeric value. For example:, ,

SCALE IS POSITIVE
..140 -4

where SCALE is identified in the Data Division and contains numeric

Use of the' arithrnetic-expfession as a subject will not be discussed
as arithrletic operatois are required.

data.°
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Class Condition

The class condition test deters hies whether a quantity is purely
numeric or purely alphabetic. Ther general format of this conditional
expression is as follows:

identifier IS [NOT]
NumElac...

1 ALPHABETIC

The test must be consistent with the data description of the item being
tested. That is, the NU'MERIC test a only be used for data which has
been described as numeric and AL ABETIC test may be only used
fob data which has been descr d as alphabetic. Either may be need
for data deScribed as being alp anume . The usage of identifier must
be defined, either explicitly or irhplicitly, as DISPLAY.

CONDITIONAL STATEMENT

Conditional statements and sentences are vital. to -any data processing
problem. In effect, they specify alternative courses of action depending
urn the outcome of a test or comparison.

The format of a conditional statement is as followa:

condition;
{statement-2 ELSE s tatement-2

NEXT SENTENCE , 1 NE XT SENTENCE f

Here, a conditional, expression is evaluated and determined to be
either true or false. If the condition is true, then statement-1 is exe-
cuted ,and control is transferred to the next sentence. If it is false,
then statement-2 is executed and control'is passed to the next sentence.
If NEXT SENTENCE is specifiecPinstead of statement-1, control passes
to the next sentence if the statement is true.

Examples:

IF AGE IS GREATER 32 SUBTRACT 32
FROM AGE ELSE SUBTRACT AGE
FROM 32 GIVING DIFF GO TO READ-ROUT.

In this example if AGE is greater than 32, the condition is true and
statement-1, SUBTRACT 32 FROM AGE, will occur. The rest of the
sentence to the period will be ignored. If the condition is false (AGE
equal to or less than 32), statement-1 will be ignored and the word
ELSE will be searched for. If the sentence contains an ELSE, then the
statement that follows will be executed.

The same functions will occur if it is written, as follows.

IF AGE IS GlitATER,32 NEXT SENTIENCE
ELSE SUBTRACT AGE FROM 32 GIVING
DIFF GO TO'READ-ROUT. SUBTRACT
32 FROM AGE.

In this 'case when, the condition is found to be true, control passes to
the next sentence directing subtraction.
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SEQUENCE CONTROL VERBS

Normally, each statement ip the Procedure' Divisibn is executed
consecutively in order of its appehrance. This is also trye of the execution
of each paragraph and section. However, it is often necessary to alter
this normal sequence of operations and jump to a different point in the
program to execute a number of lines of coding befoie the next statement
in sequence can logically be operated upon. Two verbs, GO TO and
PERFORM, are used to fulfill this function.
GO TO

Format;

. Option 1:

GO TO [procedure-name]

Description:

This verb permits a departure from the normal -sequence of pro-
cedures by specifying a transfer of control to another point in the
program.

Examples:

CALCULATE.
IF AGE GREATER
32 GO TO ADD-ROUTING"ELSE SUBTRACT
32 FROM AGE.

PERFORM

Format:,

Option 1:

PERFORM procedure - name -1 [THRU procedure-name-2]

Option 2:

PERFORM procedure-name-1, [THRU procedure-name-2]

i identifier
( integer

Option 3:

TIMES

PERFORM, procedure-name-1 [THRU procedure7name-2]

UNTIL condition

Desciiption:

This verb allows a temporary departure frotn the normal sequence
of procedures in order to execute one statement or a sequence of state-
ments a specified number of times or until a condition is satisfied and
provides automatic return to normal sequence.
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Examples:

PERFORM ADD-ROUTINE.
PERFORM ADD-ROUTINE THRU DIVIDE-ROUTINE.
PERFORM ADD-ROUTINE THRU DIVIDE-ROUTINE 6 TIMES.
PERFOM DD-ROUTINE 6 TIMES.
PERFORM ADD-ROUTINE UNTIL ADD-COUNT IS GREATER THAN 6.
1ERFORM ADD-ROUTINE THRU DIVIDE-ROUTINE UNTIL
ARITH-COUNT IS GREATER THAN 6..

The first statement of procedure-name-1 is the point to which
control is transferred by PERFORM. The return mechanism is auto-
matically inserted as follows:

1. If procedure-name-1 is a paragraph-name, and procedure-name-2
is not specified, then the return mechanism is inserted after the last
statement of the procedure-naffie-1 paragraph.

2. If procedure-name-1 is a section-name, and procedure-name-2
is not' specified, then the return mechanism is inserted after the last
statement of the last paragraph of the procedure-name-1 section.

3. If procedure-name-2 is specified and is a paragraph-name,
then the return mechanism is inserted after the last statement of the

'' procedure- name -2 paragraph.
4. If procedure-name-21' is specified and is a section-name, then

the return mechanism is inserted after the last statement of the last
paragraph of the procedure-name-2 section.

When procedure-name-2, is specified, the required relationship
between procedure-name-1 and ,procedure-name-2 is that of logical
sequence; i.e., execution sequence must proceed' from procedure-
name-1 to the last statement of the procedure-name-2 paragraph or
section. GO TO statements and other PERFORM statements are per-
mitted between procedure-name-1 and the last statement of procedure-
name-2, provided the sequence ultimately returns to the final statement
of procedure-name-2.

When ELSE NEXT SENTENCE appears in the last sentencea(to be
executed) control returns to the statement following the PERFORM
statement.

A procedure referenced by one PERFORM statement can be ref-
erenced by other PERFORM statements.

PERFORM may reference a NOTE; no action is taken and the auto-
matic return to the proper line is generated.

In all cases, after the completion of a PERFORM, a bypass is
automatically created around the return mechanism which has been
inserted after the last statement. Therefore, when no related PERFORM
is 'n progress, sequence control will pass around the return mechanism
to th ollowing statement as if no PERFORM has existed.

STOP

Format:

STOP t Pa 1 }
RUN

et
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Description:

The STOP verb terminates the object program either poirmanently
or temporarily. The format must specify a literal, or thkey word
RUN must be used with STOP. (If a literal is employed, it is displayed
by the object program at the time STOP occurs either on the, console
printer or a substitute medium, such as console lights.} It the operator
should elect, continuation of the object program begins with the exer
cution of the next statement in sequence.

STOP RUN automatically activates the standard ending routine of
the Executive Routine. Therefore, it should, be used'only as the final
executable statement of the program.

Some examples of the use of STOP are:
r.

STOP 3."
STOP 127. ,
STOP "INPUT TAPE SHOULD BE DESCRIPTIONS".
STOP RUN.

Whenever a numeric literal is used, as in the first two exampl,s,
it is customary to specify a different number for each STOP. These
numbers are then catalogued with their respective definitions, for use
with the object program. The literal used maybe numeric or non:A:merit
or any figurative constant except ALL.

SAMPLE PROGRAM

This sample program is provided as an aid in learning the complete
structure of a COBOL program. Figure 5-1 is the programming flow-
chart used to write the program.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 1
PROGRAM-ID. SUP -BAL-UPDATE.
AUTHOR. A. PROGRAMMER.
INSTALLATION. ELLYSON.
DATE WRITTEN. NOVEMBER 17 1974.
SECURITY. UNCLASSIFIED.
REMARKS.- THIS PROGRAM UPDATES THE CURRENT BALANCE

OF THE MASTER Sl4PPLY TAPE BY INSTALLATION DIVISIONS.
UNMATCHED UPDATE RECORDS WILL CAUSE A NEW MASTER
RECORD. ALL UPDATE RECORDS WILL BE PRINTED."'
UNMATCHED MASTER RECORDS WILL BE WRITTEN ON NEW
TAPE. NO MASTER RECORDS WILL BE PRINTED.
THIS PROGRAM WRITTEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
PROGRAMMING FLOWCHART IN FIGURE 5-kt

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURC E-COMPUT ER. IBM - 360 -H50.
OBJECTCOM'PUT ER. IBM-360-H50.
SPECIAL-NAMES. TOP-OF-NEXT-PAGE IS NEW-PAGE.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

SELECT SUP-MASTER ASSIGN TO SYSIN1.
SELECT TRANSFILE ASSIGN TO SYSIN2.
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(START

Alu..E CURRENT
BALANCE TO

COUNTER

SUB,RArT
EXPENDITURES
FROM COUNTER

MOVE COUNTER
TO CURRENT
BALANCE IN
TAPE OUTPUT

CRV

CODE ,UPDATE'

DIV CODE
ISLIP)

MOVE UPDATE
RECORD 40

PRINTER
OUTPUT

MOVE COUNTER
TO PRINTER

OUTPUT

WRITE
TAPE

OUTPUT
(NEW

SUPPLY)

TRITE
INTER

A, 0
CREDITS TO

COUNTER

,111.1111 litORDP;tY
TAPE OUTPUT

MOVE
ZERO TO
COUNTERS

MOVE SUPPLY
RECORD TO
TAPE OUTPUT

MOVE BLANK
RECORD TO --4m.

TAPE OUTPUT

MOVE I TO
EOFCK

MOVE DIV
ODE (UPDATE

OU'RUT

-11.
MOVE

CREDITS TO
COUNTER

. SUBTRACT
EXPENDITURES
FROM COUNTER

,4

MOVE 2 TO
EOFCK

READ
UPDATE

ENO OF FILE'

"a< L'

91

MOVE I TO
COUNTERS

Figure 5-1.-7...Completed programming flowchart.
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SELEC PRINTSIT ASSIGN TO PRINTER.
SEL T NEWSUPPLY ASSIGN TO SYSOUT1.

DATA D SION.
FILE CTION.
FD sid PMASTER

ABEL RECORD IS STANDARD
BLOCK CONTAINS 50 RECORDS
DATA RECORD IS SUPREC.(1 SUPREC.
02 MASTDIVCODE PIC X999.
02 FILLER PIC X(30).
02' CURBAL PIC 9(8)V99.
02 QTREXP PLC 9(6)V99.
02 QTRCREDITS PIC 9(6)V99.
02 FILLER PIC X(22).

FD TRANSFILE '

LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD
BLOCK CONTAINS 50 RECORDS
RECORD IS UPDATEREC.

01 UPDATEREC.
02 DETDIVCODE PIC X999.
02 FILLER PIC X(40). -,,
02 EXPEND PIC 9(6)V99.
02 CREDITS PIC 9(6)V99.
02 FILLER PIC X(20),

FD PRINTSIT
LABEL RECORD IS OMITT
RECORD IS PRINTUPDATE.

01 PRINT UPDATE PIC X(120).
FD NEWSUPPLY

LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD
BLOCK CONTAINS 50 RECORDS
DATA RECORD IS OUTSUP.,.

01 OUTSUP. s'Z
02 OUTDIVCODE PIC X999. ro

02 FILLER PIC X(30).
02 OUTBAL PlC 9t8)V99.
2 FILLER PIC X(36),

WORKING- STORAGE SECTIOK.
77 LINENO PIC 99 V4LUE IS ZEROS.
77 COUNTER PIC 9(8)V99.
77 COUNTERB PIC 9 VALUE IS ZERO.
77 EOFCK PIC 9 VALUE, IS ZERO.
77 BLANKOUT PIC k(80) VALUE IS SPACES,
77 PRINTSPAC ER PIG X(120) VALUE IS SPACES.
01 PRINTPICTURE. ' z

02 FILLER PIC, X(10) VALUE IS SPACES.
02 DIVCODE PIC X999.
02 FILLER PIC X(15) VALUE IS SPACES.
02 PBAL PIC $$$$$$$$9.99.
02 FILLER PIC X(10) VALUE IS SPACES.
02, PEXP 'PIC $$$$$$9 ;99.
02 FILLEWPIC X(10) VALUE IS SPACES.
02 .PCREDITS PIC $$$$$$9.99.
02 FILLER PIC X(39) VALUE IS SPACES.

. .
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01 PAGE-HDR.
02 FILLER PIC X(8) VALUE IS SPACES.
02 AA PIC X(8). VALUE IS 'DIV CODE'.
02 FILLER, PIC X(11) VALUE IS SIYAC ES.
02 BB PIC X(15) VALUE IS 'CURRENT BALANCE'.
02 FILLER PIC X(7) VALUE IS SPACES.
02 CC PIC X(12) VALUE IS 'EXPENDITURES',
02 FILLER PIC X(10) VALUE IS SPACES.
02 DD PIC X(7) V UE IS 'CREDITS'.
02 FILLER PIC VALUE IS SPACES.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
OPENING.

_OPEN INPUT SUP-MASTER, TRANSFILE.
OPEN OUTPUT PRINTSIT, NEW-SUPPLY.
PERFORM HEADER-PRINT. _

READ-ONE.
READ SUP-MASTER AT END GO TO G-ROUT.

READ-TWO.
READ TRANSFILE AT END GO TO E-ROUT.

A-ROUT.
-IF MAST -DIV -CODE EQUAL TO IiET -DIV -CODE NEXT'

SENTENCE ELSE GO TO C- ROUT. MOVE CURBAL TO COUNTER.
SUBTRACT EXPEND FROM 'COUNTER. ADD CREDITS TO.
COUNTER. MOVE SUP-REC TO OUTSUP. MOVE ZEROS TO
OUTBAL.

B-ROUT.
MOVE COUNTER TO OUTBAL, MOVE UPDATE-REC TO PRINT-
PICTURE. MOVE 'COUNTER TO P.BiAL. WRITE PRINT-UPDATE
FROM PRINT-PICTURE AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES: ADD 1
TO LINE -NO. LINE-NO IS GREATER THAN 55 PERFORM
HEADER-PRINT. WRITE OUTSUP. IF COUNTERB IS NOT EQUAL
TO 1 NEXT SENTENCE ELSE MOVE ZERO TO COUNTERB
GO To, REA -TWO. IF EOFCK EQUAL TO 2 'GO TO 4ROUT.
ELSE GO TO READ -ONE.

C-ROUT.
IF DET-DIV-CODE GREATER THAN MAST-DIV-CODE GO TO
3ROUT ELSE GO TO D-ROUT.

3ROUT.
MOVE SUP -REC TO OUTSUP. WRITE OUTSUP. READ SUP-
MASTER AT END GO TO F-ROUT. IF EOFCK IS EQUAL TO
1 GO TO 3ROUT ELSE GO TO A-ROUT.

D-ROUT. \di

MOVE _BLANKOUT TO OUTSUP. MOVE DE44-DIV-CODE
OUTDIVCODE. MOVE ,C EDITS TO COUNTER SUBTR4T
EXPEND FROM COUNTER. YP EOFCK EQUAL TO 2 GO TO
B-ROUT ELSE MOVE 1 TO COUNTERB GO TO B-ROUT.

E-ROVT,
1VIOVE 1 TO EOFCK GO TO 3ROUT.

F-ROUT.
IF EOFCK EQUAL TO 1 GO TO COMPLETE ELSE MOVE 2
TO EOFCK GO TO D -ROUT0

0-ROUT.
MOVE 2 TO EOFCK.

4ROUT.
'READ TRANSFILE AT END GO TO COMPLETE. GO TO D-ROUT.

F.



COMP! ET E.
CLOSE SUP-M \STER, TRANSFIL E, PRINTSIT, NEyi-SUPPLY.
STOP RUN.

HEADER-PRINT.
MOVE PRINTSPAC ER TO PRINT-UPDATE. WRITE PHINT-,
UPDATE FROM PAGE-Halt' AFTER ADVANCING NEW-PAGE
LINES.

DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN 1 & C
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CHAPTER 6 /

SYSTEMS

The word sysem or aystenis is not unique
to the Navy. Defined broadly, system refers to
an organized whole or separate functioning parts
that comprise the whole. An example of such
organization 1st._

The armed forces of the United States of
America
SpecificallyThe U.S. Navy
More specificallyan individual command

Those parts that comprise the whole are
usually referred to as subsystems. A Data Proc-
essing Technician should have knowledge of a
large subsysteni such as Naval Personnel Ac-
counting, although personal involvement will be at
a much smaller subsystem level (i.e., local
command preparation, processing and submission
to higher command). Each subsystem has its
own goal or mission and is often referred to
as a system. As an example, a ship or station
having its own input, processing and output,_ .-PERMIC), which has combined the efforts of
for supply accounting considers that it has its. PAMI CONUS, PAMI RANT and PAMI PAC to
ovvnAupply system. form one data base. The mission of PERMIC

is to collect, process and disseminate manpower
and personnel information, as an integral compo-
nent of the Manpower and Personnel Management
Information System (MAPMIS), for all Navy
active and inactive compbnents. It provides data
processing support to fleet and shore commands
tasked with personnel resources management
by the Chief of Naval Personnel.

c

assigned for daily, weekly, or monthly prOcessing,
realizing their importance and hoW they fit into
the "big picture!"

SYSTEM DEFINITIONS

TerNs frequently used in reference to systems
are defined in the following paragraphs.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM (MIS)

An MIS is an automated information system
involving communications in which data are
recorded and processed for operational purposes.
Problem 'areas may be isolated and monitored.
Through inquiry and feedback management is
Provided with needed, up-to-the-minute informa-
tion for proper and immediate control.

An example of an MIS installation is the
Personnel Management Information Center

There are subsystems in an individual com-
mand's supply system, meaning that the reports
that are to be produced require many individual
program runs (system software) on an individual
command's computer (system hardware) utilizing
unique control programs (operating system).

It is important to remember that what is
provided as input to a system has a lot to do
With the quality of that system's output. It is
important to realize that the output from most
subsystems becomes the input to another sub-
system. The input to a subsystem must be as
apcurate as possible, and the output must conform
to all requirements by higher commands.

Every pod data processor is a systems man.
ciaould be concerned with his part in the jobs
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DATA SYSTEM.

Data systems make use of combinations of
personnel efforts, forms, formats, instructions,
procedures, data elements, and related data
Codes, communications facilities, andADP equip-
ment. These resources provide for an organized
means of recording, 'collecting, processing and
communicating data, whether it-be an automated,
manual or combined method.
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Data system is, therefore, the whole system
or each subsystem. In order to provide the most
effective and efficient method of achieving com-
mand missions, a thorough knowledge of
resources is essential. Nothing can be done ef-
ficiently If available facilities and 'resources
are not used.

AUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM (ADPS)

ADPS includes the equipment, perconnel,pro-
grams, and application operations involved in the
utilization of electronic data processing equip-
ment along with associated electric accounting
machines. These resources allow the solving of
business and logistics data processing problems
with a minimum of human intervention.

Broadly speaking, every ADPS is a Navy
computer installation and every Navy computer
installation is an ADPS. Therefore, the data
processor's personal contact with systems will
for the most part be related to an ADPS. Common
ADPS terms are: SOFTWARE SYSTEM, HARD-
WARE SYSTEM and OPERATING SYSTEM.

It is also in this area .and at this level that
Data Processing Technicians First Class and
above become concerned and involved with such
things as automatic data processing system
specifications, data system specifications, op-
erations research, smtem analysis, system de-
sign, system engineering and system study.

COMPUTER SYSTEM HARDWARE

Equipment that is associated with and that
comprises the totality of one computer controlled

illeii

lennected group is referred to as the con-
f ion. It may be referred to as the hardware
configuration or the system configuration. Al-
though there are no rigid requirements, the con-
figuration of a system is usually predetermined
by the manufactdrer. The manufacturer's recom-
mended configuration should depend on the soft-
ware required to meet a command's problem
solving specifications.

In order to support a particular operating
system, the manufacturer would recommend that
it contain a specific number of tape drives, disk
units, printers, etc:The configuration, t fore,
can be thought of as being directly prop ionate
to the sophistication of the software.

If all of the hardware configuration does not
come from the same manufacturer, there are
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many, many problems to overcome. Most manu-
facturers' specifications do not allow direct
compatibility. In a mixed configuration an inter-
face device would probably be required. The
cost of the interface device could offset what
appears to be a savings of one manufacturer's
peripheral equipment over that of another's.

The Navy has agencies or departments skilled
and experienced in configuration selection. This
relieves many hours of hard study and possible
misjudgements on the part I of individual com-
mands. In most cases when an installation is to
be established as, or converted to, an ADPS
installation, the operating system and configura-
tion have been predetermined. This, of course,
does not totally preclude an installation's re-
quests or recommendations.

Auxiliary equipment may be left more to the
command's discretion. Care must be taken in
this area to determine if it is more economical
to use auxiliary equipment or to make use of
the utility program provided by the' operating
system. A careful and thorough study must be
made of any equipment specifications before a
purchase can be considered.

COMPUTER SYSTEM
SOFTWARE

Software is defined as a set of computer
programs, procedures, and possibly associated
documentation concerned with the operationtof a
data processing system, e.g., compilers, library
routines, manuals, circuit diagrams, etc. Software
is the totality of programs and routines from
manufacturer and user alike which is used to
extend the capabilities of automatic data proc-
essing.

One of the best ways to describe the uses of
software is to discuss an operating system. An
operating system is a system ,in which software
controls the ekecution of computer programs.
It may also provide scheduling, debugging, input/
output control, accounting, compilation, storage
agsignment, data management, and related serv-
ict s.

IBM 'has one of the more spphisticated oper-
ating systems and is one of the predominant
systems found at Navy shore installations. An
example is the IBM/360. The se operating systerns
arediscussed in the following paragraphs.
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OPERATING SYSTEMS

An operating system is an integfated set of
processing programs and a control program de-
signed to improve the total operating effectivene ss
of a computer. The operating systemis directed
by user-prepared control cards to pass auto-,
matically from job to Job with a minimum of
delay and operator intervention. Communication
with the computer is via the operating system
rather than directly, as was the case with most
rfreviouti computers.

With today's more powerful machines, setup
time is becoming proportionately larger for each
job. As a result, large, expensive computers
can sit idle at times while new work is being
loaded. Even during the execution of a program,
many components of the system may remain idle.
Of all the resources available on a system, only
certain parts of the total system may be re-
quired for a job. The operating system enables
the user to stack job& for continuous processing,
thus reducing setup time between Jobs. The oper-
ating system has the ability to call in any
required programs, routines, or data. Some oper-
ating sysiems have the ability to schedule jobs
and allocate resources more efficiently by con-
currently processing two or more independent
programs (multipiogramming). They can compile`
higher-level languages (COBOL, RPG, FOR-
TRAN, PL/I), organize files, and act as a super-
visor for.the entire system.

In short, the operating system makespoesible
,

the maximum use of a bomputer.
In System/360, there are four different oper-

ating systems.%Determinihg which is best for any
particular S/340 depends upon the size of the
system, the physical devices supported, rand
whether certain expanded functions are required,
since features one operating system may not
necessarily be affable in another. Briefly, the
four operating systems are BOS/360 (Basic
Operating System), DOS/360 (Disk Operating
System), TOS/360 (Tape Operating System), and
OS /360 (Operating System). Some of the similaii-
ties and differences in their makeup are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

What is Intended is a brief survey of some of
the major reasons for selecting one ope ting
system over the others. A discussion o all
supported devices and features` is far yond
the scope of this manual. Omission of any par-
ticular feature is not meant to indicate lack of
availability of that feature.

All four operating systems are composed of
two major sets of programs, which are known
as 'control programs and processing programs.

Control programs supervise the execution of
the processing programs, control the location,
storage, and retrieval of data and schedule jobs
for continuous,probessing.

Processing programs consist of language
translators, service programs, and user-written
problem programs, all of which the programmer
uses to define the work that the computing system
is to perform and to simplify program prepa-
ration.

System users may also include their own
service programs or language translators, which
the programmer can then use as he would IBM-
written programs. Figure 6-1 illustrates the
DOS/360, TOS/360, and OS/360 operating systems
facilities. .

In,all four System/360 operating systems, the
work to be done is regarded - is a stack of jobs
to be executed under the management of a control
program. A job may contain one or more Job
steps, and may he thought of as a series of
logically related programs that must be executed
in a given sequence. Job steps within a job .are
always executed in sequence and never operate
concurrently.

Necessary information about e h job
is punched into job control cards byte user.
These cards are read by a portion of the control
program t6 instruct it as to which programs are
to be executed; and in what sequence; they also
contain information about the I/O device require-
ments for each job step. The control cards
provide the informationkhecessary to operate in
a stacked job environment.

BOS/360, TOS/360,,AND DOS/360
CONTROL PROGRAMS

Initial Program Loader (4131).,

This program loads the into main
storage when system operat* n is initiated. The
IPL loader is loaded from the system residence
unit by dialing its' address on the load-unit
switches on. the system console and pressing
the load key.

Supervisor

This program handles all input/output opera-
tions, interruption conditions, and other control
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CONTROL PROGRAM

AND

PROCESSING PROGRAMS

CONTROL PROGRAM PROCESSING PROGRAMS

DATA
MANAGEMENT

FUNCTION-

.LANGUAGE
TRANSL ATORS

PL/1
FORTRAN

COBOL
ASSEMBLER
REPORT PRO-
GRAM GENERATOR
TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS PROGRAM
GENERATOR
SYSTEM GENER-
ATOR

TEST TRANSLATOR

SUPERVISER

LANGUAGE
TRANSLATORS

ASSEMBLER
COBOL
FORTRAN
PL /1
R PG

JOB
MANAGEMENT

FUNCTION'

JOB CONTROL SERVICE PROGRAMS

LINKAGE EDITOR
LIBRARIAN
SORT/ MERGE
UTILITIES
AUTOTEST

SERVICE
PROGRAMS

LINKAGE EDITOR
SORT/MERGE
UTILITIESTASK

MANAGEMENT
FUNCTION

IPL
USER-WRITTEN

PROBLEM PROGRAMS
USER-WRITTEN

PROBLEM, PROGRAMS

DOS/360 TOS/360 OS/360

78.145
Figure 6-1. Facilities available in three of the System/360 operating systems.

functions for all problem programs. Part of the
supervisor resides in main storage at all times.
Processing time is divided between the supervisor
and the program being executed. This is true of
user programs as well as the other IBM-supplied
components of the system. n C-

The' physical IOCS routines of the supervisor
handle the scheduling and supervise the execution
of channel programs. The problem program (or
logical IOCS within the problem program) s,upplie s
the channel programs and issues physical I/O
macro instructions to request their execution.

The super or starts the I/O operation and
returns contr the prtiblem program. When the
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operation is,completed, the supervisor checks for,
and handles, any device error codditions. Thus,
the user's program need not contain any I/O
device error routines.

, The checkpoint/restart routines of the super-
visor provide a means of recording ,program
stattis at desired points so that the program can
be restarted there at a later time. The problem
program resumes processing after each check-
point. In response to aCHKPT (checkpoint) macro
instruction, the checkpoint routine writes the
problem program, along with other information
needed to restart the program, onto magnetic
tape. The restart routine can reload the program
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later' and resume proce ssing at the point of
interruption. The restartprogram can reposition
magnetic tape, file sbefore resuming program exe-
cution. .

The supervisor transfers control of the system
to job control at the end of eath job step, providing
transition between job steps and between jobt.

The storage print routine of the supervisor can
provide a printout of core storage,. and all
registers, if an abnormal end-of-job condition'
Occurs. . I

Some of the supervisor routines are loadedinto
'main stOrage'diding system initialization. These
routines are riever overlaid and remain in main
storage throughout execution of a stream of jobs.
Other routines of- the supervisor ire called, into
main storage from external storage (tape or disk)
only when their particular functions are needed.

_ Thete are called transient routines. They are
loaded into, what is called a transient area, and
they Overlay any previous routines in the area.
This allows numerous supervisor functions to be
provided while using a minimum amount'
of storage.

-
Job Control

This program runs between jobs andprepares
the system for execution of all ether programs; it
:is loaded by the supervisor whenever it is needed.

LOGICAL IOCS-

IBM furnishes a comprehensive set of macro
definitions no create; access, and maintain data '
files. Descriptive macro instructions in the user's

gprogram-generate the data and program logic for
these files. (In 130S, the macro instructions must
be assembled immediately preceding the rest of
the problem.program. Thus, they` occupy an area
of core storage between the ser's program and
the supervi,sor-.)

Each, imperative macro instruction issued by
the, programmer causes a 'branch to the proper
instruction (in the generated IOCS logic) for the
requested-seririce.

logical IOCS does the followilig:
-

1. Requests physical operations, as. necT
eatery, by issuing At required physical IOCS
macro instructions. The necessary channel pro-

, grams are generated from the descriptive IOCS
macro instructions.'

2. Supplies logical input records to, or accepts
logical output records from, the problem pro-
gram. This includes blocking arid 'edeblocking
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logical data records (fixed-length or vtuiable-
length) fronk larger ,physical bldeks. (Logical
record refers to the individual unit of fu 'data
file; physical record refers to .the block of
logical records read or written as a single
string of information.)

- 3. Switches between two I/O areas to provide
time for processing while records are being read
pr written. .

4. Handles end-of-file and end-of-volume
conditions.

5. Constructs and maintains file organtzatio,
structures. This includes additions and deletions.
to files, and the Construction and use of index'
tables for processing files.

LA1EL PROCASING

Digit and tape, label-processing capabilities
are included to provide: A-

1.. Assurance that the corse)ct editions of
disk and tape data files 'are proyided for-input,
and (in the -case of multipack or multireel files)
that this 'input is provided in the correct sequence.

2: Assurance that areas of disk storage or
tape reels designated for output. contain no
current information. If usable, new labels are
written for the output areas or reels.

The actual label processing is performed
by transient routines assembled as part of the
supervisor during initial system generatibn.
*These routines are loaded into the transient
area of the supervisor and executed in retponse
to macro instructions in the problem program.
TOS/360 has only tape label - processing routines,
Whereas .BOS /360' and DOS/360 have both tape
and disk routines:

OS/360 CONTROL PROGRAMS

Like BOS/00, TOS/360, and DOS/360, cps/
360 has an IPL loader to initialize the systOn.

DATA -,MANAGpi ENT

This 'facility handles all IOCS functions re-
lating tb tape, disk, drum, and telecommunication
acilvitites. It ban' build program libraries and
extract :programs as needed. The programmer
calls for all data in essentially the same way.

In addition,, data management,providet:

1. AlloCation of space on Direct Access Stor:
age Device (DASD).
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. I
2. Automatic location of data sets.
3. Protection of data sets.aagainst such oc-

currences as unauthorized access to security
files (for example, payroll information may
requi're "passwords"), an' /accidental attempt
to write over a file that is to be saved, con-
current updates pf the same record in a multh
programming environment, etc.

JOB MANAGEMENT
. -

This facility handles the scheduling of jobs
to, be done in a stacked job environment. Two
types of Scheduling are possible: the sequential
scheduler initiates jobs on a first-in, first-out
basis; the priority scheduler initiates jobs on
the basis of user-assigned priorities.

TASK MANAGEMENT

This facility controls the operation of the
system as it executes tasks, A job step (program)
becomes a task when its I/O devices have been
allocated, and it is known to the control program
as a unit of work to be done. The twit supervisor,
respongible for interrupt handling, program
fetching, storage contents management, etc., may
handle a single task, a fixed number of tasks,
or a variable' number of tasks, dependineupon
the version of OS/360 being used. If many tasks
are contending for' use of thei CPU resource, the
task supervisor determines,ithich task,is to gain
control.

SYSTEM/360 PRo PROGRAMS,

Each operating' system discussed has, in ad-
dition to the control program, many other pro-
grams that are, for the sake of simplicity,
classified as processing programs. To further
break down this classification, there are: language
translators, service'programs, and user-vacten
programs.

LANGUAGE TRANSLATORS

A language. translator is defined 04,> 1). routiiie
that accepts statements in a progrialr,iniing
guage and produces equivalent st0;nents in
machine language.

BOS/360 supports the S/360 Asselinbler Lan-
guage, which includes a 'complete, selPof macro
instructions. The S/360 Assembler, 4inguage is .
a Machine-,oriented symbolic langUag Uted in all-,

-.models of System/360.

, In addition, By . 360 also includes a Report
Program Generator ( G). RPG is a problem,-
oriented, language designed specifically for
report-writing and file-maintenance applications.

DOS/360 and TOS/360 have, in addition to the
assembler an RPG, COB FORTRAN, and
'PL/I langua translators.

'OS/360 as, in addition to al of the above-
mentioned anguage translators, ALGOL trans-
lator.

The sou langual-: are provided for
System/360 are upward=compatible. For
example, if a user has a souce FORTRAN
program written according to DOS/360 ors.T-eS/
360 specifications, he can use the same source
program with OS/360.

SERVICE PROGRAMS

The system service programs for BOS/360,,
TOS/360, and DOS/360 include linkage editor,.
librarian, sort/merge, utilities and. load-
system (BOS/360 only).

Linkage Editor

The linkage editorlinks separately compiled
decks, relocates tliese decks as required,
resolves external references, and includes mod-
ules from .the- relocatable library as necessary..

All programs are edited onto ;the resident
disk (DOS/360) or a utility tape (TOS/360), by
the linkage editor. These programs can then be
permanently placed- into the core image library
of the' system, requiring onlyVontrol statements
to call them cor execution. Alternately, they can..
be executed at once and then overlaid, by new
programs.,

Libraria#

Thi
b.rarie,s atid provides printed and punched output,
from them, Three libraries; all residing on tape
or disk, are available:

4 oup of programs maintains the 11-

1. Core Image Library. A programs cat -
alitsed in the system (IBM-s plied anti user

400 'ams). are loaded from t fa library by the
m-loader routine of the ervisor,
Source Statement Libra y (DOS/360, 'OS/

300). - This library contains -supplied and
oks, suchkas

an arbitrary col-.
Otion of 80 -bytq records) j that is cataloged

40er-defined source statem
macro definitions. A book i

92
jjir,f7
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under a sing name in the source statement
library. .

Books.-amer maintained in compressed for-.mat on the resident volume to conserve space
and improve theft speed of retriellal. Complete
books may be added or deleted from the lilgary
(but not individual records). These books can be.
copied, fof example, into assembly source pro-
grams or COBOL source programs.

BOS/360 does not have the full source
statement libriry facilities. Rather, its macro
library stores IBM-supplied and- user-defined
macro definitions in resident packs built to pro-
vide program assembly capability.

3. Re locatable Library. --r. This stor&&
object modules for later linkage .int,81com etic
programs.

Load System (BOS/36O only)

This 113 an independent p gram that is loaded'
from cards. It -has its o nitial program loader

'supervisor, job control programs.
The load-program lds a resident systetn from
cards. This pro am can be usedic build mini-
mum systems
two disk dr
,be used i
build sp

So /Merge Programs BOS, TOS, DOS
.

The IBM BOS/366, TOS/360, and DOS/360
sort /merge programs provide the user with the
ability tO sort files of random records, or merge
multiple files of sequenced records, into one
sequential file. The control data information can
be contained in as many as twelve fields in
each record. The records can _be sorted or
merged into ascending or del:wending sequence.
An 'individual sequence can be specified for each
control data field. The output sequence for a
Merge-only. operation Must be the same as the
input sequence.

The sort/merge program is a set of gerei.
alized modules (in the relocatable library) that
must be tailored at execution time to each
application. The user furnishes appropriate pa-
rameters on control cards;, the tailored sort/
merge program is built in the core image
librajy; 'and it is then automaticat executed
as a tbquence. of overlays from s

Q BOS/360 and DOS/360 furnish disk soft/
merge ogrami both DOS/360. and TOS/360
furnish ape sorttinerge programs.

or specialized applications. If
es are available, the librarian can

Mead of the load-system program to ,

ialized systems.

Ot/160 SOrt/Merge and ,

oth r Service Programs

The facilities available in OS/360 with re-
spect to service and othersortiznerge programs
are basically the same as in DOS/360. However,
they are an expanded set of services programs
with far fewitr restrictions than in DOS/3 0..
For example he DOS/360 sort/merge progr. s
have extra restrictions as to size and humber
of files, whereas OS/360 .sort/perge programs
are more, liberal in this respect. In addition,
OS/36b sort/merge is faster and more ver-
satile.

@S/360 does not have a librarian per' se
as does b0S/360. However, a Jitt=gf utilities
is available for maintaining all data sets. In
-addition, OS/360 allows the user to supply his
own program& or macro- instructions for main-
taining data sets.

4

U,TYL/ITY PROGRAMS

BOBS:/360 contains 11 file-to-file utility pro-

.

J. Tape to tape
2.. Tape to disk
3. Tape to' card
4. Tape to printer
5. Disk to tape
6. Disk to disk
7. Disk to card
8. Disk to printer
9. ard,to tape

10. Card to disk
11. Card to printer

O

0

and/dr punch

The two initializing utilities in BOS/36 are:

1. Clear. disk, which clears as little as one
track up to one disk pacls.,'

2. Tape compare, which compares t/two files
from two dr more tapes to ensure that the files
are identical. y

.

BOS /360,TOS/360 has the same utilities as BOS/360,
W a the exception' of those .utilities involving
d sk. DOS/360 has all of the BOS/360 utilities,
pl s six additional utility programs for the 2321
data cell," The additional utility programs. are:

4 , ', '

1. Tape to data cell
2. Disk to data: cell
3. Data cell to tape .

3'9



4...bata cell to disk .

5. Data cell to 'data cell
6. Data cell to printer

Testing and Debugging Programs ,.

I
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A programmer who has for his use a set of
test service routines can be relieved of much time
and frustration involved in debugging. Such a.Set
of routines is available for System/4360 ope'ating
systems. In BOS/360., TuS/360, and DOS/360,
it is known as Autotest. In C)S/360, it is, known as
Testran. Both-perform services at certain Points
in the program (specified by the programmer).
These test actions include -dumping (recording

, for .display) systems tables, registers, and main
storake;t also, tracing of transfers, calls 'for

A. subroutines, and references to data. Consecutive
"'tests can be run with different sets data. They

can also test conditions stemming fro''prograrn
execution and, according to the results, either
Carry out qr not carry out the dumps, traces, etc.

1

-USER-WRITTEN PROGRAMS

Computer users generate many programs to
solve a specific, set of, problems. Some of thee
routines .may be useful tg other list;t:s ion solving
similar problems. The widespread incorporation
of routines that have been written elsewhere
makes well-defined programming `conventions
especially mportant.. Such , standards are
necessary if programs, are to be interchanged
among computer users.

11,1 <,

-In order to devel dills as a progr'aMmer
or enter into system analysis it is first necessary
to become famili with the background infor-
mation in this cliaptet as well as the-details of a
partieplar system. The preceding' description is
relevant to designing; upgrading or maintaining
any anti all systems tnd/or subsystems.

'

In most 'cases ip -the Navy, the system con-
figuration is prelgetermined- with'prewritten or
"canned" software, provided from a central
point: This' central control point normally has
responsibility for all systepts (subsystems) in-
'volved with the same mission. )

Each command, howevei, will tlually generate
rements for its owrrinhouse specialprojects.,

The se, Will require analysis, design andPrograrri
Ining fAiund in any good system. Ngerreral discus.:
sion of system, development follows.

-Given a 'function to be automated dr!,,,pro-
grammed, the programs which achieve this
automation can be called' the operational' pro-
grams. The, programs which' aid the writing and
"puting on the air" of the operatiOnal programs
are called utility programs. An assembler is a
good example of a utility program.

Frequently the program solution to a giveri ,

problem becomes so large and complex that th,
Solution .4s broken down lento smaller unitS,
These smaller units are then called, progranni
and the totality of the interrelated programs
called a system.

This call be carried even further, by a system*
consisting, of subsystems, where each subsystem'
consists of programs:. Each system,

as
sub-

syslem, as a `rule, has aprogram acting as control
for the entire system' or subsystem. -

There are no hatd and fast ride s as to how 'one
initially subdivides a system into t ubsycherris or
programs. It is usually done in some convenient
arbitrary manner. For example, the system may
be divided" so that'eSch program is small enough
.to be the responsibility of one programmer. Or
the system may cOnsist of a, set of separate
fuActions, and each function may be performed
by d'ne program. Or the machine might be able
to hold 10,000 computer inst.ctions, plus data,
in if at one` time; hence, ea dh program would
be about 10,000 instructions &long. Meetings are
held by .the programming supervisors (who are
'preferably experienced programiners) and the
subdivisions are made.

9czt
Since the utility programs aid in the Writing

anil checking out .of the operational programs,
the utility programs are written fiitt. ,While a
group of personnel is writing utility programs,.
a team of system analysts can be studying the
requirements of the operational systetn ancPplanr ,

ning its design.
Usually, a set of utility programs is provided

as a package by the anufacturer of the computer.
However, In very arge program systems, these
must usually be pplemented An order to deal ,

with special fea res of the operational system.
F'or example, /tile manufacturer will almost
always supply assembler for changing syrnbolic
maehine ins ctions to, binary, but perhaps not a
compiler fo a higher level language, although
supplying e.latter also appears to be the trend.
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Utility teas for testing the operational system are
generally prdduced'by the developer of the opera-
tional system.

Utility ,programs usually take easily con-
structed human inputs -and produce machine-
usable inputs or take machine-produCed outputs
and produce easily understood outputs. Examples
would be assemlglers, compilers, compool as-!
semblets, tape hlidlers, data insertionprograms
fdr use in testing, and data printing routines fa
use in testing.

Tol work on the clextelopment of a; control
program- or a large system usually gets under
way at the very beginning of a projeCt. This is
so because its development depends heaiily upon
the characteriStics of the computer involved ...and
its associated I/O equipment. The particular com-
puter to be used ina particular project for auto-
mation is generally chosen at'the very' first
before/he, design of the system. This is not to
say that this is the way it should be done, or
always will be done, but iVoseerns to havebeen
historically the case.

A control prograni car - usually be classified
as being one of two types: It controlskeithi5r a
"direct priority"- type of system or a "se-
quential" type, of system.

In a dire,st priority type ...of system
the control pitogram must be capable of bringing
in and operating at a moment's notice any of the
many possible programs.

DIRECT PRIORITY'

0

'Control Pitgrami

Program

A

Program

B

Prograrir

C

fr,

progrOm

Any program may follow* or precede any
other one depending on a .priority code.

' In a sequential system, as opposed to a
direct priority system, the sequence 'of program
operation is determin prior t. the installation
of the system' in the achine.

C

SEQUENTIAL :SYSTEM'

Program

A

'Control Program

Program il P rotr a m

C

The programs always operate
seq4ente A, B, C, etc.

in -the

Since . thee control progr attempts to keep
I/O operations going o continuously while
operating a program, this pans that one program -

will be in core membry operating while a pre-
viously operated one and its data are being read
out of core memory and a future one and itla data '
are being read into core memory: ,-

It we employ a direct priority type of system -
and also the .philosophy of any three programs F

an their .data in core at ' e dame time, the
control progm 'must dye ''' tally assign core
memory to each pr gram just prior to
read-in from auxiliary storage. It must, likewise,
dynamipally assign corn memory locations to the
environment (tables and items) of a program and '.

then communicate the whereabouts of this data to
the using program.. Dynamic alloCation' adds
greatly to the complexity of a control prbgram.

/ .
The process of (develbping a program pystera

is quite variable as far as subdivisions of the
process are concerned. Alsethe terminology
varies from system to system, but essentially
the system documentation is as follows (refer
-back to Chapter 2 if necessary):

1.. Feasibility &tidies
2. Scope Documents (Describe the extent or

capabilities 'of the system)
3. Operational Design Requirements (De-

scribe the methods used to achievethe automation)

95

a. Operational' Program} ', Requirements
(Describe the functions performed by the machine)
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Human Action Requirements (describe
the pfunc4ens performed by users of the system)
° " 4. Pr ,egram System Specifications

5. Pi.ogram,Speclifications
6. Test SpecifiCations

The filat three stages produce documents
that are -oriented in terms of the operational
system. That is, the documents are written to
desorlbe in English procedures and mathemat-
ical formulae be used in the automation of
the particular problem at hand.

The last three stages are written making
use of specific computer terminology and ma-
chine capability. The individuals taking part in
any of the above stages should have written a

, computer program (be it ever so
so

at one
.tifse in their. career. This is, so because the
system - designer should have :some "feel" Or
the consequences in machine programming in-
volved to achieve his prose descriptions.

The, proliferation in the number oCstages of
system design as the automation job increases
in scope is somewhat appalling. This undoubtedly
is connected in some way to Parkinson's Law.
(Parkinson's Law state something to the effect
'that work expands to fill the time allocated.)

A good approach to system design and de-
velopment seems to be to do the job in teams.
Efich team should be composed of members from
the customer or user group and members from
the system design and development ..groupt The
individuals comprising the customer Obinponent
of the team should each have had about three
to six months of programn.liing experience or
training. The individuals comprising the system
development component of the team should have
bad a period of about equal time to study the
useks current manual process. This tends to
,reduce the tendency towards a lopsided and

/unrealistic approach.

In extremely larp systems, it is generally
desirable to make a first pass at the design
with a klmiled systein capability. Muah education
on the part of all concerned takes' place and many.
unforseeable problems arise. A second pass at
,the design can 'then be 'made with improved
capability and wiser designers.

It would seem that a good way to train sys-
tem developers might be to select a fairly good,
regponsible programmer and give him an as-
signment to automate some small, function
s ELY, for example, ipventory' records' at the local
'supermarket. Then?four months later, after he
has done this all by himself, give him a larger
assignment, such as atitoinating school bussched-
uling at khe local .high schdol. For this,' give
him. a subordinate. After six months and with
this job solved,' assign him to, perhaps, auto-
mating the billing at the county hospital or
automation of records at the police department.
For this, give him four or five patramruelt.,,,

All of these assignments are jobs that should
13e contracted for and thus be real jobs, efot just
thake-believe. After a company 'has five or ten
of, these -competent teams, the company might
tackle automating the United Nations, or some
'other such gigantic function. But this idea may
Wilke building a tree houee; workable in theory,
but not always p4otical.

Management
\
control- and guidance are ex-

tremely .important but difficult areas of system
design and develbpment. The difficulty seems to
increase exponentially with Vie size of the sys--
tem. This is probably due to .the number of'
people involved, their lack of experience, and
the complexity of the work.

It will be interesting to learn 'what the future
holds a reds standardization of technology
for large-scale system development.
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CHAPTER 7
a

ADP PERSONNEL .ORGA'NIZA'TION

There ate many organizetitonal planningteeds
to bel_mat When a new. installation is to be estab-
lished or an existing system modified. Planning
for the incoming hardware is primarily concerned
with space, arrangement and environment. The
planning for hardware installation is, in most
cases, fairly routine as the specifications for
each unit's required spacing (for repair access)
and environment (air circilation, cooling, humid-
ity, raised floor, etc.) Are detailed by the/Manu-
facturer.

d.

The - arrangement of equipment, should he of
special ,concern to the( senior. DP's. ConVenience%
of the operators and noise factors should be con-
sidered. If for instance, a printer can be located
outside the area of the rest of the system without

'inconvenience, it should be. The harsh noise of a
printer, plus the dust or paper lint, can Add to
the pollution problems for tape drives and the
intake for blowers on other hardware. There are
other problems concerning hardware that can.,
usually be resolved by consulting the specifi-
cation bo9ks, manufacturers' repreentati'vege

, and your own or other DSIB within the area.

Other major areas of concern' are tide re
quirements fdr personnel acquisition and training,
applications to be, developed, and procurement
of other resources which are necessary- to ef-
fectively use the ADP equipment. The,followitig.
discussion' on personnel acquisition and organ!,
zation is meant to be informative and guiding but
is not the only means-.of setting up an-ADP in-
stallation.

. - .
current altewance is ineffective Aid requites
adjustmentsto meet the command's present ADP
requirements. Requesting new or additional al-
lowancps requires a knoVvledge of all the skills
that are required in a computer 'installation.
.BetOre discussing the different DP skills, Naval
procedures for personnel administration
and maiipowtr management will be briefly
reviewed. s

PERSONNEL ACQUISITION

As the senior DP ordered to a "new con-
struction" billet or assigned to a command- ac-
quiring an additional or larger computer system,
you may be required to participate in planning,
the DP allowance. It is also probable that the

MANPOWER MANAGEMENT

Manpower management inclulles planning, eta-,
tistical forecastipg, balancing, and approving
manpower requirements.' These requirements
relate to the .rspecific numbers and kinds of mil-
itary blllets or civilian positions required by each
activity (sea or shore) to perform its assigned
mission and tasks.' Billet and ashore position
requirement must at all times adequately provide
for operational readiness; augmentation of the
fleets, maintenance, administration, training, and
sea - shore' rotation. Planning and control of man- .
power and the effectivtilization of manpower
to meet such requirements are properlyfunctions
of management (command) coordination.

,

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Personnq administration is the administra-
'lian of people kas opposed to requirements. The
administration of pebple involves recruitment,
classification, training and development, assign-
ment and rotation, transportation; discipline,
advancement, .personnel records, personnel ac-
counting, performance evaluation, separations,.1
retirement, as well as providing morale services.

RESPONSIBILITIES

The aims of personnel (dministrationoin any
organiza n are (1) to supply the organizatiOn
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with a number of people sufficient to man the
positions or billet's making up thait organization,
(2) "to effect the, best pwible distribution of
these' people throughout the organization, and
(3) to contribute toward the efficiency and qual-
ity of the production of these people. The aims
of manpower management are to determine man-
power requirements and to ensure the effective
use of available manpower: These concepts of

,othe aims of ersonnel achninistration and man-
power management hold '.aei true for the Navy
as they do for a business corporation, an edu-.
cational system, or a research organization.

Naval manpower management and personnel
administration, however, must'; be engineereno
cope not only with the personnel problems in-
herent in any organizallon but- also with the
special, problems posed by the size of the Navy,
the -variety of As functions, the -global scope
of its operations, the mobility 'of its forces, the
rate of change and complexity of its technology,
the turnover and rotation of its personnel, and
the requirement to -develop and implement its
own training programs:

_

.To cope with these formidable problems, the
Navy assigns a large contingent Of -support
personnel -- military and civilian, commissioned
and enlisted, in field and at departmental level,
on shore and at sea to gild in the planning and
implementation of procedures and actions. These
specialists and others who have responsibilities
and duties connected with manpower management
and personnel administration "are, in turn, sup-
ported by a modern data gathering, processing,
and reporting system which provides timely and
accurate information necessary to make. de-
cisions.

.Responsibility for manpower management in
the-Navy begins with the Secretary of the Navy,
who has an Assistant Secretary for Manpower
and Reserve..

CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

a

Management of Navy "militiry manpower is
a responsibility of the Chief of Naval Operations,
who has a Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
for Manpower and Nava/ Reserve. The officer
assigned to this 'billet is also the Chief of Naval
Personnel, Which illustrates the close

4 relationship betWeen manpower management and
persbimel administration. (Marine. Corps man-
power management is a responsibility ,of the

Commandant, Marine Corps.) Military manpower
management is a function of command and
operates thrpugh the chain of Military command.

CHIEF OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
,

The Chief of Naval Personnel commands the
Bureau of Naval Personnel and assigned (shore)
field activites. The. Bureau and its field activ-
ities carry on the headquarters level functions
of personnel administration. BuPers is also
responsible for regulationi,concerning.uniforms,-
naval ceremonies, and naval etiquette.

In support of its functions, BuPers conducts
personnel research -and. maintains the Naval _

Manpower Information System. Its afield activi-
ties include recruiting stations and personnel

machineaccounting achine installations. It operates the
Naval Personnel Program Support Activity, the
Personnel Research and Development Labora-
tories, the Naval Reserve Manpower Center;
the Disciplinary Command,' the Naval Home,
and other activities.

DETERMINING
MANPOWER_REQUIREMEVTS

In order ,to meet the manpower requirements ".>
of both peace and war, the Navy maintains two

°Parallel sets of plans, with provisions for orderly
progress$rom one to the other as conditions re-
quire. or individual naval activities, this
planning is expresged in allowances (conditional
manning)" and complements (battle manning):

MARP

The Manpower Allocations and Requirements
Plan (MARP) provides for peabetime manpower
reqthrements (P-MARP) and mobilization (M-
MARP). Allowances and complements are devel-a
aped for the individual type of ship or station,
to enable each to perform its peacetime and
wartime missions. The overall plans prbvide
the number of all types of activities the Navy
will maintain and the timetable to be used in
moving from .peacetime to wartime strength.

REQUIREMENTS, ALLOCATION,
AND PROCUREMENT

The first task in manpower management is
to determine the quality and quantity of manpbwer
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requirements based on approved missions, with
consideration for the ever changing international
situation. Numbers and types of officer and en-
listed billets must be determined for each: ac- ti
tivity in the Naval Establishment, for each new
equipment, operation,..mission,, or change of
mission.. Such determinations are based on1
staffing criteria and verified by mianpowerssur-
veys. When the requirements have been de-
termined, allocation of. personnel billets takes
place.

Determining the number of personnel that must
be obtained for 'active and Reserve forces is
battically .a problem of mathematics. It consists
of comparing current 'onboard.strength with future
requirements, then compensating for the differ-
ence, including prospective losses. Such proc-
essing can be extended to 'the developmeprof
procurement plans for successive years, evalu-
ation; or plans versus performance, and analysis
of fiends in reenlistment rates. la

STAFFING CRITERIA

Staffing 'criteria ,are .standardscoilsigting of
defined functions accompanied by systematically
develyped staffing tables) which are used as guide-
lineS to determine the appropriate kinds. and
numbers of personnel needed to perform the as-'
signed functions of specific workloads of a com-
mand...

Staffing criteria are developed 4n coordination
with the Chief of Naval personnel, manpower
spcinsori3 and/or bureaus, systems commands,
and offices technical cognizance over spe-
cific functions as a means for increasing effec-
tiveness in 'planning and coordinating manpower
requirements and in evaluating utilization.
Staffink criteria relate military and civilian
staffing to functional areas and develop a per-
spective'for total manpower considerations.

MANPOWER SURVEYS

The Chief of Naval Operations, under the
policy direction of the Under Secretary of the
'Navy, is responsible for planning,; directing,
coordinating, and administering the Naval Man-
power Survey Program.

4 The basic oblgctives of the Navy Manpower
Survey Program are te

- 1. Determine the optimum manpower required
. for each naval activity.

(/

2. Establish a firm rnpower requirements
base from which future. Ojustments may be de-

' termined.
3. Determine the most effibient distribution

and utilization of available manpower.
4. Verify staffing criteria.
5.,Achieve.equitable distribution of manpower

among naval activities. .

6. Strengthen liaison ainong CNO, distribution
authorities, and user activities.

BILLET DATA
,t

New data on manpower requirements and al-
locations normally originate with sponsoring
bureaus and offices. (A sponsor is the bureau,
functional command, or Office responsible to the
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower
and Naval Xte serve) for manpower matters re-
lating activities under the sponsor's cogni-
zance.) When a sponsor wishes to establish new
billets or change existing billets at one or more
activities under his cognizance, he forwards to
the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpoiver
and Naval Reserve) a Manpower Authorization
Change RequestA0pNav 1000-3) for each activity
corerned.

Upon receipt of the /request, personnel in
the Office of DCVO (M&ENR) review and approve,
or disapprove, the change. If approved, ti copy
of thi request is forwarded the Manpower
Information Division, BuPers, r updating the
central data bank.

REQUESTING GUANGES TO
MANPOWER Ali THORIZATIONS

Frequent and numerous billet changes result
in a waste of naval manpower and funds. Each
change requires a correction Yo the allowance
of the activity which may require movement of
personnel to fill the revised allowance. All
levels of command should exercise a stringent
degree of manpower management by mOimizing
requests for billet changes to attain greater
billet stability and to achieve maximum utili-
zation of naval manpower and Muds. Respon-
sibilities for submitting requests ,,for changes
to Manpower Authorizations are prescribed in
OPNAVINST 1000.16 series?

COMMANDING OFFIC E RS
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While the Chief of Naval ,Operations is re-
sponsible for the preparation of Manpower
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Authorizations; commanding officers can assist
in ensuring the accuracy of their Manpower
Authorizations by reviewing them and submitting
justified requests for change's in accordance with
OPNAVINST 1000.16 series.

Commanding officers have the responsibility
of ensuring that the number of billets, in allow-
ance and complement, , including skills, pay
grades, and special qualifications reflected in the
Mimpqwer Authorization are the minimum mili-
tary: requirement necessary to support the

-mission, tasks, . ad functions,of the command.
Data from 3-M analysis, manhour accounting, and
other analytical data should be utilized to sub-
stantiate personnel change requests whenever
pqssible.
ADMINISTRATIVE CHAIN OF COMMAND,

When requests for changes are forWarded
which include quantity, grade, or rate increases
in allowance but do not identify compensation,
the bhain of command makes recommendations
regarding compensation. The Chief of Naval
Operations retains decision authority for all
chang e#. to api5roved manpower requirements pd
reviewll change requests and endorsements..
In the case of requests which. do not include
necessary compensation, a determination must be
made as:to whether reprogramming (through re-
duction of other programs) to accommodate such
changes is warranted by the relative priority
of the program for which the change is pro-
posed. As a general rule when requests for
changes are received without compensation, the
Chief of Naval Operations aisumes that in the
opinion of the 'originator and the chain of corn -

,;nand the -program upon which the increased
requiremehtS is based is of lesser importance
or lower priority, than all other ,programs cur-
rently being supported. .

Forwarding endorsements should indicate
whether changes are appliCable to other activities
'having the same mission; tasks, functions, or
equipment, Comments on Standardization should
be reque 'stied from other commands having similar
activities but not in the chain, of command: This
is particularlY applicable to recommendations for ,

ship classes originating within the Chain of com-
mand of a fleet or type commander. It is the
policy of the Chief of Naval Operations to stand-
ard4e allOwances for activities having the same
functions., Accordingly, efforts must be continued
to eliminate variations baiallowalice?s which are

:not required by differences in equipment, configu-
ration, tasks or functions, and to document re-
quirements for necessary variations.

.
C.

MILITARY MANPOWER SPONSORS

The military manpower sponsor is the com-
mand, bureau, or office of the Navy Department
in the Washington area designated by the Chief of
Naval Operations as military manpower sponsor
for appropriate activities consistent' with the
functions and/or missions of such a command,
bureau, or office. Sponsorship is assigned on the
basis of 'special direct interest, knowledge ox
technical competence with rql tion to the spon-
sored activity. In- those inst es wherein a
second command, bureau, or of ce has interest
in an activity commensurate, wit s that of the
sponsor, a secondary sponsor_ may designated.
Sponsorship is not a function of comm d.

The military manpower sponsor, w en pro-,
posing or sponsoring changes in mission tasks,'
function, or configuration for a naval. so vity,,
has implicit responsibility to ascertain the
power feasibility of the proposed change.
responsibility includeS the requirement to
range for associated programming of manpower
in phase with chachges in mission,. tasks, etc.

PRIMARY SUPPORT
COMMANDS AND OFFICES

'Primary support commands and offices ,re-
view allowance/complement change requests sub-
mitted by sponsored activities and make
appropriate comments and-recommendations by
endorsement> '

ORIGINATING CHANGE REQUESTS.

All requests for changes in allowances and
compleinents (except. routine requests submitted
On the short form discussed later) are submitted
to the Chief of Naval Operations via the admin-,
istrative -chain of command. The primary support
bureau or office, when riot ,the activity manpower,
sponsor, and'the activity.riumpower sponsor, when
other than .the Chief of, -Naval Operations, are
included as intermediate addressees.

OPNAV 1000-3,

Requests' for changes are submitted on ylari-
power Authorization, ,Change Request, OPNAV
1000-3, in accordance with OPNAVINST 1000.16
series. The request should be Completed in detail,
reflticting all information as it will appear in
the Manpower Aiitlukizaiikom
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The lettet .forwafding,OPNAV11000-3 must bep
addressed' properly through the chain of command
and' reference the transaction number and date,
'of the MtuipOwer Authoriiation ,on which the re-
quested change is based. Include the justification
for the requested change and identify any required
compensation. 156 'not write explanatory notes
in unused spaces nop cut the forntO letter size.

A revised Manpower Authorization is not pro:
mulgated each time a change is made. Significant
changes usually result in a complete reprinting,
while minor changes do not justify 'the' cos, te oft
printing and distribution. The cnrrentinform'ation
in the manpower system can be determined by
checking the latest BuPers Report Symbol 1080=
14 for enlisted personnel. When a new Manpower
AuthCrization is received, the ,previous Man-
power Authorization is superseded and should
be disposed of.

SHORT FORM FOR
FLEET REQUESTS

A short form used only for ships and staffs
(other than air) to request changes to -Manpower
Kuthoriza ons is provided in order to improve
the respon time. The form is adaptable for use
in official c rrespondence and messages but is
intended pri arily for!use in speedletter format
and is designs to reduce preparation and proc-
essing time.

When the o ginator of a request for a minor
change to a Manpower Authorizatioja believes
that the Chief of Naval Operations can ,set-on the
request without comment or recommendation by
officers in the chain of command, the request
may be sent direct to CNO with copies to the
chain of command. This procedure is particularly>
applicable to requirements for NEC's incident to
changes of shipboard equipment and correction
of errets detected in Manpower Authorizations.
. It does not apply to requests. for adchtionaf

0' billets or bhanges in pay grades.

Specific Action Recommended.--skInclude the
estimated time to impleNent if immediate action
4s not required.
0- The paragraphs should be adapted to the nature
of. the request, be concise, and present specific
substantiating _data, including equipent identifi-
cater' for NEC revisions.

The akort form '(see OriNavInst 1000,16 series)
may be fted in lieu of OPNAV Form 1000-3

.,fOr routine requests.
'

The following information should be given:

Situlition; Description "of change require-
ments and authority or cause of them.

Billets.Identify by Billet Sequence Code,
title, desivitor or rating and grade. Indicate'
'recommended changes on separate line.

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

As a senior DP, you'vay be called upon to
f'identify and perhaps readjust the various skill..
areas attyour installation, It is, therefore, im-.
portant, to' have @ ihoroUgh knoWledg# of the

skills that are required at an ADP in-
stallation. The Navy assigns' billets mostly by
N EC re,. The., NEC's available do not, howeyer,%
tuly reflect in their desctiption'S the many
versifidd positions that could b& required itI a
large organization. The, various ',DP positions
intik first be -defined, and then the descriptions
9f the available NEC's can be screened, and those
best fitting the various posit1ons a your instal-

Ads a guide figure 7-1 elps identify,the var-'
lous positions ina large organizatiOn de,SPribed
in the following paragraphs. These descriptions
are guides to the personnel function to be ubed
in making up suitable job deScriptions to 'tit an,
installation's own needs. Responsibilities and
duties_ can be culled an adapted. to the require-
ments, of the organization.

elation selected.

MANAGER OF DATA PROCESSING

The incumbent is the administrative and
technical head of all data processing activities.
In this capacity he is responsible, for the ful-

i illment of all data processing perfokined, in-
cluding system6 analysis, prOgramming, and
operati6ns. In this capacity he provides liaison
with authorized users of data processing services
and, develops improved techniques and, methods
for assisting all -Command.aptivities.

Responsibilities".

Provides cost forecasts for all data proc-
essing activities.

Maintains And develops computer systems
° to uSe the equipment efficiently.
Reviews performance of personnel and equip-

ment.
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MANAGER
OF DATA

PROCESSING
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DVELOPMENT
CONTROL
MANAGER

STANDARDS
CONTRO ER

TRAINING
TECHNICIAN

\4

1 '
SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS.

SUPERVISOR

SENIOR
SYSTEMS
ANALYSt

SYSTEMS
ANALYST

AMMING_
S J ERVISOR

SENIOR'
PROGRAMMER

PROGRAMMER

MAINTENANCE
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,
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OPERATOR

CONSOLE
OPERATOR

UNIT RECORD
EQUIPMENT-
OPpATOR

KEYPUNCH
SUPERVISOR

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR,

Figure '-1.Large ADP Organization.
' 7

Directs professional, development and training
of staff.

Evaluate's applicability' of new tecluSlcal %is
velopMents.

Reports to top management on the performance
of data processing functions and the pro-
gress of data processing development plan-
ning.

Duties

Reviews _computer systems and application:.
Reviews and .requests additional data proc-

easing servios/
Evaluates new equipment and manufacturer's

support caimbilities;

r-

OPERATIONS
-CONTROL
MANAGER

LIBRARIAN-

51.

CONTFRI
CLE

L

78.146

a
Participates in management education in data

processing concepts,
Evaluates utilization 91 equipment and per-

.

sonnel.
Reviews personnel perforinance.
Reportk activity and performaxice to man-

agemen.t.

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL MANAGER
I

This positioh is a staff-function to the manager
6f data processing. The incumbent performs ad-
ministrative and plannin ignments in the
following areas:

Peisonnel selecti
I

n and training
Data processing a tandards development

.L-74 t
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Performance review
Administrative services

Ftesponeibilities

Coordinates departmental personnel reposi-
tioning.

Organizes and conducts internal training pro-
grams for data processing personnel.

Develops,' publishes, and maintains a manual
of data processing methods and performance
standards.

Provides cost estimates fol. data processing
activities.

Reviews projeCt schedules.
Evaluates equipment requirements and ana-

lyzes aiailable equipment capabilities.
Provides adequate work space,- facilities, and

supplies to the department.

Duties

Establishes curriculum and schedules for
courses in training programs.

Designates areas in which Standards will be
developed and prepares nept ssary instruc-,
bons' and documentation fot

Evaluates technical capabilities anclqUalifica-
titins of programmers, operators, and other
technital'personnel.

Approves. new standard techniques and, pro-
cedures. ,,

Reviews project schedules with supervisory
. personnel.
Designs office layout, control inventory of

office supplies, and plan for contraction
or expansion of facilities.

SYSTEMS. ANALYSIS SUPERVISOR

Provides tebhnical analytical assistance in
identification and solution of systems problems.
Deals with personnel. throughout the command
and is required to:

Summarize problem characteristics.
Define information requirements.
Describe procedural and operating improve-

ments.
Define data processing support.

Responsibilities

Defines scope and tasks of systems study.
Schedules tasks and assigns systems

peesonnel.

Reviews documentation _prepared, by systems .
personnel.

Directs the design of new systems or systems
improvements.

Reviewsproject progress and reporting status
to, management.

Presents systems recom mendations to data
processing and user department manage-
ment. .

Reviews systeds performance -and directs
Corrective action.

Duties

,a Evaluates Performance of systems personnel.
Assigns personnel to projects. ,
Reports project status and personnel activity

to management.
Organizes systems study schedules.
Estimates development cost, time, and per-

sonnel commitment.
Evaluates operating advantages, and savings

of propoEied systems.
prepares material for management' presen-

tation.
Defines systems logic and equipment require-

meIts.
Directs improvements and corrections of

operating systems.

PROGRAMMING SUPERVISOR

Provides technical and administrative
direction to the development of newprograms and
maintenance of operational programs. In this ca-
pacity, the programming superyisor is in direct
liaison with systems personnel, operations per-
sonnel, and representatirs.?f u tepartments.

_

Responsibilities 4= ,

Reviews and accepts systemaittiecifications
and selects proper equipment configuration.

Organizes programming projects and assigns
personnel to tasks.

Develops progranuning time estimates.
Prepares project schedules.
Reviews programmer performance.
Reviews program design with senior pro-

grammers.
-Evaluates operational perforinance of tiro-

gituns.
Reports programming activity, progress, and

performance to the data processing "art-
ment manager.
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Duties

Designs program systems.
Analyzes sykems specifications to determine

adequacy an programming implications.
Designs -system controls with systelns per-

sonneh
Evaluates results of test runs and determines

whether program can be considered opera-
tional.

Reviews operating problems of programs with
operations supervisor.

Coordinates and controls revision of operating
progr am( s) .

Enforces programming standards.
Reviews personnel performance.
Assighs personnel to projects:.
Reports activity, progress( .ar4d performance

regularly to departmental manager.

OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR .

Supervises the operation of all digital com-
puting equipment, unit record equi ent, key-
punching and verifying Machines and other riiedia
conversion devices. In this capacity, reviews
equipment and personnel performance and de-
velopiN techniques, to improve performance. The
indhmbent reviews new applications and pro-
grams, and projects their effect on equipment
operation for management evaluation.

Responsibilities

Maintains accurate records on efrquipment
utilization.

Enforces scheduled processing requirements.
Controls integrity of all data files received,

processed, and produced by the operating
section.

Implements operations procedures and
niques to improve efficiency of equipment
operation. .

Duties

Evaluate's equipment utilization.
Enforces production schedules.
Authorizes acceptance' of new programs into

production status.
Evaluates new equipment developments as

directed. ,

Reviews quality of output and scrutinizes
causes of .reruns, rejects, and delays.

Enforces operations controls as defined by
operations control manager.

Reviews personnel performance.
Makes personnel assignments.
Reports activity and performance regularly

to departmental management.

OPERATIONE CONTROL MANAGER

Directs the control and cOAAKknation of., all
operational facilities through supervising library
activities, production control procedures, and
operating standards. Concerned wit1h developing
and enforcing proceduTes, and in several in'
stances, with supervising the personnel who exe-
cute the procedures.

Re sponsibilie s

Directs the activities of program and tape
library facilities.

Controls inventory. of dataprocessing supplies
and materials.

Develops operating schedules and provides
procedures for their implementaticai.

Develops a systeni for data control and co-
ordination.

Provides opttrating performance and methods
.sefandiu'ds.

Specifies machine and personnel time re-
cording piscedures.

Reviews-compliance to procedures and stand-'
ards continuously;

Ties
Organizes and directs operation of program

and tape libraries.
Investigates .recurring operating problems.
Publishes directives containing opera-

ting standards and authorized procedures
for data handling and control.

Develops scheduling systems and schedule
review criteria.

Evaluates equipment utilization statistics.
Approves orders and requeAs for supplies

and materials.
Evaluates performance of operatio ns control

personnel.

SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST

Assigned to systems projects to provide
. direction and control within the specifications of
the project schedule. As project leader, the senior
systems analyst participates in the project orga-

. nization and scheduling and is in direct liaison
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With the Management and perIonnel of,lhe user
department. The position carries prOject, but
not adminfstrative, responsibility over the
systems analysts assigned. 'The incumbent ful-
fills the detailed duties of sy tern analyst,' as
required.

4 Responisibilities ,

,

er

Organizes and directs execution of systems
° analysis and design tasks performed by

systems analysts. .

Analy,Zes present systems and procedures.
Designs improved approaches to operating

_ situations.
Organizes and prepares systems documents-

tiorr. ,_
Designs proceddres aMschedules kit sup-

plementary recommendations.
Coordinates implementation.

Duties

Prepares data flowcharts.'
Defines data requirements for systems study.
Writes narrative descriptions of system oper-

ation.
Defines logical requirements for program-

ming.
Designs documents, reports; 'and forms.
Organizes data files. )

Projects processing volumes.
°O, Trains systems analysts by on-the-job. di-

rection and guidance.
Participates in personnel assignment.
Reports project progress and activity to sys-

tems analysis supervisbr.

SENIOR PliQGRA1VIMER

A,ssigned to programming projects to provide
direction and control within the specifications
of the project schedule. As senior progriunmer
on the project, participates iniatoject organiza-
tion and ,.scheduling and is in direct liaison
with the systems analysis project leader. This
position carries Project but not administra-
tive responsibility over the programming per.
sonnel assigned. As, required,' the incumbent
fulfills the duties of a programmer.

Responsibilities

Organizes and directs execution of program-
*: mi,ng tasks performed by prograinmers.

Designs logic for indivielual programs or
program systems.

Selects program language, standard s
tines, and other programming aids.

Determines optimum equipment configuration.
Defines test schedule and test data require-

ments.
Organizes and prepares program documen-

tation.
Defines computer controls and input/output

specifications.

Duties

Prepares program logic flowcharts.
RevieWs program coding.
Prepares test data.
Analyzes test results.
Specifies data control procedures?
Designs data codes and data files.'
Calculates machine utilization requirements.
Reviews program system with systems per-

sonnel and user representatives.
ReportEi project progress and activity,to pro-

gramming supervisor.
Trains programmers by on-the-job direction

and guidance.
Participates in personnel assignment.

. .

.SENIOR CONSOLE, OPERATOR

105

Operates and controls digital computingequip-,
ment y\rneans of a peripheral console device
or auxiliary control panei..The senior colsole
operator prepares the computer for program,
processing and is rdgponsible for the satisfactory
completion of each scheduled computer operation.

Responslbilitiee

Initializes computer system for eachuogram
in accordance with operating instfflictions.

Prepares peripheral equipment with forms,
"cards, and tape files.

Verifies that all necessary files and data
have been. submitted to the computer room.

Operates the computer and takes corrective
action as defined in operating instruptions.

Verifies that reports and other outputs are
completer before release fi,from computer
room.

Rx.urds time and equipment utilization.
Maintains a neat and orderly equipment area.
Notifies supervisor of equipment or program

malfunctions.

r
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° 'Responsibilities

Operates console keyboard or contrOl
Diagnoses causes for, interruptions in

easing.
Verifies that proper card's, forms, an

files are being used.
Enforces time recording proCedFel.
Assigns console Operatots.

' LIBRARIAN

W.

panel., Reviews new technical d
proc-, ermine applicability to

Researches use Of ,stand
d tape , processing installations.

Originates procedures an
publishes supporting doc

Evaluates software and
features.

Evaluates requests for confi
ment replacement./5.

Stores and circulates program documentation,
material,-and data files kept on cards, discs. and:
tapes.

Responsibilities

Provides correct data files to opetations:
accordance with schedule.

Provides programs and operating instruction's
to operations in accordance with schedule.

Stores-program materials and documentation'
in an organized, accessible') 11194:41er.

Controls tape reel or disc pack iiSe on a
tational basis.

Retires tape reels or disc packs as required.
.Ensures completeness of dciownentation.
Records circulation of Material- stored, in

library.

Duties

Duties,

Maintains .tape reel and disc pack use log.
Issues and receives data files and programs.
Circulates program material in accordance

with authorized procedures.
Files all library material in' an organized,

uniform manner.
Completes checklists' to determine whether

all elements df documentation have ,been
*submitted.

Checks tape reels and disc, packs to detect
damage.

STANDARDS CONTROLLER

'Coordinates data,processing standards devel-
ofment and implementation; enforces methods and
performance standards. Audits adherence to the
prescribed Standards and reports deficiencies to ,

the manager of development control.
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elopments to `de-
partment.
ds in other data

*techniques' and
lintation;
vial equipment

Analyzes software developme
Analyzes new eqUipment tec
Dietseminates teclanioal data

intere sted maagers.
Prepares_ and i!imueS docume

ardpiabedures and techni
Distributes revisions to 'Stall
4udits 'departmental perform

cal proficiency, service to
ierence to standards.

'TRAINING TECHNICIAN

ation or equip-

ts.;
logy.
f this nature to

tation of- stand-
s.
ds.
ce in techni-
ears, and ad-

Organizes, schedules, and coor ates all data
rocessing training activities', inclu g:

Departmental instruction for new employee
Programmer and d-operator training.
Professional t4chnical development
Management add superviSory training

Re onsibilities

ssigns instructors for in-house, courses.
hedules data processing 'personnel attend-
ance in training programa,.

S' edulea attendance in a ilable manufac-
er educational programs.

Re' ews courses, quality of instructor, and
c ntributionof programs.

Duties

. Prepares
Prepares
Schedules

sonnet.
, ReViews

Evaluates

-

and distributes' course' outlina:
and circulates pchedule of courses.
alternate attendance dates for per-,

couiko content and presentation.
studelitsCperformance in courses.,
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Spot-checks *dents' performance in fields
related to course content.

IV1aintains cumulative record of student train-
)ing.

SYSTEMS ANAL

Uoder the direction of a senior systems
analyst, participates in the analysis of systems
Rroblems and the development of problem solu-
tions. Responsible for working with personnel
in ,problem areas and defining the pertinent
specifipations of information requirements and
opetlzal needs. Required to Make formal pres-
ents and submit written reports for review
purposes.

'Responsibilities

Gathers data for analysis of problem areas.
Analyzes documents, files, reports . related

to workflow.
Organizes, information , into accessible work

fil s.
Documents present procedures and operating
//methods. ,

/Designs systems improvemnts and identi-
ficationfication pf data process

ig
applications.

Documents recommendations.,
-Develops methodology for implementing im-,

provements.

Duties

Prepares work load statistical' projectioni.
Develops accounting control procedures.
Prepares systems diagrams (flowcharts) of

information movement.,
Dejgns computer - oriented control!!.
Organizes data files for use in computer

systems.
Designs card, tape, and report formats.
Prepares personal activity reports and proj-

ecttstatus reports. ,

PROGRAMMER

Under the direction of a senior programmer,
participates in analysis, program design,. coding,
and other programming tasks needed to produce
reports and mathematical computations or to
maintain information files. Prepares the required
logicalt interface between related programs.
Assists as required in the solutton'of operation
difficytlties encountered in executing programs.
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Responsibilities

Prepares all elenlet)ts of program-documen
tation.

Prepares test data and organization' of pro-
gram testing schedule.

Analyzes program performance during' test-,
ing.

Designs conversion procedures.
'"Determines optimum equiprtent configuration.
Trains and prepares training material for

operators and users of the program.

Duties

Designs program logic.
Selects appropriate subroutines. t
Documents logic of program.

, Codes program instructions.
Analyzes test results.
Reverops operators instructions.
Organizes data, control procedures.
Designs data codes and data files.
.Calculates machine utilization requirenients.
Prepares personal activity and program status

rePorts... N

CONSOLE OPERATOR

'Operates digital computing. equiptnent with a
'console device or auxiliary control panel. Under
the direction "of the senior console, operator,
prepares the computer for program processing
anti ?operates the equipMent for the completion
of a scheduled program.

Responsibilities

Initializes the Computer for each program in
accordance with operating instructions,

Prepares peripheral equipment with forms,
cards, and tape files.

Records time and equipment utilization.
Operates computer and takes appropriate

action as defined in operating instructions.

Dutie B

-2,

,Operates console keyboard or control panel.
Diagnoses causes for interruptions in proc-

essing.
Logs elapsed tirneffor each program.
Loads cards, sets up printer, and mounts

tape reels.
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CONTROL CLERK

Performs -a quality control function
and output. Examines, approves, and di
re rts based on quality criteria de
ope ations control. Rejects all material
not meet the criteria or does not a
input or output specifications of the a

Relsponsibilities

Reviews input and determi es
.

Maintains controls on,input race ved.
Reviews appearance of output.
Checks output accuracy and co istency.
Ensures that all steps of proce sing aro com-

pleted.
Dispatches acceptable materi to users.
Investigates causes for die

accuracies.
Notifies affected' offices of

ule or inadequacies_of t.

.
r input
etches

fined by
t does

tisfy the
plication.

is accepta

repaney

elays in

Duties

Audits input to department
Maintains batch or detai

acceptable input.
Distributes yiput. to oper
Balances Control-record
Checks. format, forth, ,n

of copies, on output.
Reconciles discrepancie
Verifies' that reports

and bound.

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Under the direction of a
takes action, to improve pro
to correct' deficiencies. Pe
ming tasks needed to imp
including testing and updati
mentation.,

Responsibilities

'Modifies -program logic.
Codes necessary instruc OMB.
Tests changes.
Modifies elpcurnentation:
Provides reassembled, rograni decks an

documentation to libr
Analyzes :program perfor ante during axe-

cution.

r.

ed -Coni;tols on all

to tptit.
5, and number

t.

and reports. causes.
e iropqly collated

is

ER,

or in-
,

sched-

senior programmer,
am performance.or.
orms -all program-

ement the changes,
of p ogram docu-

Duties

d
Analyzes program
Identifies logic c
Codes and tests

...o.

logic. 4

ges .

-

changes, with complete test
data.

Analyzes test rei
,,

ults. / .
Rfiviews docum tation and prepares and in-

serts modified material.
r 1

UNIT RECORD EG UIPMENT ERATOR

Operates all tuiX 'cord
/
equipment, including

interpreter, sorter, Collator, reproducer, calcu-
latdr, and tabulator. Wires simple control panels
if required.

Responsibilities

Perfoirna all machine operations on unit
record equipment.

Times recording of machine utilization.
Maintains a ,eat arkd orderly equipment area.
Controls data files processed on record

equipment. '
Wires"- And,testa control panels as specified

by systerns description.
Prepary ;documentation of unit record proc-

essint
Supplie ;technical -advice, as required, to-

systema and programming personnel.

Duties',

1,oada cards into unit record equipment.
Installs control panels and sets external

-switches. .

Wires and tests control panels,
DocuMents' control'panels.
DuplIcate$ mutilated cards.
Folldws error and exception procedures de-

fined in Systems heseription.

KEYPUNCH SUPERVISOR

Supervises ail personnel engaged in
keypunching, key verification, and in the operation
of other input conversion devices.

Responsibilities

Selledules workloads.Istributes work assignments.
Checks, accuracy of keypunched' material.

108
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Evaluates keypunch personnel performance.
Prepares keypunch machine control card
Maintains, control of data while in keypunch

section.

Dutied

Prepares schedules for all keypunching work.
Assigns work to personnel familtea with

source documents.
Chebks balances and other checkpoints to

isolate errors before releasing.
Maintains production 'log of work status,
Reviews personnel performance.

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR,

Keypuncbethdand key,verifies data as directed-
by keypunch 'suPervisor.

Responsibilities

ipreparts punched cardS in accordance with
instructions provided by supervisors.

Maintains sequence and control of source
documents.

Detects errors and repunches corrected in-
forraation.

Duties

Keypunches alphabetic and numeric informa-
tion in prescribed format._

KeyverifieS alphabetic and numeric informa-
tion in prescitibed format.

Rejects source documents that do not contain
sufficient information to' meet program re-,
quirements.

All of the previously described positions or
any that are desired. at your installation must
be designated by an NEC. A complete listing
of NECts may be found in the MANUAL OF
NAVY ENLISTED CLASS/FICATIONS, , NAV-
PERS 15105-Z (due to beCome the MANUAL .
OF NAVY ENLISTED OCCUPATIONAL STAND- °

ARDS).

SMALL ADP INSTA,LLATIONS

'Smaller ADP installations are not allowed
the 'luxury of,having specialized people for each'
specialized position. However, smaller in:,*llofltp
tions, such- as most ships, dOlave other advkti-
tages. The most evident adirantage is that as. a '

DP aboard a ship you are more involved with
all asii9cts. of data processing. ')Depending ond'
.your paygradyou may he requiired to function
as the Senior Systems 'Analyst, Develbprnent
Control Manager, Programming Supervisor,0p-'
erations Supervisor and Operations Control Man-

.. ager, all at one time.
The cross training you receive aboard ship

is very advantageous as it allows you to be
a complete data processor. Close working re-.

( lotions with the. departments ,ond _divisions. re-
questing your services and/complete follow-
through of each job will heIKou to develop into a
"syStbms man." That is, your ship's-main func-
tion may be that of 3M or Supply with Personnel
Accounting thrown in. Even though smaller in
volume, all fundtions of 3 1V; , Supply, or Personnel
Accounting are usually processed. This allows
cornplete, familiarity with a "system" of ,ac-
counting and is an invaluable badkgrotmd for your
future Navy duty assignments and advancement
opportunities.
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4 (
SUPERVhION

'

1t

As' a First Class or Chief Petty ()Meer
you will be functioning as a front line super-
visor. You will be in immediate control of the
worker., You will be the .liaison between man-
'agement and worker. It will be` up td you to en-
sure that the details of planningthb work, issuing
jobs, instructing the men, checking the work and
reporting the progress on assigned tasks to
management are completed.

As a DP1 or DPC, you will have many re-
sponsibilities added to those which you had at
the second class' level. You have acquired a lot
of valuable knowledge, and now it is your turn
to pass on the technical know-how of your, job
to others. In this chapter, we will discuss some
of the various factors that will aid you in hand-
lig the supervisory duties and responsibilities
of your job. 14

The type of activity to which you are assigned
w i I determine just how sou carry out your
su ervisorY responsibilities. But, applying ef-
fe tive techniques of supervision, maintaining
discipline, achieving teamwork within your group,
k owing how to get along with your men and
superiors these and other basic qualities of a
supervisor will help you make a successful ca-
reer in the 'Navy no matter what the activity

.to which you may be assigned.
The purpose of this chapter is to give you

a brief overview of the theories and practices
of management. Because the field is sq vast,
printediniaterial on 'the subject is so
nous, and the scope of this text is so limited,
we can.only give you this cursory glance at he
subject. We hope that .your \ interest will be
stimulated by this . short offering and that you
will seek additional information elsewhere.

THE SUPERVISORY POSITION

To most of us, it is a wonderful feeling to
realize that we have been promoted to a super-
visoiy position. Most of us like the feeling of

*AA

added prestige, authority
feeling of 'progress that
Of course, that increase
'general good feeling, too.

over others, and the
goes with promotion.
in ,pay adds to the

. ,
Supervision involVes working with people, and

a major responsibility of a superviir Is pro-
duction. A good supervisor knows how to get a
job done by ,betting the in4st out of his men. As
a 'word of caution, however, the drive for pro-
duction,oust not be overdhadoWed by consider-
ation for the human element. People are not
machines,' and the siipervjgor who treats them as
such will find that no amount of pressure will
permanently increase' the production. rate.- While
a good supervisor wants to -achieve a high level
of production, he arso wants his men to produce
ivillingly and to show an interest in their work.. Q
If you have had even a small amount of experi-,
ence in supervising others, you are perhaps well

.aware that the jobof supervisor is not as easy
as it might sometimes seem. The following dis-
cussion will give you an idea of some of the major
factors involving the supervisory position.

COMMON MISVKES
.

In learning any job, learning what NOT to do
is often as important as learningwhat to do. The
following are some common mistakes which new
supervisors tend to make, and which anew super-
visor should avoid.

Your first days as a new sueervisor are
mighty important. Your men will be watching
you to see how you react to this new responsi-
bility. Your. superiors will be observing you, too.
This is the period to avoid some of the common
mistakes made by supervisors.

"New brbom" tactics are 'out; It is not
unusual to see an inexperienced supervisor go
into his new job with the idea that "things are
going to be different around here." He wants to
make a big showing, or he lets it be known that

110
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he /didn't/didn't like the way the last, supervisor oper-
ated. He has forgotten a Very potshtpeychological
factor called "resistance to change," People
fear and regent change., It is far better to let
your men know thatpnothing will be changed for
the time being; and, after you get your feet on
the ground, to gradually mAke the necessary-
changes.

-7-Don't make promises ip order to gain your
men's' friendship and suort. Even a hinted
or implied promise can sometimes be dynamite.

Avoid dictatorial practices; they are fiercely
'resented: An overshowing of authority during your
first days on the jobiwill be particularly noticed.

Playing favorites, being partial to former
friends, ignoring the -more. timil of your men,
and assigning the best jobs to a choi3en few will
rapidly breitc down the' morale of your shop or
crew.

Careless remarkL, which would go unnoticed
, if hey came from one of the crew, take on nar

si fica when t me rom a supervisor.
You mu t darefully eigh your rernarkiii-.When
members, o our op or crew are listening.°

Failure to 4 work and fearing to trust
subordinates are common failings of anew super-
yisor, and the resultitiktiihi at soon he becomes so,

, stacked up with,.wo at he bottlehecks the
whole unit.

a ,

When yoti'make a promise and are unable to
keep that promise, accept the blame yourself.
There may be a good reason for ycluit.inability
to keep, your promise or the fault may lie with
one of your subordinates, .but the important
thing is that yoy atioept the responsibility and
do not ipass 'the buck. Passing the 'buck when
something goes wrong is a sure, way to lose
the respect of your men. And above all, don't
lose your-temper in front of your men. A .man
must be master of himself before he can con-
trol others.

TH'FINE LINE

A supervispr must draw a fine line in his
relationships between himself and his men. Do
not assume a false dignity; but at the same time,
the old "buddy-buddy" relationships that ou
used to enjoy are no longer appropriate. Dra ng
this fine line is on of the most difficult parts
of. the job of a new supervisor, but it must be
drawn. It is understood that the first class who
is the -shop supervisor or crew leader has- the,
more difficult job in drawing this find line,
especially when on duty. He wears the same

uniform, and in many cases eats and sleeps
with his qubOrdinates. He also attends the same
clubs, but he must ensure that his subordinates
understand that his general conversation in the
relaxed-atmosphere of the club and his comments
on the job carry different weights and have
ferent values. This does not mean that thesuper-
viSor has free rein to act 180° opposite of the
way he acts in the shop, but it does allow him
some relaxation. To accomplish this t$sk 'and
maintain balance, ask your men for advice arid
help rather than give' the im ression that you
know it all. Let the men kn that you-havO
confidence. in theth; maintain friendly-but con-
servative attitude; treat the men alike; be con-
sistent; and set a good example yourself.

SUPERVISORY DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

specific list of duties and responsibilities
dan be made concerning only a specific position;
however, kere are somb typical duties and re-
sponsiiiaties:

1. Getting the right man on the job at the
right time

2. Using and placing materials economically
3. Preventing 'accidents and controlling

hazards , A
4. Keeping mqrale high
5. Maintaining quality and quantity of work
6. Keeping records and reports
7. Maintaining discipline
8. Planning and scheduling work
9. Training your men

10. Procuring the supplies and equipment to
do the work
' 11. Inspecting, caring for, and

ing equipment
12. Giving orders and directions
13. Maintaining liaison with other units
14. Checking and inspecting jobs /add men

_15. Pwmoting, telimwork
16. Maintaining good housekeeping on the job
17. Keeping operations running 'smoothly and

efficiently

By analyzing the typical duties and )ttespon-
sibilities listed above, we find that the following
major areas are common to all supervisory
positions: ,

1. Production
2. Safety, health, and physical' welfare of the

men
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3. D velopment of cooper ion
4. Developm t bf morale
5. Tr g and development.of subordinate

ecords and reports
7. Balanced supervipion

Now let us briefly disauss each of these areas
of responsibility.,

Production..

Whether his job is in the office or in the
Shop, it is the supervisor's responsibility to see
that the work cis done properly and on time. ,

\ To do this he functions in three main ways:

1. He inust 'organize' o,r pran work to get
maximum production with minimum effort and
confusion.

2., He-' must delegate as much of the re-
sponsibility and authority foi the actual work as
he can, but 'keep in mind that he is still re- .

sponsible for the final product.
3. He must, supervise or control 'the works

to see that it 1' done properly.

Safety, Health, and physical Welfare

Safety and production go hand in hand. The
safe way is thee efficient way. When a man is
absent because of an injury, he'is a non-producer.
A good supervisor stresses safety to his men;
he sets the example by working safely himself:.
he teaches safety as an integral part of each
job; and most of all, he plans each fob with
safety in%mind. He does not wait until after an
accidentihappend to start safety measures.

Shwikng concern over the health and physi-
cal ikelfare of the men will also pay off in in-
creased production. It will add to their feeling
of trust and confidence in their tiupervisor and
increase the amount of respect they have for,,;
him,

Development of .Cooperaion

The necessity for developing cooperation be-
tween the members of a supervisor's own unit
goes without saying. Some supervisors, however,
tend to overlook the necessity for cooperation
in two other directions, which are:

1. Cooperpon with management
2. Cooperation with the supervisors 1pf other

units

In carrying out his job,- the DP1 Or DPC
often has dealings with persons in other' units
of the activity. It is particularly essential,
therefore, that supervisors of these units de-
velop the cooperation listed in (1) and (2) above.

I
Development of Morale

The esprit de corps' of a roup and the will-
ingness of its men to work to and common goals
depend to a great extent pci the leadership of
the supervitior. A produci roup will be found
to be a group with a-high m ra e.

Training and Development of StMbordinate

A good supervisar is invaria ly a goodt Etcher,
and -a good leader is #a devel per of m n. One
of the basic policies of avy S ervisio 'reads:

"The greatest contribution. a Nsupervisor an
make is the development of the men under hini.

A good supervisor arranges to have at least
one man trained' and ready to take his place. It
is a di of.gOdd leadership when a supervisor
can e 'leave, and the Job contihues to run
smo thly. Do not be afraid to teach every phase
of your own ,work to at least One or two subor-
dinates. A great deal of the supervisor's time,
involves teaching, so cultivate your teaching
ability.

4

o Reports and Reco 0t3

Most supervis
do not like to kee
yet they are a V

point to keep neat
and get- the rep
may look like a w
day you will reali
upon it.

rs, pa titularly shop men,
record,. and prepare reports,
al part of the work. Make it
accurate records and reports,

s in on time.
you,ste of time to. you, but some

e how much your job depends

Balanced Supervidi n

Analyze these
ities we have just
supervisor, must
phase of your job.
at the expense of s
become so concer
that you neglect pr
paperwork and in so
to the extent that
you will have to de
this responsibility

ajor duties and responsibil-
briefly covered.' You, as a
ay proper attention to each
o not emphasize production
ety or training. Also, don't
d with the human element
duction. Keep up with your
oing avoid its accumulation
ou 11 have periods when
ote yo r entire interest to
t the expense of others.
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Always Strive to put,,the proper emphasis on each
of your responsibilities and 3/611 will bepracticing
balanced supervision.

TRMTS'OF A GOOD SUPERVISOR

There are various traits that are desirable
.in supervisors.' Some of these traits are diAcussed
below.

Loyalty 0,
One trait that should rstand; out in every

super,vitor is loyalty. It is important that you
show loyalty to your country, to the Navy, to
your" unit,' to your superiors, and to the men
who work for you. Surely, you will agree that
to get the respect and loyalty of your men,
you must be loyalyourself.

Positive Thinking

Good leaders will always be'positive thinkers.
They think in terms of how things can be done,.
not why they can't. They maintain an operi Mind
to changes, new ideas, and training opportunities!,
Positive thinkers look to the future with confi-
dence, and this confidence is catching. They are
enthusiastic about their job and the part they
play in the Navy. Everything worthwhile that
has ever been accomplished in this world was
accomplished by positive thinkers. If you want
to lead others, start today and practice the art
of positive thinking.

Genuine Interest in People

Have you ever met a really great leader?
If so, instead of being a cold, aloof individual,
he probably- turned out to be a warm, friendly,
hulknan being who seemed to make you 'feel im-
portant by his close attention to your words:

One of the first steps a new supervisor
should take is to get to know his men person-
ally. This not only creates the feeling of genuine
interest in the individual but helps the supervisor
in his ability to place the right man in the right
lob at the right time.

The importance of knowing your men person-
ally increases when the need arises to convert
from a data 'processing technician to a profes-
sional defensive tactician, and fighter. Here, the
,wrong man in the wrong place could prove

11 disastrous.

Initiative

People with initiative are always needed in
the' naval service. Initiative is evidence ,of an
open and alert mind, The man with initiative
continually looks for better ways to do things;
he doesn't wait for the other fellow to do them.
He, doesn't put off until tomorrow what should
be done today. If he sees an unsafe condition,
he takesction to correct it before an accident
occurs. If he sees at a new form or procedure
would simplify the ob, he devises the new form
or procedure. If he sees an inadequacy in him
self, he sincerely trieB to overcome the inade-
quacy. Weak-people lack initiative. Leaders are
characterized by strong initiative. .

Decisiveness

Leaders are, able to niake decisions. ne of
the commoneSt complaints heard from subordi-
nates is, "You can't get a decision from him"

°A great majority of the decisions. that have
to be made by ,supervisors in the naval service
concern relatively petty things. As often as not,
the man merely wants the supervisoep approval
to perform- some minor action which the man
already knows should be done. A pitspt "yes"
from the supervisor is all that is necessary.
In many trivial matters it makes little difference
whether the answer is "yes",or "no." The im-
portant thing is to get an answer. The supervisor
who stalls, puts off, evades, or refuses to give

ia decision is a bottleneck.
Of course, there are times when a "decision

requires careful consideration of many factors
and therefore much deliberation. In such cases,
the supervisor should tell the man when to return
for the decision and see to it that the decisiOn
is ready when promised.

Tact and Courtesy

GoOd leaders are habitually tactful and cour-
teous. Whether in the shop or office, supervisors
can be gentlemen. 'Being Er gentleman does not
imply that the supervisor is a. weakling or a
sissy; rather, it implies that he is thoughtful
of others.

Tact can be defined as "saying and doing the
right thing at the right-,tixne." It is the lubricating
oil in human relationships. It .is the regard for
the feelings of others based on an understanding
of human nature the little considerations that
make the job plattant and smooth.
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Courtesy, can be defined as "treating others
with respect." It means tiTaling people as im-
portant human beings, not tools to be used for
your convenience. It ,means following the ac-
cepted rules of conduct,being pOlite. Courtesy is
one of the marks of a gentkeman. Courtesy is
important to 'the supervisi3rA0ne discourteous
act, even though unintentional, can make you an
enemy and the supervisor cannot afford to have"
enemies. ,"If yqu have one enemy, you have one
too Many." Rernember, courtesy is contagious.

Fairness

,,The men in a shop or crew are extremely
sensitive to partiality byithe supervisor. They
willeven single opt little incidents where there
was absolutely no intent to show favoritism. For
this reason, the supervisor must think 'ahead on.
Changes he makes, decisions' he hands down,
work he assigns, recommendationg for promo-
tion, .and the like. In each instance he must say
to himself,, "This. action will make this man
happy, but how will every other individual in

, my, unit feel about it?" .

Many ekperienced supervisors will tell you
of cases where they were very friendly with
certain men. When the time camefor
pline or' some other adverse action, it was very
difficult to deal with these men; _

Sincerity and Integrity'

Supervisors who deal with their Men squarely
and honestly all the time win and hold their
respect. They talk to their men on a man-to-
man basis. They are not afraid to face thft facts
and say what they think. "Give rile thp-roan who
looks you straight in the eye azi tells the truth
every timer!" .L4',

iConsistency of thought and actio4 are im-
portant if the men are going to knew ,here they
stand. Being too strict one \day and too lax the
next is worse than being consistently strict or
consistently lax. It is not wise to exhibit good and
bad moods to your min. Strike a happy medium--
between firmness and laxness and be consistent.

Dependability, one of the marks of integrity,
'involves meeting obligations promptly. A repu.T.
tation for being a "square-shooter" is worth
everNjffort on your part. This reputation must be
built early, even priojp appointment as a super-
visor. One violation of Tntegrity may take months
to rectify or forever.

Teaching Ability

A great part of the, supervisor's job consisto
of instructinghis men in one way. or another.
.Even the giving of orders is aform of instruction.
Every supervisor should learn and practice the
art of public speaking, the principles of on-the=
lob instruction, and the techniques of conference
lokidership. The 'man who ahnot stand up on his
feet and express his ideas to one man or 'a
group of men should not be a supervisor: The
Navy must have men in supervisory positions
who can train and develop others. '

Confidence

Good supervisors have a quiet confidence (not
An arrogant or cocky manner) based on. thorou
knowledge of the job and belief in their o \'
ability. Confidence begets confidence. The mousy,
hesitant supervisor who lacks confidence in him-
self cannot inspire confidenCe in his men: It is

o amazing, to. see how people will follow a man who
is charged with conficfence.in himself and an idea.
Even crackpots' or cranks can win followers if
they appear confident. Some men put on a front
of aggressive confidence to hide an inferiority
complex. They ridicule the opinions Of others;
they dominate conversations; they are arrogant.
Su& men get their come-uppance sooner or later.
HoweVer, we respect and follow the man who has
quiet inner confidence, which isi,expressed in his
confident manner, his actions, and his words.

MAINTAINING DISCIPLINE

One of 'the major pr blemS which the new
supervisor May encounter that of maintaining
discipline, of his men. The f lowing discussion
provides spme pointers that will help you achieve
success' in maintaining discipline of those under
your supervision.,

THE ART OF. GIVING ORDERS

A good supervisor will give much thought to
the art of giving orders. Proficiency in this area
will reap many benefits and since most disci- '
plinary problems are the result of the failure
of men to carry out orders, this subject cannot
be overemphasized. There are three basic types
of orders:
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1. The cominand
2. The request
3. The suggestion
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Consideration should always be given to (1)
the situation under which the orders are to be
given, and (2) the individual who is to carry out
the-orders. In succeeding paragraphs we shall
examine the types of orders listed above in the
light of each of these two considerations.

The Situation

In military formation's, the direct command,
or formal ,type order, is always used. The direct
command shoulret, also , be used when there is
immediate danger, EC re, an iiccident or other
emergency, disobed nce cif,;, safety< rules, and
so forth.'

The simple request is the best type of order.
to give for daily routine Work; The request
used for most order:ell-Wen by good superLiyrs.

The suggestion is excellent when you wish
the man to go ahead on his own, when yotillo
not have time to, work out 'the details, or when
you do not know' yourself exactly how the job
should be done. It is also excellent for building
initiative. This method of giving orders builds
morale and shows your men that you have confi-
dence in them. However, it is not clear-cut,

. and you certainly would have no recourse if the
job were not done properly.

The Individual

The direct command might have to be used
in giving orders to the careless, lazy, insubordi-
nate, or thick-skinned individual. Except in the
unusual situations mentioned above, the direct
command is normally reserved for those to
whom we must speak firmly and positively.

The request is by far the best 'type of order
to use with normal men. With most men a simple
request in the form of a question has the full
effect of a direct ordert Moreover, it fosters"
a feeling of cooperative. effort, of teamwork.

The suggestion is excellent for those to whom
a suggestion or hint is sufficient. Men with real
initiative like to be "put on their own." In
dealing with a sensitive, highly intelligent in-
dividual, a mere ,hint that something is desired
is enough to get a project started. Toss hill
an idea like this: "Joe, I wonder, if it woul
be a good idea to do this?" or, "Do you have
any ideas .on .how this can be done?" or, "One
thing we really need is ..." This Makes Joe
a, key man in the project, makes him feel im-
portant, shows him that you have confidence

in him, and pro,ldes excellent training. The
suggestion type 6f order- stimulates the man to
show what he can do.

Although the situation and the individual are the
prime considerations in giving orders, the atti-
tude and tone of voice in which they are giien
are Very impdrtent. Give all orders in accordance
with the five "C's" Clearly, Completely, Con-
cisely, Confidently, and Correctly. Also avoid
orders that are unnecessary and/or superfluous.

THE ART OF REPRIMANDING

When an order is disobeyed or not carried
out, the 'supervisor would be remiss in his duties
if he did not' do something about it. 'he most
common typerof discipline, used by supervisors
is the simple reprimand.

The reprimand, too, must be fitted to the
Individual and the situatiOh. Just the slightest
hint of something wrong Will be more crushing
to the sensitive individual tharrthe severe rebuke
you might give the thick-skinned fellow.
- The reprimand should be a calm, construc-
tive action, not a destructive one. You are in-
terested in building men, not tearing them down.
You are interested in the underlying causes,
not in how to get even with the man.

Failure to act when a' reprimand is due is
/a sign of poor supervision. We do not like a

supervisor who is too lenient and ingratiating.
If one of his men "gets by" with something,
the supervisor may lose control. Issuing too

, many reprimands is just as bad: an inexperi-
enced Eichorn teacher, for instance, may keep
scolding her pupils until complete bedlam results:

A fine line should be drawn between harsh-
ness and leniency. Only a man with a keen
understanding of human nature can discern this
line. -

Practice the three "F's" of discipline: Fair-
*SS, Firmness, and-Friendliness. The recom-
mended procedure for administering reproof
follows:

1. Get all the facts.
2. A man should not be reprimanded in front'

of others.
3. Put the man at ease. Give him a word of

praise first, if appropriate, to take out the sting.
4. Use no sarcasm, anger, or abuse.
5. Fit the reprimand to the individual.
6. Have all the facts at hand; the man may

attempt to deny the charge.
7. Present the facts.
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8. Ask the man why e erred.
9. Try to' get him, tb admit his mistake.

2 10. Don't threaten; h9 flows how far you can go.
11. Once he admits 4t he was wrong, the

reprimand is over.
12. Leave on, a ft:le dly note, and let him

know the incident is cll. DO not nag.
13. Later, follow up i nth a casual and friendly

contact at his shop.

To test the effectivepess of your reprimand,
ask yourself, "Did.Atbutld morale?" Remember
that you must get al*, with the man in the
future; you' must keep 4Am a working, producing

--unit; and you must .bei able to get along with
your own donsbience. YOu don't have'to be soft,
but remember that there is a great deals of
difference between dignity and.arrogance.

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE DISCIPLINE

So far we have talked. of discipline in terms
of punishment. Actually, discipline is much more
than reprisal for wrong-doing. Discipline exists
also where no disciplinary actions ever have to
be taken. Most people realize that they can't
get along without self-discipline, and that no
organization can function, no progress can be
made, unless, individuals conform to what is
best for the whole group. The supervisor who
can build the spirit of cooperation, which is the.

'basis for true discipline, has no- discipline
problem.

Positive discipline, the trend in discipline
that is being studied widely, byantelligent exec-
utives and supervisors, is the force that origi-
nates within the man that prolnpts him to obey
the rules and regulatiorisi People in a Navy
organization ,do what is right because they do not
want to hurt the group as a whole, and because
they believe that by following'the accepted rules
the: group's objectives will be accomplished.
The supervisor who builds up this esprit. de
corps has little need' to resort to negative
discipline. Negative discipline is a discipline
of fear, based on threat *' of punishment. Thili
type Of discipline originates from without the
man. When a man is subjected to this type of
discipline, he will do only enough to get by when
you are watching. When you leave for a few
minutes, diiscipline leaves too. The man's only
motivation for working is fear of reprisal.

Discipl ne and high "morale go hand in hand.
Positive iscipline is closely tied in with, the
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admiration 1 a
supervisor.
human relatio

THE HUMAN
OF DISCIPLI

d respect of the men for their
his, in-- 'turn, is based on good
$.

ELATIONS ASPECT

When goo human relations exist between the
supervisor a d the working' force, it is usually
an indicatio that the supervisor appreciates
and underst nds 'his men, that he has their
interest and elfare at heart, and that he respects
their opinion.:, knomiledge, and skill.

Some of the human relation factors that
lead to po itive discipline are 'listed below.
A good supe visor:

1. Untie
rules, and
He believe
himself.

stands the principles, standards,
egulations necessary to good conduct.
'in these things andpractices them

2.. Knows his men as individuals, and treats
them fairly and impartially.

3. Develops the feeling of "belonging" and
security in th group.

4. Gets if:formation to his group through
proper shannels, and promptly eliminates
rumors. .'

5. Uses his authority sparingly and always
without displaying it.

6. Delegates authority as far down the line
as possible.

7. Never makes issues of minor - infractions
or personall issues of, disciplinary matters.

8. D ntisplaysconfidee in the group, rather
than suspicion. (Workers ar reluctant to be-
tray expressed confiden

9. Trains his gr p technic0,1 y.
10. "Looks after t e mental and physical wel-

fare of the group.
11. Tries to avoid errors, but shows willing-

ness to admit errors when made.
12. Develops loyalty in the group and of the

group.
13. Knows that idle hands or minds lead, to

trouble, so he keeps them busy. ,(Slapk work
periods can be used for training.)

14. Knows that because of indivalual differ-
ences discipline cannot belt completely routine
matter. Discontent, idleness, 'lack of Interest
in the job, misunderstanding of regulatibns, lack-
of. uniform enforcement of regulations, resent-
ment, and emotional strain are some of the
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principle causes of misconduct. The wise supet- productiOn is the inevitable result. Frequent
visor will avoid the necessity for formal disci- accidents, indifference, sloppy work, griping,
pline by removing, as many of these causes as complaints and grievances, criticism of the
possible. 1. 4

ACHIEVING TEAMWORK
WITHIN YOUR 9WN GROUP

Since primitive times men have learned to
band together ,for protection, to build, or to
attain a goal too large to be accomplished by
an individual. They have learned that it1, unity
there is strength. There are also psychological
factors involved and -every supervisor Elhould
know and appreciate these pyschological rewards
that a group , must give to hold its memberst.

unit, buck-passing, loafing, many requests for
transfer, poor planning, poor training or indif-
ference to training all these danger signals
indicate lack of cooperation.

ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER IN
DEVELOPING COOPERATION

Deykeloping cooperation within your group is
largely a matter of adapting your behavior to
meet the varying situations encountered daily
and in going out of your way to show a willing-
ness to cooperate. You don't , just order coop-
eration:

1. A feeling of security Resistance to. Change
2. A feeling of "belonging"
3. A feeling of "being somebody" within People resist change. This is demonstrated

the group , every time anyone tries to start.something new.
4. A feeling,of pride in the group Even when the change is clearly for the better,
5. A feeling of recognition from outside the people persist in clinging, to the old way...&-,;,r,

group (The harder it is to. get into the group, member, unless ordered by- higher authorIty,
the more important the members feel.) changes must not be made too fast. They should

6. A feeling of accomplishment (The group be properly timed, and if possible, explained
is attaining common goals.) before they are placed in effect.

7. A satisfaction of certain needs (advance-
ment, pride in work, acquiring new skills, and
so on) while attaining the goals of the group

Correcting Mistakes

'In correcting a mistake a man is making,
A good leader will encourage these feelings, unless safety is involved, make the correction

since the stronger these psychological rewards, through those- who deal directly with the man.
the stronger will be the group. Some supervisors There may be a valid reason for the performance
achieve' such a strong feeling of group pride of what you may consider to be a mistake. Re-
that their men actually feel that it is a'privilege member the man takes orders from his immedi-
to work in the group. The men we' supervise are ate supervisor', and this supervisnr may nave a
human beings with individual differences, and they , valid wiason for making changes to your orders.
usually produce only to the extent that they feel
like producing; and their will to produce is based Delegation of Responsibility
primarily on the ability of supervisors to win and Authority
their, cooperation. Good leadership is reflected
in this ability to get cooperation; and cooperation,
in turn, is a reflection of the respect the men
have for their supervisors. Teamwork or coop-
eration, them, is based on good human relations.

When you walk into any shop or office, you
can almost feel whether or not the spirit of
cooperation is present. If it ip there, you can
see it in the faces of the people, in the appear-
ance of the work Spaces, in the reception you
receive, in the way the work is perfOrmed.

Poor cooperation is indicated whenever bick-
ering, jealousy, and friction are present. Low
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Good supervisors soon learn to delegate work.
They develop their subordinates and get them to
do all the routine work. These supervipors then
have time to handle personnel probleMs, time
to study, time to ,do the necessary planning and
creative work. Those who do not learn the knack
of delegation, develop ulcers and a noncooper-
ative group:

Keeping the Men Informed

. Keeping the men informed means exactly
that. It is extremely, important that your' men

O
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know the reasons "why" regarding changes
that affect them. If security prevents you from
giving reasons, tell your men' so. Remember,
"Morale does not well up from the bottom
rather does it trickle 'down from the top:"

Training

Train at. least one man for your position,
and .do not be aftrald that he will surpass you.
The man who trains and deVps his subordi-
nates for higher positions usually advances with
them.

A good supervisor provides for every person
in his unit. He encourages his people to take
advantage of educational oppOrtunities. When the
men feel that the supervisor is interested in
their welfare and that the job offers more than
just pay, cooperation Etd loyalty are bound to

Setting the Example

It is your job to set the example. The super-
visor who is enthusiastic about his job, who is
friendly and good-humored, and who fosters
harmony among his associates, attains his pnds
and does much to create a cooperative attitude
in his group by his own example.

Giving Credit

Do not fail to give credit where credit is due,
and don't forget to pass on any credit given to you.
Good supervisors give full credit to the team,
Frequent and sincere praise is a wonderful
incentive to individuals and to the group as a
whole.

Tactful Handling of Personal Problems a

Personal problems come up almost daily in
any group of people. The supervisor must tact-
fully handle each of these. Rumors aboui any of
your men, disputers between the men, family

-,troubles, and Similar situations can disrupt the
efficiency of the group. Usually positive action
byte supeftier is required.
f You, , as a supervisor, should try to solve

problems that arise in your shop or crew that
are within your capability of solving. This does
not mean that you should act as chaplain, mar-
riage counselor, andjor psychiatrist, rather it
.emphasizes the ,need to be able to recognize the

2

symptoms of thot:a problems requiting special.

ability in solving, so that you may arrange to
have them, placed in proper hands as soon as

(rs .each case, thp supervisor must first
listen and get all the facts, then tactfully bring
about `,a sotation so that all concerned pan go
back to the job and work in harmony. Facing
problems l squarely and honestly, bringing them
out into the open on a man-to-man basis, and
souring them before they explode, are usually
the best courses of action.

COOPERATION WITH YOUR SUPERIOR

Your boss, is a mighty important, person to
you. In his lands rests much of your success
ih your job. ,Whether you like him personally
or not, you, are going to have to cooperate with
him if you hope to advance.

Many supervisors rate loyalty at the op of
the list of desirable qualities. The loyal super-
visor does not criticize his boss to others, eve&
if he does not see eye--/o eye with him.

Dependability is another desirable quality
your 1, superior looks for in you. Your. boss
liked to know that once an assignment is given
to you, it will be carried, out. to completion

*to the best of your ability,' and on time. There
are few things more annoying than the man who
always has an alibi who cannot be depended

'upon.
Don't be a "yes" man, but on the other hand,

don't go to the extreme of 'being a "no" man.
A good 'Os wants subordinate supervidors who
are not afraid to tell him tactfully what they
think, even if it Means telling him that he is
wrong. But he doesn't like the fellow who is
against everything r and who stubbornly resists
every idea:

Make SuggestiOnsactfully

Most bosses resent employees who make
it a common practice to tell them bluntly *hat
should be done or what shouldn't be done. It's
easy to get your ideas across to the boss without
incurring resentment; just put them in the form
of a question: "What de you think about this
idea?" ore, "Do .you think this would work?"

If the toss gives you an assignment that
is obviously a mistake, tactfully ask him what
he thinks a handling it from another angle.
However, if he insists on carrying- out the
order his way, don't argue with him.\
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Keeping the Boss, Informed

The -boss lilies to know what. is going on,
but he doesn't. Want to be bothered with all
the petty details. Keep him advised of per-
sonnel problems, proposed changes, and other
important matters.

If you make a 'serious mistake, it is a lot
better to tell the boss about it immediately,
before he discovers it himself. And re-
member. he doesn't like lengthy explanations
of your actions, either.

COOPERATION WITH YOUR
FELLOW SUPERVISORS

Friction and jealousy are your prime enemies
in establIsking a 'feeling of cooperation with
yours fellow supervisors. It is the good supervisor
who avoids "back-stabbing," gossiping, or crit-
icizing of his fellow supervisors when the com-
petition becomes keen. The big thing to remember
is that you do not rise by crushing others.
Eventually unkind actions will boomerapg, and
if enough people dislike you, you will start
failing in your' job.

, In addition to being cooperative himself, a
good supervisor may sometimes have to en-
courage cooperatioll on the part of other super-
visors. In the long run, it is the fellow who is
able to foster and maintain harmony in all
his relationships who is needed for the Navy's
key jobs.

TECHNICAL SUPERVISION

The first part of, this chapter ha's dealt
with the supervision of personnel. Areas of
concern in supervising the technical aspects
of a data processing installation are taken up
next.

The data processing supervisor is responsible
for carrying out the objectives set forth by
management. He must have the authority to
accomplish his 'responsibilities and must have
the complete cooperation of all levels of man-
agement in performing his duties. In accom-
plishing the objectives set forth, he, must keep
management informed of progress in* as well
as any problems which may arise.

Although the procedures for ADP equipment
vary according to the purpose for which equip-
ment is to' be used, problems of supervision ,

\it

are quite similar among all ADP installations.
No Navy, activity using ADP is relieved from
the task of applying the most economical con-
tract terms, assuring proper ,computation of
rental- and maintenance costs, accurate record-
ing of time, 'obtaining the most effective use
of equipment and all the other aspects of good
management. )

The concept of ADP supervisioQ and equip-
ment utilization for command, control and sup-,
port systems is basically the same as that'
for multiffinctional application operations, al-
though the operating nature .of each differs
somewhat. ADP equipment for command, control
and support systems is generally required to
providp information' rapidly for making opera-
tional decisions. Equipment used for multi-
functional and/or 'management support
applications processes data on a scheduled basis
for effectiveness and economy. Because of .im-
proved capability of ADP systems to process
data routinely, subject to automatic' interrupt
for high priority processing, the same equip
ment system -. man usually be used -for manage-
riled supporting and operational supporting. Full
and economical use of Navy ADP systems should
be, exploited regardless of prinqipal purpose
of applications when such use is operationally
and economically feasible.

Regardless of difference& in required re-
sponsiveness, supervisory procedures are fun--
damentally similar for all ADP equipment in
that they will involve:

1. Establishing'a produ ction control or sched-
uling system to facilitate the 'smooth flow of
data and to enable the optimum use of equip-
ment and manpower.

2. Program maintenance to make relatively
minor changes in operating programs to update
them, solve program-operating problems, adapt
to scheduling changes and correct errors in
programs after they have gone- into operating
status.

3. Maintenance of up-to-date documentation
of all current applications to ensure efficient
control and operation of the installation.

4. Recording Machine 'utilization time to pro-
vide a basis for computing charges (rental
and/or ,maintenance) and utilization rates for
management pupioses.

5. EStablishing inspection and maintenance
procedures.

6. Developing procedures for the care and
control of magnetic tapes.

c..
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7. Monitoring the availability of punch cards,
magnetic tape, tabulating paper and other sup-
plies.

8. Ensuring compliance with security direc-
tives regarding the handling of classified in-
formation.

9. Analyzing ADP installation operation's'
to determine areas of low effectiveness

and efficiency and then correcting the discrep-
ancies.

10. Contrf."1 of personnel by measuring work
performed against either 'historical data or,de-
veloped standards.

11. COntinuous review of records, procedures,
and operational effectivoness of -all data proc-
essing locatioits at an installation, ,including
,physical inspection.

12. Continual tragining of new personnel and
updating the training of older, personnel.

LIAISON. The unusual poeition of the data
Processing activity within the larger organiza-
tion half service, half operating greatly
heightens the importance of the liaison function
at the supervisory level. The ADP supervisor
is faced with particularly difficult relationships.
He often shares in making decisions that do not
relate directly, to hih own departmept, and acts
as an intermediary with other departments,. The
problem of translating technical information into
management terms is always with him. finally,'
in day-to-day operations,/ he must act to assure
a smooth, timely flow of dka:

OPERATING IrROCEDURES

Operating procedures vary from 'installation
to installation. It caniot be expected that a
system using EAM equipment would or could
use the same operating procedures as a small
EDP system. There are normally different op-
erating procedures for small EDP systems and

'large EDP systems. For that matter, operating
procedures can and do vary between large ED,P
systems. In every operating system, decisions
must be made as to the type of controls and
operations. Open and closed shops are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

OPEN SHOP

Data processing irtallations operating under
the rule of open op charge the programmer
with the responsi lity of performing all functions
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encountered from the inception to the completion
of a given program. Incruded are:

1. Loading all input units with cards, tapes,
etc.

2. Operating the console
3. Unloading all output units of reports, cards,

tapes, etc.

There i one major disadvantage in the op-
erations ()ran open shop. For instance, if the
programmer had just finished writing a program
and had it on the computer for the first time,
the chanced are that the program will contain
errors, and it is only naturkl 'for him to try
to . debug the program while it is on the 4na.-
.chine. However, this should not be attempted,
because a DP system is expensive, and the
time is vatuable and must be utilized to the
utmost. '

CLOSED SHOP

pata processing installations operating under
the rule of closed shorrinever expect the pro-
grammer to perform any operating functions.
As a matter of fact, it is dedired that the
programmer not be allowed on the computer
floor. If programmers were allowed on the com-
puter floor there would surely be friction between
the computer operators and programmers. In
a closed Shop the operators, under the control
of the senior in charge: or designated section,
perform all operating functions and should not
be interfered^ with by unauthorized individuals.
An unorganized installation createe undue hard-
ship on both operating and management per-
sonnel.

tl

COMBINATION OPEN/CLOSED SHOP

There is a commonly used variation between,
open and closed shop operations. In certain
cases it is important for program development
personnel to attend the running of development
programs and/or for program test and integra-
tion purposes. However, this should only be
allowed upon request and where their predence
is required to complete the run. Although _t
is not recommended practice, In some ca
installations do allow programmers to be
the computer floor while -their programs
being run, but they are not allowed tg part
pate in the actual operation of the equipmen
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Figure 8 -1. Typical operating schedule.

.SCHEDIT3AING

Scheduling is one of the most important and
difficult jobs of an operating installation.
Schedules should be, tight enough to preserve
valuable, .machine, time; yet flexible enough to
allow for setup time, manual operations in case
of errors, and unavoidable delays. Scheduling
requirements will generally be determined by
the characteristics of an installation. The 'fol-
lowing bases present two extremes:

1. An Installation that operates within, rigidly
prescribed standard application

2. An organization that provides service.for a
multitude of users

Mast installations fall. .somewhere between
these extremes, and the' scheduling must be
tailored .7 to Meet the needs of the particular
installation. Operating under rigidly prescribed
standard applications normally ensures a rela-
tively fast turn around. "Whereas; with a multi-
tude of users the turnaround time depends on
the total/ workload, and the distribution of this
workload'. To do an effective job of scheduling,
the schedule must be realistic. A realistic
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schedule allows for buffer periods. The baste
reason for buffer time involves the required
coordination in time of several activities in
a data processing run. Perfect coordination
of all activities cannot be expected.

The vEdue of scheduling specific time for
program testing hat been proven by experience.
A continuing need for test time. is evidenced
by . the development, of new applications, and
maintenance and improvement of existing Pro-
grams.

To keep setup time to a minimum, optimum
scheduling //lust pe employed: Also useful In
minimizing setup time is intelligent program-
ming which keeps to a minimum the number of
changes of tape reels.

A typical example of an operating schedule
is shown in figure 8-1. This schedule shows time
across the top and. auxiliary and system compo-
nents down the left margin. The solid, horizontal
lines indicate the time that each unit is in use.
The numbers above the lines indicate the run
number for which the unit is being used.
example shows that 6 tape units are avai ble
and that 3 and sometimes 4 are being us in
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these runs. The auxiliary open tions, ,'tape to
cards, cards to tape, and tape aoprinter, are
performed when the -main systein is not using
the number 4 and 5 tape units. The printer,
reader and/or punch could also g 'used on line.

In addition to scheduling test, ng time, all
production runs mist beschedul d to ensure
utilization of the equipment. In the case of
standard runs, they should not exceed certain
set limits qn input/output (I/O) and running
time. Reasonable' limits Can only bedetermined
through a study of the systems environment.
For instance, do all applications 'utilize all
I/O time? The norm usually ,reveals that I/O
time just about doubles that of tile processor.

Special nonstandard runs that exceed...the set
time limits for standard runs usually are run
at night in a busy installation. In the case, of
Often expected longer runs, it might be feasible
.to have a monitor with an automatic interrupt
feature. With', this system the computer can al-
ternate between standard and, special runs, Some
time may be lost each time an interrApt is
requqed because appropriate stollge of all con-
ditions within the main processor is required
at the Vane of the interrupt. But tlifiss is
normally insignificant compareq to the finprove-
ment in the overall computer 'utilization.

SCHEDULING OPERATIONS

Scheduling operations cannot, be a hit or miss
proposition. Machine utilization at all times
should accord with a. predetermined schedule.
The schedule should, giXelthe operating' group
either a specific listing of Jobs to be done, or
a _specific timetable of the sequence in which
jobs should be processed. Input data 'availability
and all demands for machine time must be
coordinated and reflected in the. schedule. The
schedule must make provision for replar pro-
duction runs, special requests, program testing
and assembly, unscheduled maintenance, and
rerun time.-

Scheduling can be considered as the act
of seYeening all requests for machine time and
allocating time on the basis of optimizing ma-
chine usage, meeting all prearranged commit-
ments, reducing idle machine time, minimizing
personnel overtime, and designating sufficient
time for contingencies.

There are several ways of establishing an
effectiVe schedule. Basically, the scheduling op-
eration ,As spread out over a time period.

1 j

Repetitive requirements may be planned as soon
as they are known. For example, if a specific
report is to be prepared on a specific date and
the time requirement is .two hours, this can be
planned because the requirement will remain
static for as long as the job exists. Further,
the approximate time of day can be specified
according to availability of input data or need
for output data.

A preliminary schedule [should be devised
on a monthly basis and should include recurring
`jobs. In developing this schedule, an examina-
tion, of the following facts:WS will provide enough
information to outline operations throughout the
month with some degree of 'accuracy:

1. Is this a repetitive run or a onetime
request? If it is repetitive, is it permanent
or temporary?

2. Does the volume 41 data vary from one
run to the next?

3. Does the production time take into con-
sideration setup time?

4. Is the availability of the input data `always
on time or is it often late and incomplete?

5. Does the input data requite extensive setup
time?

6. Are there occurrences of poor data prepa-
ration or invalid controls?

7. What are the number and type' of data
errors and exceptions encountered?

8. What is the relationship of one applica-
tion to another can the setup functions be con-
solidated to,facilitate setup time?

There are many things which will cause a
variation in setup time. Examples include in-
dividual operators, the number of manual inter-*.
ventions required for a given program, and
the mode of operation at the data procebsing
center. Historical data that Will aid in making
r asonable estimates of setup time can be ac-

umulated.

Estimates of program running time should
be included with requests for machihe, time.
The programmer can determine this estimate
when - he is in the final stages of testing the
program. An example of it machine time request
form is shown in figure 8-2. Note that the
entry "estimated running time" does not include
setup time or provision for error rewvery.
These should be estimated by the schedffer and
Added to the programmer's time estimate.

122
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REQUEST FOR

JOB NO

DATE

REQUESTED BY.

UNITS REQUIRED

ASSEMBLY
TEST
PROCESSING
OTHER

'cl)1P.
MFCM
RDR
PCH
RDR -PCH
PPT
OTHER

ESTIMATED RUNNING
SETUP TIME
ERROR RECOVERY
COMMENTS.

O
78.76X

Figure 8 -2. Job Request.

The following questions must be answered
for each installation before scheduling procedures
can be established:

1. Who determines the priority and sequence
of processing and issues schedule Commitments?

2. To whom 'are requests for 'machine time
made?

3. From whQm do machine operators receive
final machine schedules that indicate actual job
processing sequence?

The answers may differ, greatly among in-
stallations, depending on the nature of the
processing done, size of the installation, or-
ganization of management, and the extent of
computer operation.

everal scheduling techniques may be applied
ring the scheduling period to determine ,qnal

-s

sequence of processing. They *are summarized
below:

Priority° System. For many reasons, one
progiam can take precedence over another. It
may be determined, for example, that all re-
quests from the supply department will receive
immediate attention, ahead of the requests from
other departments. It may be that priority is
dictated by the processing sequence of an appli-
cation, or priority may have to be decided on
the basis of a subjective evaluation.

Nor'inal Frequency. Regularly scheduled.
(that is,. repetitive) jobs m'ay take precedence
over all others. In some case* repetitive work
may not be required on a spedfic date and can
be processed within a specified range of time.

bemand.Jobs may be accepted and proc-
essed in striot chronological sequence, as re-

, quests for processing time are received.,

Combination of the Above.In. most instal-
/ lations, actual scheduling is a combination of

all the above techniqties.

When scheduling machine time and when re-
viewing machine utilization, distinction must
be made between different categories of time.
This is of value for analysis, and for projections
of machine requirements. If machine utilization
analysis is done manually, forms used f9r sched-
uling machine time should have room for actual
time to be posted after the fact. The Daily Log
form, illustrated in figure. 8-3, can be til3eful
in this respect. However, the layout is not an
important consideration as long as there is
provision for the following categories of time
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1. Production timetime used forprocessing
an application.

2. Assembly tie time used for program
assembly or compilation.

3. Testingtime time used for program test
ing, whether used by operations orprogramming.

4. kTraining timetime used for training
operation or programming personnel.

. 5. Preventive maintenance regularly schecl#
uled time when the machine is to be made avail-
able for maintenance.

6. Unscheduled Maintenance or downtime
any time that computing equipment is under main
tenance that has not been scheduled.
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DAILY LOG

RUN
DEPT

NUMBER

ON OFF
PRODUC

T ION ASSEMBLY
TEST

I NG

TIME ERRORS COMPONENTS
USED

TRAIN

ING PM DOWN RERUN
BUFF

ER OTHER MACHINE USER

2
cc

cc

cc

O

REMARKS

Figure 8 4: Daily Log.

7. erun time required because of either
opera or error, data error, machine malfunc-
tion, or faulty input or output media. Whenever
a lob must be reprocessed, the reason should
be indicated,

8. Buffer time idle time allowed to give
some schedule protection for unpredictable events
during processing,

Another guide to providing categories of time
is S8CNAVINST, 5238.1 (Series), Automatic Data
Processing Program Reporting° Systems
(ADPPRS) Resources Accounting. Any or all in-

,prmation in it requested by an appropriate
command should be included.

Run Scheduling

Use of the run scheduling ,method permits
estimating the completion time of a* run,
assuring the user wheli delivery can be met.
For each individual operation, the setup time,
start time, and completion time must be spec-
ified. Under this method it is necessary to
develop a .program for setting accurate time
standards and an adequate internal communica-
tions system. For each fun the following minimum
information is reqUired:

1.,Availability of input data
24. Volume or .number of items handled or

produced
3. Identification of computer or work-center

assigned to do the operation
4. Time necessary to set up each required

operation
4
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5. Required running time for job
6. Knowledge of the exact status of the run

and its inputs and outputs as it relates to other
runs

Scheduling by Shift
a.,

By this methoti periods of time are allocated
for various processing such as production, test,
compile, and maintenance. Instead of attempting
to do detailed' planning normally associated with
run scheduling, each application is assigned to
a specific shift or portion of the shift. No at-
tempt is made to specify when, within the time
period, tlep processing is to be started. At the
beginning of each time period, each facility is
provided ist of runs that must be completed
during th- riod. It becomes the responsibility
of the sect n supervisor to determine the best
sequence for doing the processing, etc. In short,
the supervisor is respOnSible "for the detailed
scheduling within a shift.

PRODUCTIQN CONTROL AND
SCHEDULING

In discussing scheduling; it becomes, apparent
that some of the production control functions are
highly interrelated with scheduling, computer
operations. For instance, realistic scheduling -
is quite dependent on routing of work. Dispatching
Of work is dependent on planning and reporting.
However, whatever technique is used,, a good
productipn control and scheduling system ban
reduce cost and be responsive to the user. As
computer time runs at a fixed rate of speed the
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techniques to get the work done faster generally
involve new getup, scheduling, and handling tech-
niques. A 'portion of-the usable time of an ADP
System is consumed by. assembly, compiittg,
program checkout, sort, or other get-ready
work to keep it running smoothly. It is this
get=ready phase where a fertile area exists
for cutting costs through better scheduling and
handling.

WORK LOADS AND, TIME FACTORS

Determining work loads and establishing time
factors for performing various jobs are essential
eleMents in the -efficient supervision of an ADP
installation. They lend assistance in maintaining
a realistic operating chedule, establishing stand-
ardsards of performanc and in compiling cost
figures for jobs perform d.

Propet control over workloads.entails keeping
records of the actual quantity of documents,
materials, and reports, and how the quantity
fluctuates from time to time. These records
provide valuable assistance when applying time
factors to operations.

'Data prodessing essentially includes clerical,
key-driven,, and automatic operations. The time
required for operations of a clerical nature must
be determined by experience, test, or estimate,
or a combination, of these factors. The time4,
required for key-driven operations may be de -")
termined from productiOn records of Orevious,
operations, taking into consideration such factors
as the, experience of operators, the design and
complexity of source documents, and the physical
environment. The time required for automatic op-.
eratilans is determined by a more scientific
approach, using your own knowledge of rated
machine speeds, setup time required, and the
amount of handling time involved. The combined
time for clerical, key-driven,. and automatic
operations required in the performance of a
given job yields the total 'time required for that
job.

MEASURING WORK VOLUME

Information concerning the volume of work
encountered must/. be available before realistic
time factors can be assigned to each operation'
in all regularly scheduled jobs. It is essential
to have accurate knowledge of the number and
types of source documents received, number and
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types of cards punched and processed, and the
number and types of re,ports produced. insuf-
ficient knowledge of these facts often causes
deficiencies in 'scheduling. Many /supervisors
complain that fluctuating Or iamipectedworkloads
create difficulty in maintaining schedules; such
situations warrant a close analysis of workloads.

There are several ways in which information
abctut the number of source documents can be
obtained, depending upon the particular type of
document controlnaestablished. In so m& easel;
item counts and .number of batches are acorded
as part of the documeni control routine. In other
cases the actual number of documents received
may be counted and posted to a control ledger.
When gathering information about the volume of
source documents, a good sampling period should'
be selebted, corresponding'as closely as possible
to average conditions. The maximum and
minimum volunies expected within this time
period, and when they will. occur, should be estab-
lished.

Card volumes are 'another important item to
compile, figures on. There is a twofold reason
for having an. accurate ,record on card volumes:

1. They haVe a direct bearing on determining
the best method for accomplishing a job.

2. They are applicable to machine workloads
for the low, average,'_and peak periods of the
month.

The time recidired, particularly for EAM
operations, is dependent primarily upon the
number of cards involved, and the number of
times the cards must. be run through a given
machine. Fairly accurate card counts can be
obtained when cards are punched, provided the
card punching section Maintains production rec-
ords.

Another volume figure affecting the assign-
ment of time faCtors is the net 'output of the
installation. A count of the number of pages
produced in all reports and documents over a
period of time generally will indicate the ex-
pected output volume: These counts may be
obtained automatically during' report prepara-
tion, or by manual. tabulations as each report
is completed.

DETERMINING. TIME FACTORS

Any function performed in a data processing
installation can be classed as one of three
types: clerical, key.driven, or automatic. Some

44,
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jobs. m,ay be performed solely through the uti-
lization of only one type of function; other jobs
may require either two or all three types.
Different methods mist be employed for deter-.mlning time factors applicable to each type of
function.

Clerical Operations

Clerical operations are extremely difficult
tb plan or schedule, sin6e.human variables and
individual job peculiarities a,re present to a
great extent, One basis for determining clerical
time factors is by reference to statistical anale-
ysis and ,e4ficiency reco,rds pertaining to 6tand-
ard and clerical functions performed in the
installation. In some cases time fa*s from a
similar operation can be used, ided the
clerical routines in both optrations closely
piliallel each other. more realistic approach
is to establish a carefully ,selected and con-
trolled test period using samples of- the actual
work. Clerical operations. commonV are tried
out before any definite plansor schedules are
prepared, simply because the human variables-
involved and the errors encountered in edu-
cated guesses preclude the use of any. other
method.

Key-Driven Operations

Time factors for key-driven operations are
more easily established than for clerical opera-
tions because the production rate of an operator
usually is known. The efficiency and accuracy
of key-driven operations are affected by many
different factors, each of which should be given
careful consideration in determining time factors,
evaluating work performed, planning new proce-
dures, or improving existing procedures. A
resume of these factors, including # applicable
considerations, follows:

Document' and Card Design. The design of
source documents and card forms is an irnppr-
tant factory in attaining speed and accuracy of
card' punching. The best design provides for
exactly the same arrangement of items on tioth
the documents and the cards. The ideal source
document for card punching has all information
which is to be Punched in one card recorded
on one line, arranged so that reading and punch-
ing call be performed from left to right. Card
punching speed and efficiency are affected fur-
ther by, the design of-the card with respect to
fields which are to be punched, duplicated, or

skipped. Best operation is realized when dupli-
cated informatiqD appears at the left of the card,
and when all manually punched fields are grouped
together so that punching neednot be interrupted
by skipping. 4

Legibiliti-g`i Source Documents. One of the
most important factors that affect production
in card punching is the degree of legibility of
source data. When multiple copies of Source
documents are prepared, the keypunch Section
should be given the original if possible; other-
wise, it should be furnished the clearest carbon
copy available. Source documents which
manually recorded data . should be desi ed to
provide enough space for writing large, legible
characters.

Number of Columns Punched. The number
of columns to be. punched per card has a direct
bearing on the number of cards punched per
hour! When evaluating production of card punch
operators, it is customary to express production
in terms of. columns punched, or key de,
pressions, per hour. The number of cards punched
per hour multiplied by the average number of
key strokes' per card yields the gross hourly
production. - 0

Skill and Experience of Operators. The
training and experience of operators mist be
considered when determining time factors for
key-driven operations. For new operators, it
is important to know how much improvement
they are making rather than their production
record or mimber of errors made. An absolute
proficiency evaluation can be made only after
an opktor has riaathed a level rate of pro-
duction.

Type of Equipment Used. Changes in the type
of key-driven equipment used, and the installation
of time-saving devices, may affect the production
rate of operators. For example, the 'Use
alternate program device should be consider
if two types of cards requiring two separate
program clontrols are to be punched from the
same source document. An alternate program
device eliminates the necessity of handling the
source documents twice.

Instructions to Operators. Clear and com-
plete instructions contribute toward increased
production and error reduction. Written instruc-
tions are preferable, since verbal instructions-
may be misinterpreted or lost in the shuffle.
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Coniplete documentation of all instructions for
key-driven operations should be included as a
part of the operator's manual of procedure.

Volume of Transactions. Operators who
prefer routine work usually have% higher pro-
duction rate when working on large volumes of
source documents which require no change in
machine setup, documents, or cards. Converdely,
operators who prefer change and novelty will
become fatigued quickly when they are faced with
the 13rospect of performing unchanging, repetitive
operktions on a mass of- documents. Individual
temperaments. should. be considered when
weighing the 'element of fatigue against the
volume of transactions.

-Flow of Work. Decrease in production re-
stilts when an operator is interrupted continually
to perform special jobs, when a job is shifted
.between operators, or when work is done spo-
radically as doCuments become available. If
more than one operator is required for a job,
the work should be Ovally distributed to all
operators concerned, in accordance with their
productive capabilities.

Duties Other Than Card Punching. Assigning
other. duties to card punch operators such as
coding, auditing, and operating automatic equip-
ment, inevitably lavers their card punching pro-
ductidn rate. On the _other hand, variety may
contribute to, higher morale and reduce the
fatigue factor. It is necessary to strike a balance

. between continual card punching and other duties
so that a desirable production rate can be main-
tained without placing undue hardships on the
operators.

Working Conditions and Morale. The pro-
duction rate of card punch operators is affected
to .a considerable degree by the _factors of
worlcing conditions and morale. These are in-
tangible factors which too often are overlooked
by supervilwrs. The comfort Of operators should

, be considered by providing a room in which the
temperature, humidity, and ventilation are con-
trolled properly. Extraneous noises should be
kept to a minimum. Coffee breaks, or rest periods,
should be provided at regular intervals to reduce
the fatigue factor.

Automatic Operations

The determination of time requirements is
dependent primarily on the type of machines

used and the 'type of operations performed.
'Basically three factors must be considered in
computing time requirements for completion
'of a job:

I

Setup Time.-- The first element of operation
time is setup time. Setup time includes mounting
tapes, inserting Control panels and printer forms,
bringing input media to the machine, making
necessary switch settings and adjustments, and
perhaps receiving instructions pertaining to the
operation to be performed. All such operational
details performed prior to actual processing
contribute to setup tinge.

Machine Time. The second and usually the
major element of time is machine time. This is
determined by .an analysis and segmentation of,;
each application into elements which identity
each processing step, the volume and flow of
all processing workloads and the type of proc-
essing involved for each step, e.g., sorting,
collating, summarizing. By first identifying the
volume of workloads and comparing theni to
machine processing capacities, a preliminary
estimate, of machine requirements can be de-
rived.

iiiandling time. The third element of time
applied to an automatic operation is handling
time. After the operation begins, it is normal
to expect short interruptions in the operations
of the machine. These interruptions may be
caused by such details as handling I/O data
spot-theckihg the results of machine operation, .

checking or balancing results, making minor
adjustments to the,,machine, and handling many
other details for good operational control. The
amount of 'handling time involved depends upon
the duration of the operation. The longer the
operation lasts, the more handling time accu-"
mulated. For this reason, handlingtime is figured
as a percentage of machine or totatime rather

xthan as a set amount. Realistic determination
of handling time can perhaps best be made by
analysis and evaluation of previous runs of they
job.

VALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT

An elective ADP installation involves the usq,
of skilled Data Processing Technicians and ex-
Pensive, complex equipment. To employ these
resources in an optimum manner demands con-
rtinuing analysis of the operation. The establish-
ment of good operating procedures and techniques
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does not necessarily mean that these methods
will always be the best for continued operation.
Changes in produdtion requirements, workloads,
and equipment necessitate continuous review
pf present procedures in an endeavor to obtain
loptimum results through a minimum of effort
and cost.

Most Department of the Navy activities and
contractor operations are required by SECNAV-
INST 10462.18 to report on the equipment uti-
lization and application. Although SECNAVINST
10462.18 specifies the formatqfr these reports,
most activities require utilization data for their
own use above and beyond what they are required
to report.

The Qollection of operating data, analysis
of utilization and performance, and continuous
review of existing procedures are factors" which
can be used for evaluating the effectiveness
of existing data processing systems and for
improving the original plans.

When practical, results of the analysis can
be preSented in chart form displaying trends.
These should illustrate to the manager the
trend of the operations and point out areas
which need detailed attention. Other results
may be in report form for future guidance.
Principal review areas of an installation's op-
erations are:

1., Equipment utilization
2. Utilization rates
3. Benefits
4. Equipment capabilities
5. Mani:rowel' effectiveness
6. Maintenance
7. Production schedule
8. Adherence to the installation's approved

data processing prhgram

EVALUATION DATA .

Analysis of ADP will vary in intensity ac-
carding to the size of the installation. Larger
installations of the multicomputer variety may
expend continuous effort along these lines and
may devote One or more personnel towards this
end.

While time estimates may present a fairly
good indication of the time required for a job,
actual machine utilization statistics should be
kept so that comparisons with the estimates,
and adjustments as necessary, can be made.
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Job requirements, workloads, and operating pro-
cedures are subject to change from time to time,
and careful evaluation of machine utilization can
provide valuable assistance in revising operating
schedules necessitated by such changes.
Operating data can be obtained from machine
utilization sheets and job cards, or other forms
used for recording machine and personnel usage
facts. , Such data can be used for performing
several types of evaluations by desired form.

Varioul3 methods may be used for recording
machine utilization. In many installations, a
time clock is made available near or , on the
console in order to allow exact clocking in and
out of all program runs. A time card should
provide for recording such items as which pro-
grams are run, when started, when finished,
type of operation (production, program test,
rerun, etc.), and components used. A sample
time utilization card is shown in figure 8-4.
Other forms may be devised and used, depending
upon the needs of the .particular installation.

The advantage of this DUAL CARD method
is that it serves as, both a source document
and processing medium, allowing, the manipu-
lation of facts and the -preparation of reports
to be performed by Mechanical means, thus
saving considerable clerical effort.

A realistic picture of machine utilization
is based on the PERCENTAGE of available time
used rather than on the. ACTUAL time used.
Available time is based on the number of hours
included in a normal work shift, minus any
machine downtime. The actual 'time used

g
di-

the net time available, yields the per-
centa of machine utilization. Statistics of this
sort, when analyzed over a period of time, may
indicate a need for revising the operating sched-
ule so that peak workloads can be reduced. They
may indicate also the need for procurement of
additional' equipment of the possibility of
releasing some 91.' the existing equipment.

Machine utilize ion statistics can be used
to determine the total time required for comple-
tion of each data processing job, to show the time
during a given period when each job was actually
performed, and to indicate the machines used
in completing the job. Such statistics will provide
for maintaining more rigid and realistic operating
schedules, as well as providing the basis for
determining time and cost figures for each job.
Machine hourly rental rates (or prorated hourly
cost rates for purchased equipment) and operator
.day ra'-'tes can be introduced into machine utili-
zation cards through the use of master cards
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TIME UTILIZATION

62
PROGRAM NUMBER

CODE ASSIGNMENT BLOCK 31
(THIS BLOCK MUST BE FILLED IN)

MO. DAY
5 START

90. END OF SET UP

3 STOP-

A ASSEMBLE
(TEST

6 MACHINE TEST 17p TAKE DOWN TIME
T 7 POWER FAIL 21 25 31
P PRODUCTION 8 SCHED MAIN I I I

R RERUN 9 UNSCHED MAIN MACHINE
TYPE

NO. OF
TAPES RD PR PU PT

Figure 8-4. lample time utilization card.

to permit computations of the total cost for
each job.

Operating data may be used to a certain
extent as an assistin maintaining equitable work
distribution among machine operators. It must
be kept in mind, however, that machine opera-
tion does not, in many cases, represent the
total effort required in executing a data proc-
essing procedure. Manual. steps required for
posting and checking control totals, handling
exceptions,' and perforrriance of other clerioal
functions increase the total time required for-'
the complete processing routine.

IMPROVEMENT THROUGH EVALUATION

Managers of ADP installations should be on
a constant lookout for ways in which to improve
the operating efficiency of the installation. Im-
provements may be made occasionally on the
basis of sudden inspirations but, more likely
than not, they are, the result of careful review
and. analysis of existing reports, procedures,
machine usage, operation, and experience. Co-
operation on the part of all personnel concerned,'
from upper managetnent to data handlers, is
essential if_ improvements most beneficial Ito
an installation are to be realized.

- Improvement of Reports. All reports being
produced by a data processing installation should
be reviewed periodically' to determine if the
preparation of each report is justified, and if
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any changes -can be made which will improve
their quality. Increases in job requirementsbften
result in the establishment of new reports, some
of which may contain information similar to that
in reports presently being prepared. It may be
possible to consolidate two or more reports into
one that will-provide reAspients with the required
information, resultirgai substantial savings of
time and money within the installation.

Improvement of Procedures. Changes in re-
port requirenients may necessitate establishing,
new operating procedures or modifying existing
procedures. New procedures which are put into
effect without first analyzing existing procedures
may cause an overlap or duplication of work
already being performed. On the other hand,
cancellation of job requirements may eliminate
some of the job steps in existing procedures.
In the interest of realizing the most efficient
operation, all operating procedures should be
reviewed from time to time,to determine whether
any changes. are required so that procedures
may serve the most useful purpose.

Improvement of Machine Peage. One of the
principal objectives of a supervisor should be to
achieve maximum utilization of the data process-
ing equipment for which he is assigned control.
Maximum 'value is assured only when such
equippent is used productively to the maximum
extent possible during a regularly scheduled
work shift. A careful analysis of machine utili-
zation over a period of time may reveal several
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important facts. It may reveal that certain
machines are standing idle for several hours
each day during, the "slack period" but are
used extensivel
peak period. Ma
based on a stip
number of hour

. each machine du
tional charges a
in excess of the
interest of econ
should be analyz
provide for more
out the rental
workloads and th

for overtime work during a
hine rental rates generally are
lated charge for a specified
of operational use time for
ng Et calendar month. Addi-

crue when equipment is used
operational use time. In the
my, the . operating schedule
d and revised if possible to
verily distributed woes/through-
period, thus reducing peak
amount of extra use charges.

some cases* an alysis of machine 'uttli-
zation may Indic to consistent idle timelsor
certain achines throughout the month. Whilez.4
this ma be cons rued to mean that jobs are
being per rmed n the most efficient manner,
it means also ,tha room for improvement still
exists if maximum' value is to, be derived from
the equipment. In this , case, the supervisor
should search for additional work which would
produce results of value to the recipient without
placing an undue given machine
required for the job.

It fg impossible to realize optimum machine
utilization if equipment is not kept in good working
order. Equipment needs periodic attention, not
only for repair of malfunctions but forpreventive
maintenance as well. The supervisor should work
out inspectiow schedules with the customer engi-
neer, maintain close control over machine per -
formance, and secure the cooperation of machine
operators in exercising necessary care in the
use of equipment*. Just as "an ounce of pre-
vention is worth a pound of cure," so -will a
small amount of preventive maintenance on the
pa of operators go a long way toward keeping 8
machines in top workint condition.

Improvement of Operation. When productive
tools are provided for performing jobs better
and faster, there is a natural tendency to forget
the job the PERSON is doing and to concentrate
attention on the job the MACHINE is doing.
While data processing equipment may perform
lnany of the detailed, repetitive, and routine
functions, the operator still performs important
.,duties which the equ ent cannot do. He intist
exercise the fUnctions control, analysis, judg-
ment, decision, 'Esd-e aluation, which remain
the most important as cts of a given operation.

Operation efficiency will vary, depending upon
the training and experience of the operator and
the nature of the job. .

As equipment with greater productive poten-
tial is brought into use,3the THINKING function
oj the operator increases in importance. To

/311*pate, consider the difference between an
operation pefformed with an accounting machine
and one performed with an electronic data proc-
essing system. if an operator using an ac-
counting machine fails to set alteration switches .
Correctly,.. he-may produce a worthless report.
When his error is discovered, the only cor-
rective action necessarPtilto set the switches
correctly and rerun the repoil. If he is .using
an EDPS, however, he may accidentally, use
master tape reels for a writing operation, and
by inserting protective rings can destroy valu-
able records which may be extremely difficult
Or impossible to reconstruct.

Past performance records, determine
the standard, operation efficiency which the
supervisor uses when assigning time 'require-
ments to various nd when establishing
schedules. It ,sho d be the bjective of each
supervisor to se this standard gradually and
continually, here are a number of ways in
which ths4 operating standards of a data processing
installs on can be raised. A continuous on-the-
job training program should be instituted and
maintained for machine operators. Manuals of
procedure containing accurate operating instruc-
tions for all jobs perfonfted should always be
avallable to operators; Morale should be kept
high by promoting -better working Conditions.
improving administrative relationships, and by
beng fair and impartial. Above all, Supervisors
should exhibit those traits which mark a man
as being a real leader of people.

Use Idle Time-Productively

4i) Another method of improvement is to use
idle machine time for productive purposes: Some
of this idle time may be used in relieving the
peak workldad period, as indicated previously.
Other ways of reducing idle time include pr&
viding more . information on existing reports,
preparing additional reports in those' aieas not
"previously mechanized, and adding more record-

' keeping functions to the "machines when it is
economical to do. so. The. economies that can
result from mechanizing additional parts of the .
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record-keeping activities of an organization can
Well justify the cost. When idle machine time
is employed for additional work, the cost may
be negligible compared with the results.

The use of idle machine time is more easily
controlled for EAM applications than it is for
EDP systems. S19metrimes it may be fotind that
one installation cannot possibly find enough jobs
to keep its hardware in full-time operation. In
this, case, the possibility of sharing "the system,
with another organization should be investigated.
In this way, maximum utilization of the system_
may be realized while at the same time lowering
the operating costs for the installation.and pro-
viding services to additional users.

PERSONNEL EVALUATION

The efficiency of machine operators must
be considered when afsigning time factors to
various jobs and estabashing schedules for EAM
operations. Likewise, the skill and' experience
of programmers must be considered when setting
a target date for completion of a program for
an EDPS. In either case, evaluation generally
is based on a comparison of an individuak's
capabilities Against standards established from
past Performances of skilled personnel.

When evaluating the work of a machine oper-
ator, it is important to consider his training
and experience. For a new operator, the number
of cards processed the number of errors
made are not .so impfftant how much im-
provement he is making. This trend is the best
indication of the type of production that can be
expected in the development 4 .each operator.
The efficiency of an operator should be-meas-
ured against established standards only after
he has reached a level rate of production.

Skill and experience must be taken into
consideration also when evaluating the efficiency
of a programmer. A new programmer may
require an excessive amount of time and may
encounter considerable difficulty during his early
attempts at writing programs. These programs
may require extensive desk checking and machine
testing before they can be executed successfully.
Eventually, he will have been at the job of writing
programs long enough so that his efficiency can
be measured against what is expected of him.
If he measures up to expectations, he may be
considered 'a qualified programmer. On the other
hand, if he does not have what it takes to be a

programmer, it may be better to reassign him
to other duties more in keeping with his capa-
bilities.

PROGRAM MAINTENANCE

Program maintenance should be a matter
of concern' to, everyone associated with it. Once
a program is ,successfully converted to' the data
processing system, it is subject to change.
Experience 'has proved the need for and value
of making periodiC changes to a program after
it is in operation. Some of the more common
reasons for making- program changes can be
attributed to many such things as

1, Additional. output needs
2. Desire for I/O format changes ,
S.-Normal changes such as new 'a r obsolete

requirements,.
4: Changes in ADP equipment, new or im-

proved programming techniques, change in aux-
iliary equipment, etc,

Changes in the scope of application
6. Realization that some aspects of a pro-

grAm' s results are not acceptable
7. Unrealistic input requirement
8. Misunderstandings regarding the output

requirements of the program
9. A possible or unforeseen condition or

occurrence

Once a program is released for production
after final review and found acceptable tinder
operating conditions, it must be completely docu-
mented, as outlined in chapter two of this manual.

Once these areas are covered, the original
programmer should be relieved of most of the
responsibilities of the program,* so that he
may work on another program. Since it is
passible the original programmer may be trans-
ferred before a program Is completed,, all pro-
grams should be maintained by a predetermined
section or division. Where major changes to a
program are required, the original program-
mer, if available, may be called on for as-
sistance.

The need for keeping documentation current
is essential. Procedures must be established
to ensure that changes made to programs are
immediately and completely documented.

The section or division charged with program
maintenance should maintain also a master copy
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vof each run manual. This master copy has a
twofold purpose:

1. To prevent loss or destruction Of program
instructions

2. To facilitate the preparation of new run
manuals in the machine room when they become
dirty and/or torn

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT

Although the increase in purchased ADP equip-
ment has aroused considerable interest regarding
ADP equipment maintenance, it is fundamental
that whether the equipment is leased or purchased,
the user must be assured of its reliable operation.
Consequently, the data processing maqager must
devote special attention to scheduled and unsched-
uled maintenance seure uninterrupted flow
of products to the tomers. Also, cOntinued
review of maintenanc can avoid unnecessary
data processing equipment costs.

The following comaldn maintenance classifi-
cations and definitions are used:

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE (CM). Main-
tenance performed by the technician (contractor
or Government) which results from equipment
failure and which is performed as required,
and, therefore, on an unscheduled basis.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (PM). Main-
tenance performed by the technician (contractor
or Governinent) which is designed to keep the
equipment in proper operating condition and which
is performed on a scheduled basis.

Close liaison with the vendor's local repre--
sentative on maintenance matters is encouraged.
The vendor, is rewired, contractually, to keep
the equipment in first class operating condition.
It is, therefore, mandatory that there is a corn-

'plete understanding on all equipment maintenance
matters between the installation and the vendor's
representative.

Local management must be thoroughly knowl-
edgeable concerning all terms and conditions
of pertinept,contracts. In the maintenance areas,
as In all others, these terms and conditions must
be applied with care to ensure that the best
interests of the Navy are served.

The Navy in recent years expanded its po-
tential to maintain ADP equipment with its own
personnel, namely for that ADP equipment being

employed aboard ships, remote locations, and
security. When in-house maintenance capability
is employed,' the scope of the data, processing
manager's responsibility will increase.

Close 000rdination with assigned DS's is
mandatory for proper maintenance. The man-
ager's attention should also be focused on such
items as stock levels, replenishment of peculiar
parts through vendor distributors,, and the host
of problems associated with in-house supplies.

EMERGENCY BACKUP PROCEDURES

Great strides have been made in improving
the reliability of hardware and reducing down-
time. When a computer breaks down, it is
usually assumed that it will not be for long.
In spite of the progress that has been male,
the possibility of a prolonged breakdown, during
a critical period does exist..

An organization may be extremely dependent
on the ADP system, and a breakdown of the
computer could paralyze the whole operation.
Provision for backing up the system should
be tailored to the specific installation needs.
In general, the backup procedure need not be
elaborate. These procedures may consist of
working arrangements with another installation
having a compatible ADP system, In some cases
an alternative manual procedure may be the
answer.- An additional possibility would be to
perform only partial processing while the system
is inoperative and catch up when the system
again becomes operational. In the event of a
total' breakdown in equipment consideration must
be given to the following:

Where is the nearest duplicate system?
How does it differ?
Is it available?

-.If the maintenance technicians cannot find the
problem, work stacks up, the situation becomes
more and more critical, and by the time the
decision is made to seek another computer the
situation May be approaching the panib stage.
Included in the plans for the backup procedure
should be a time element for delaythat is,
the plans should speCify how long the system
can be inoperative before the procedure is im-
plemented.

Emergency conditions requiring planning
action include local disasters such as a fire,
explosion, flooding, or Er similar catastrophe.
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SECURITY

Proper procedures and controls should be
established for handling, stowing, and processing
classified data. Much of the information required
can be found in OPNAVINST 5510.1 series. The
OPNAVINST contains the DOD directive 5200.28,

Security Requirements, for ADP systems, and
DOD manual 5200.28-M, ADP Security Manual.

SUMMARY

Supervision is a strange and seemingly un-
definable ability, trait or quality. Some people.,
appear to be natural leaders. Others appear
to be loners who will not be led and do not want
to lead. Still other people appear to be followers
always being and wanting to be led. Boot camp
seems to take all typtv of people and put them
on the road to being the leaders 'and super-
visors required in the Navy.

In an atmosphere such as boot camp, every-
body starts to learn about the "world" of which
they are to beenme a part, They have the
chance to learn and progress on an equal basis.
They are in essence "from the same mold"
as those before and after them. They are usu-
ally all treated in much the same manner (dis-
ciplinary, hygiene requirements, meal-servings,
clothing, etc.). This tends to put everyone on
the same basic footing. When a person is sure
of the rules he 'lives under, what his job is,
how long he has in which to accomplish things,
etc., he is more willing to learn and progress,
as he is more self-assured.

This environment inay not be evident' to
the "boot," but it is present, and it is a building
block for his future. As the recruit learns ab4ut
his militag requirements in boot camp, be
learns of ids future technical occupation in a
(at least for most apprentices) Class J'A"
school. Again, regulations are set forth. Most
all people are starting to train professionally
at the Barrie knowledge level, and they are still
exposed to the same environment as in boot
camp. That is, they are observing the senior
petty officers instruct, conduct inspections,
counsel and in general perform all the military
and professional duties. This exposes the young
Navy people to the path that they will follow
in the Navy.

They are in training for the leadership/
StOervisory position they are to eventually as-
sume in their career. Examples are being set
by the senior people. These examples must be
good, or the desire to remain and attain the
senior positions will not be instilled.

Most training courses for leadership/
supervision/managemont are comprised of fic-
tional situations. These situations are then dis-
cussed as to which solution would be the best.
Most all solutions are based upon thorough
knowledge of all factors contributing to the
specific problem and what will be the probable
outcome. These courses, together with technical
experience in a rating and the constant exposure
to a well-supervised environment, almost always
successfully develop the "natural", supervisory
qualities required by the senior petty officers
in the Navy.
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APPENDIX I

RESERViD WORDS

Ns

The following is a list of reserved words used in COBOL. These words should not be used as
names, or the results may be unpredictable.

ACCEPT COPY GO MODE
ACCESS CORR GREATER MODULES
ACTUA L CORRESPONDING GROUP MOVE
ADD CURRENCY HEADING MULTIPLE
ADDRESS DATA HIGH-VA LUE MULTIPLY
ADVANCING. DATE-COMPILED HIGH-VALUES NEGATIVE
AFTER DATE-WRITTEN HOLD NEXT
ALL DE I-0 NO
ALPHABETIC DECIMAL-POINT I -O- CONTROL NOT
ALTER DECLARATIVES pDENTIFICATION NOTE
ALTERNATE DEPENDING IF NUMBER
AND DESCENDING IN NUMERIC
ARE DETAIL INDEX OBJECT-COMPUTER
AREA DISPLAY INDEXED OCCURS
AREAS DIVIDE INDICATE OF
ASCENDING DIVISION INITIATE OFF
ASSIGN DOWN INPUT OMITTED
AT ELSE INPUT-OUTPUT ON
AUTHOR END INSTALLATION OPEN
BEFORE ENDING INTO OPTIONAL
BEGINNING ENTER INVALID OR
BLANK ENVIRONMENT- IS OUTPUT
BLOCK EQUAL JUST PAGE
BY ERROR JUSTIFIED PAGE-COUNTER
CF EVERY KEY PERFORM
CH
CHARACTERS

EXAMINE
EXIT

KEYS
LABEL

PF
PH

C LOCK -UNITS FD LAST/ PIC
CLOSE FILE LEADING PICTURE
COBOL FILE-CONTROL 'LEFT PLUS
CODE FILE-LIMIT LESS POSITION
COLUMN FILE- LIMITS LIMIT POSITIVE
COMMA FILLER LIMITS PROCEDURE
COMP FINAL LINE PROCEED
COMPUTATIONAL FIRST LINE-COUNTER PROCESS
COMPUTE FOOTING LINES PROCESSING
CONFIGURATION FOR LOCK PROGRAM-ID

/CONTAINS FROM LOW-VALUE QUOTE
CONTROL
CONTROLS

GENERATE
GIVING

LOW-VA DUES
MEMORY

QUOTE'S
RANDOM
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RD
READ
RECORD
RECORDS
REDEFINES
REEL
RELEASE
REMARKS e
RENAMES
REPLACING
REPORT
REPORTING
REPORTS.
RERUN
RESERVE
RESET
RETURN
REVERSED
REWIND
RF

RH
RIGHT ,

ROUNDED
RUN
SA
SAME
SD
SEARCH
'SECTION
SECURITY
SEEK
SEGMENT-LIMIT
SELECT
SENTENCE a
SEQUENTIA L
SET
SIGN
SIZE
SORT
SOURCE

t'S

SOURCES-COMPUTER
SPACE
SPACES
SPECIA NAMESI
STANDARD
STATUS
STOP
SUBTRACT.
SUM
SYNC
SYNCHRONIZED
TA LLY
TALLYING
TA PE
TERMINATE
THAN
THROUGH \
THRU
TIMES
TO
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TYPE
UNIT
UNTIL
UP
UPON
USAGE
USE

VALUE
VALUES
VARYING
WHEN
WITH
WORDS
WORKING-STORAGE
WRIT E
ZERO
ZEROES
ZEROS
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0

INDEX

Achieving teamwork within your own group,
117-119 , -

elements to consider in deVeloping coopera-
tion, 117

cooperation with your fellow supervisors, 119
cooperation with your superior, 118

Acquisition, personnel, 97
Administringe chain of commands 100
ADP installations,small, 109

114
ADP personnel organization, 97-.T109

responsibilities, 97
'ADP personnel requirements, 101-109
Advancement; 1-4
Appendix 1, reserved words, 134
Arithmetic verbs, 68
Autotnatic data processing system (ADPS), 88

B

Backup procedures, emergency, 132
Billet data, 99

C

Change requests, originating, 100-109
Chief of naval operations, 98
Chief of naval personnel, 98
Closed shop, 120
COBOL divisions, 31

data division, 31
environment division, 31
identification division, 31
procedure division, 31

COBOL introduction, 29-39
COBOL structure, 32

coding sheet format, 32
words, 32

Command/management manual (CM), 8
Commanding officers, 99
Computer operation manual (OM), 8
Computer programming documentation, introduc-
tion to, 6

document components, 6 -

136

9,

1,

Computer system hardware, 88
Computer system software, 88
Condition-name condition, 58 r
Conditional expressions( 75
Configuration section; 37
Console operator, 107
Control clerk, 108
Control progp.ms, OS/360, 91

Data base specification (DS), 8
Data division, 31, 40-59
Data management, 91
Data movement verbs, 73
Data organization, 40-42

data record, 41 .
elementary item, 41
file, 42
group item, 41
independent item, 42
item, 40

Data processing manager, 101
Data processing system, automatic (.1PS), 88
Data processing technician rating, a
Data system, 87
Definitions, system, 87
Determining manpower requirements, 98

billet data, 99
manpower surveys, 99
MARP, 98
requirements, allocation, and procurement, 98
staffing criteria, 99

Development control manager, 102
Discipline maintenance, 114n117
Doc ent components, 6 4
Dnt types, 6-9

,command/management manual (CM), 8
computer operation manual (OM), 8
data base specification (DS), 8
data requirements document (RD), 7.
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Document types (cont.)
functional description (FD), 6
program maintenance manual (MM), 9
program specification (PS), 8
system/subsystem specification (SS), '7
test analysis report (RT), 9
test ankimplementation plan (PT), 9

Documentation, 5-28

Elementary item, 41
Emergency backup procedures, 132
,Enlisted advancement system, Istavy, 3
EnVironment division, 31, 36-39
' configuration section, 37

nput-output section, 39
organization and structures 3
spe'cial-names, 38

Equipment maintenance, 132
Evaluation and improvement, 1271-41.,. iit

evaluation data; 128 ,

. improvement through evaluation, 129-131
Evaluation, personnel, 131 .

Expressions, conditional, 75

F

File, 42
File section, 42-54.

file description (FD), 42-54
`Fleet requests short form, 101

Group item. 41

G

H

Hardware, computer system, 88

Identification division, 31, 36
organization and structure, 36

Improvement and evaluation, 127-131
Independent items, 42, 57
Input/output section, 39
Input/output verbs, 61

Introduction to COBOL, 29-39
acknowledgement, 30
history and bacgground, 29

Item, 40
ol

J

Job management, r"

Keypunch operator, 109
Keypunch supervisor, 108

L

f
Label processing; 91
Language, translatore, 92'
Librarian, 106
Local documentation requirements, 13

suggested information, 11k

M

Maintaining discipline, 114-117
art of giving orders, 114,4=
art of reprimanding, 11'5,
human relations aspect. of discipline, 116
positive and negative disciplihe, 116 -1 1

Maintenance of equipment, 132
Maintenahce, program, 131
Maintenance programmer, 108
Management information system (MIS), 87
Manager of data processing, 101
Manpower 'authorizations, requesting changes to,

99
Manpower management, 97
Manpower requirements, determining, 98
Manpower surveys,.99
MARP, 98
Military manpower sponsors, 100

137

N

Naval operations, chief of, 98
Naval personnel, chief of, 98
Naval training trend, 4 .

Navy enlisted advancement system, 3
who will tie advanced?, 3°

Notations, symbols, and rules, 33-36

rt?
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Open shop, 120
Operating procedures; 120

closed shop, 120
cornbination open/closed shop, 120
open shop, 120

Operating systems., 89-91
label processing, 91
logical IOCS, 91

Operations control manager, 104
Operations supervisor, 104
OPNAV 1000-3, 100
Originating change requests, 100-109

OPNAV 1000-3, 100
short form for fleet requests, 101

OS/360 control programs, 91
data management,dV1
Job management, 92
task management, 92

do,
P

Personnel acquisition, 97
manpower management, 97
personnel adininistration, 97

Personnel evaluation, 131
Personnel organization, ADP,°97-109
Personnel requirements for ADP, 101-109

console operator, 107
k control clerk, 108

development control manager, 102
keypunch operator, 109'
keypunch supervisor, 108
librarian, 106

programmer, 108
manager o data processing, 101
operations control manager, '104
operations supervisor; 104
programmer, 107
programming supervisor, 103
senior console operator, 105
senior programmer, 105
senior systems analyst, 104
standards controller, 106
systems analyst's supervisor, 103
systems analyst, 107

. training technician, f06
unit record equipMent operator, 108

Positive and negative discipline, 116
Primary' support commands and offices,
Procedural verbs, 61
Procedure division, 31, 60 -86
Procedure paragraphs, 60
Procesping programs, system/360, 92-94
Production cpintrol and scheduling, 124

.1

Program maintenance, 131
Program maintenance manual (MM), 9
Program specification (PS), 8
Prograrnnier, 107
Programming documentation, introduction to
computer; 5

Programniing supervisor, 103

Record items, 54-57
Reprimanding art, 115
Requesting changes to manpower eluthorizations,

99
administrative chain of cetnmand, 100
commanding officers, 99
military manpower sponsors, 100
primary support commands and offices, 100

Reserved words, appendix I, 134
Rewards and responsibilities, 1
Rules notations and symbols, 33-36

S

Scheduling, 121 -125
production control arnd scheduling, 124
scheduling operations, 122-124

Security, 133
Senior console operator, 105
Senior programmer, 105
Senior systems analyst, 104
Sequence control verbs, 80
Small ADP installations, 109
Software, computer system, 88
Special-names, 38 -
Staffing criteria, 99
Standard documentation, need for, 9-11
Standards controller, 106
Structure of COBOL, 32
Supervision, 110-133
Supervision, technical, 119
Supervisory position, -110-114 \

, common mistakes, 110
fine line, 111
supervisory duties and responsibilities, 111-
113

100 traits of a good supervisor, 113
Surveys, manpower, 99
Symbols, rules, and notations, 33-36
System/360 processing programa, 92-94

language translators, 92
service programs, 92
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, System/360 Processing programs (cont.)
uber-written programs, 94 ,.
utility programs, 93

System definitions, 87
automatic data processing system (ALPS), 88
data system, 87
management .information system (MIS), 87

System/subsysteinNeoificaSon (SS), 7
Systems, 87-96
Systems analysis supervisor, 103
Systems analyst, 107

Taik management, 92
,Technical 'supervision, 119
Test analysis-report (ET), .9
Test and implementation plan (PT), 9
Time-factors and work loads, 125-127
Training technician, 106
Translators, language, 92
Trend of naval training, 4
Types of documents, 6-9

.0
Unit record equipment operator, 108 .

User-written programs, 94
Utility, programs, 93

V

Verbs, 61, 68, 73, 80
arithmetic, 68
data/movement, 73
input/output, 61
procedural, 61
sequence control, 80

Work loads and time factors, 125-127
determining time factors, 125-127
measuring work volume, 125

Working-storage section, 54-59
condition-name condition, 58
independent items, 57
-record items, 54-57
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT

This booklet Iprovides you with a list of qualifications for advancement that pertain to Data
Processing Technician l&C. The official source of this list is the Manual of Qualifications for
Advancement, $AVPER8668-C, change 3. The assignment numbers given opposite the qualificationp
refer to the 'assignments in the NRCC, Data Processing Technician 1 &C, NAVEDTRA 91275-2. Each
course assignOent contains infOrmationrelated, to a practical or knowledge factor, as shown.

DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN

Data Processing Technicians operate data processing equipment to record-source data; Set up and
operate data processing equipment, including data transceivers, sorters, collators, reproducers',
interpreters, accounting machines,-and digital electrnhic data procesthingmachines for accounting
and statistical`, iurposes; process incoming information and,make routine and special reports as
required; operate genera phrpoSe digital computers; and in the higher paygrades participate in
programming, syStem.anal 's d designing electronic data processiipg systems.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADV CEMENT

A. SAFETY

9

1.00 Practical Factors

No specific ones for E-64 -7

B. ELECTRIC ACCOUNTING MACHINE SETUP AND OPERATION

RequIred for Covered
Advancement to in

DP Assignment

1.00 Practical Factors

' .60 Wire and/or diagram a reproducer control panel for gummary
punching E -6

.61 Wire and/or diagram a collator control panel for selection
between limits E -6

.62 Wire and/or diagram an accounting machine control panel for
summary punching, storage, special program Multi-Line Read
(MLR), MUlti-Line Print (MLP), and crossfooting E -6

C. ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

1.00 'Practical Factors

.60 Construct decision tables E-6

.61 Write, detiug, and dOcument a'sort/merge program with
minim= supervision E-6

.62 Analyze an RAM to EDP system conversion and determine data
input, processing, and output requirements will minimum
supervision E-6

.63 Prepare a program run book E-6

.80 Write, debug, and document a program utilizing multiple file
input, multiple format output, and table lookup without
suppreVision 4 E-7

.81 Andlyze and document conversion of a,card oriented EDP_system
to a tape or disk oriented EDP system without supervision. E-7

2.00 Knowledge FactOrs

.60. Types, descriptions, and onsequences of overflows

.61 Characteristics,pf open a d closed subroutines . . . .../. ..E-6

.62 Methods and differences infix and prefix notations. E-6

.63 Functions of index regis ens E-6

.64 .ApOications and differences of fixed- and. variable -word
length machines E-6

to
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT

C. ELECTRONIC DATA,PROCESSING AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT - Continued

2.00 klowledge Factors - Continued

'Required for Covered

Advancement to in

DP Assignment

.65 ,Procedures for maintaining programs
\

. 66 Basic methods and applications of systems analysis

.67 Process and.purpose of binary searches ,

.68 Construction and advantages of s roatine program'

. 69 Differences and uses of 'null-, ep cX!e, and nutaeric zero .

characters '
.

.70 Functions and purposes of checkpoint, breakpoint, and

branchpOint routines .

.71 Methods and purposes of multiplexing

.72 Characteristics and functions of chained, pushdown, and

pushup lists t
.-

.73 Characteristics and functions of Macro instruction

. .74 Methods of serial, parallel, and random access processing .

.80 Methods and applications of-fixed and floating point arithmetic

calculations ,

.81 Purposes and characteristics of absolute, automatic, relative,
skeletal, specific, straight line, and symbolic coding:. . .

Z. ADMINISTRATION

1.00 Practicalcactors

' .60 Ensure accurate and timely processing using local operating,

.
data collection, and, verification methods 4 .

.61 Train and evaluate subordinates in lOcal machine operations .

.80 Administer local procurement prOgram and ensure efficient 'Use
. .of expendable items T

.81 Prepare and maintain flow charts.for manual and machine

operating procedures . 0

. 82 Design report forms s.

. 83 Provide administrative control and ensure reporting and work

,'' schedule efficiency
.84 Analyze propesed EDP changes

.85 Revise and itaprove operating and scheduling procedures. . .

2.00 Knowledge Factors

.60 Methods ofcomputing machine workload

.61 Purpose of audit trail , .7

. 86 Methods and procedures for ADP site preparation, installation,

and operation
.81 Scopes and general contents of.ADP installation instructions,

manuals,.and handbooks

.82 Procedures for ADP installation technical instruction
development and promulgation

.83 Scope and general contents of ADP Review and Evaluation Program

,SECNAVINST 10462.18- series

.84 Scope and gendial contents of ADP Program Reporting System

Resources Accounting SECNAVINST 5238.1 series

E-6
E-6
-E-6

E-6

E-6
.

E-6
E-6

E-6
E-TO

E-6.

E-7

E-7

E-6
E-6

.

E-7
.

E-7

E-7
E-7
E-7

E-6
E-6

E-7

E-7

,E-7

E-7

E-7

4

0
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DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN 1 & C
NAVEDTRA 10265-C

'This course was prepared- by the Naval Education and Training
Program Development Center, Pensacola, Florida

INTRODUCTION

This course consists of this assignment
booklet, the accompanying rate training manual,
and the answer sheets. Each assignment is made

up of aserips of items based on assignment
readings in the textbook. At the beginning of
each assignment is listed the specific text
material that should be studied. The answer
sheets to be Completed are enclosed as a separate
package.

If there ds an errata sheet-included with
this course, make a3,1\ indicated changes and
corrections in the assignment booklet and text-

bOok.

PREREQUISITE

Although there is no mandatory triSreqhisite,
it is recommended that the Data Processing
Technician 362, NAVEDTRA 91274-2, be completed
prior to taking this course.

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS COURSE SUCgSSFULLY

Indicate your answer directly on the answer sheet

by erasing the appropriate block. If a page

number appears, you have made an incorrect answer.
Re-study the text, startIng at that page, and

make another selection. A correct answer for
each item is made when a "C", "CC", or "CCC" is
exposed.- Scoring the answer sheets is explained

'later in this booklet.

To complete this course successfully, you .
must meet jthe following standards: If you are'?

on active duty, the average of the grades earned

on all assignments must be at least 3.2. If you

are NOT on active duty, the average of the

grades earned on all assignments in each
CREDITABLE UNIT of the course must be at least

3.2. (See the Naval Reserve Retirement box for
the retirement points evaluated for this course.)

Study those pages of the textbook listed

for each assignment. Pay particular attention_
to the illustrations as they give a lot of infor-

mation in a small space. Making yqur own drawings
will help you 'Understand some of the explanations

u read. Also, read the learning objectives.
They will tell you what you will be able to do
after having read the material and answered the

°study items.

Read each item carefully. Consult your

textbook to help you select the BEST ANSWER.
You may discuss difficult points in the course
with your Division Officer of shipmates. However,

the answer that you select must be your own.

Use Only the designated answer sheet for
each assignment. Follow the directions found on
theanswer sheet to determine the proper proce-
dures for completing it.,

The enrollee should exercise care in
erasing,--as an inadvertent erasure will be con-

sidered an error. Hotvever, the scoring table is

adjusted to absorb occasional error in erasure
without course failure.

WHO WILL ADMINISTER YOUR.COURSE.

If you are,asaighed to a command which main-
tains your records, your nonresident career course
will be administered by your Command. All other
courses will be administered by the Naval Educa-
tion and Training Program Development Center.
Consult your Division Officer and follow the
instructions. stated below for Local Administra-
tion if your course is administered by your
Command. Follow the instructions for Naval
Education and Training Program Devel9pment Center
administration if your course will, be adminis

tered by the Center.

SELF-SCORING ANSWER SHEETS

Afore making an;t0erasures on the answer
sheets, fill out all blanks.

Submit your completed assignmerits".to the

officer designated. He will check the accuracy
of your score and discuss with you any of the
question's that you do not understand, You may
wish to-record your score in the assignment
booklet as a check of your progress since self-,
scoring answer sheets are not returned. When

the entire course has been completed and a satis-
factory grade attained, a notation to this effect
should be made by your local command inyour

4., 6



service record._ By this means you will be given
credit for your work.

The Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center does not issue Letters of
Satisfactory Completion to enrollees,who have
their courses administered by their own command.

TEXTBOOK

The'textbook for -this course need not be
returned to the Center..

WHEN THE COURSE IS ADMINISTERED BY THE NAVAL
EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

Adhere as closely as possible to the

schedule prescribed by the Chief of Naval Educa-
tion and Training of at least one assignment per
month. If unusual circumstances prevent this,'
write to the Center explaining'the difficulty.
Time extensions are granted when justified.
Remember, however, that unnecessary delay in
completing the course may, if you are a Reservist,
prevent you from earning enough retirement
credits to complete a year of Satisfactory
Federal Service.

SELF-SCORING ANSWER SHEETS

Fill out all blanks on the answer sheet.
Unless you supply all the information required,

/it wil.1 be impossible to give you credit for
your work.

Enrollees are-to RETAIN each completed
assignment until a creditable unit isNfinished
(or the entire course if.the course is NOT
divided into units), at which time the assign-
ments are to be forwarded to the Center in one
of the envelopes provided. The enrollee-should
record his grades, as the IKOR answer sheets
are not returned by the Center.

The Center will verify and record your
assignment scores and will,notify you of your
final grade by issuing a letter of satisfactory
completion. Completion of creditable units of
a course will be certified by stamping the last
assignment of each unit with the unit average
grade and date and returning it to the enrollee.

WHEN PREPARING FOR YOUR ADVANCEMENT EXAMINATION

Your examination for advancement-will be
based on the latest edition of the Manual of
Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel Classifica-
tion and Occupational Standards (NAVPERS 18068).
It is possible that the qualifications for your
rating may have changed since this nonresident
career course and its accompanying textbook
were printed.

The study suggestions that are in this non-
resident career course, in the Rate Training
Manual, and in the current editiOn.of Bibliog-
raphy for Advancement Study (NAVEDTRA 10052)
are intended to help you locate study materials
on which the examinations will be based.

Be sure to refer to the latest editions of
NAVPERS 18068 and NAVEDTRA 10052 when preparing
for your examination.

NAVAL,RESERVE RETIREMENT

This course is evaluated at 8.Naval Reserve retirement points. These points
are creditable to personnel eligible to receive them under current directives
governing retirement of Naval Reserve personnel, Points will be credited upon
satisfactory completion of the entire course.

Naval Reserve retirement credit will not be given for this course if the
student has previously received credit for any Data Processing Technician 16C,
ECC, ECC/FITS, or NRCC.

O
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WHAT IS THE COURSE OBJECTIVE

While completing this nonresident career course, the student will

demonstrate his understanding of course materials by cox+ectly answering

items on the following: data processing career, promotion system, optiOnal

and required publications for study, standard data processing documenta-

tion, basic lelennts of COBOL, COBOL Identification Division, COBOL

Environment Division, COBOL Data Division, COBOL Procedure Di'vision,

various definitions of the term system, hardware and software planning,

and personnel and equipment management.

iii
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Naval nonresident career courses may include a variety of items -- multiple-choice, true-false,
matching, etc. The items are not grouped by type; .regardless of type, they'are presented imthe same
general sequence as the textbook material upon which they are based. This presentation is designed
to preserve continuity of thought, permitting step -by -step development of ideas. Some courses use
many types of items, others -only a few. The student can readily identify the type of each itemc(and
the action required of him) through-inspection of the samples given below.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS
Each item contains several alternatives, one of which provides the best answer to the item.

Select the best alternative and erase the appropriate box on the answer sheet.

SAMPLE .
's-1, The first person to be appointed Secretary iiraefense The erasure of a correct answer is in-

under the National Security Act of 1947 was
1. George Marshall
2. James Forrestal
3. Chester Nimitz
4. William Halsey

dicated in this way on the answer sheet:

TRUE-FALSE ITEMS
Determine if the statement is true or false. If any part of the statement is false the state-

ment is to be'considered false. .Erase the appropriate box on the answer sheet as indicated below.

The erasure of .a correct answer is also
indicated in this way on the answer
sheet:

SAMPLE
s-2. Any naval offiCer is authorized to corresgiff--

officially with a bureau of'the Navy Department
without his commanding officer's endorsement. 2

4
,. F

. MATCHING ITEMS s-2 CC
Each set of items consists of two columns, each listing wor s, phrases or sen ences. The task '

is to-select the item in column B which is the best match for the item in column that is being
considered. Specific instructions are given with each set. of items. Select the mbers identifying
the answers and erase-the appropriate boxes on the answer sheet.

, SAMPLE
In items s-3 through s-6, match the name the shipboard officer in column A by selecting from

column B the name of the department in which the officer functions.

A. Officers

s-3. Damage Control

s-4. CIC. Officer

1. Departments

Assistant . 1. Operations Department

2. Engineering Department

.s -5. A$sistant for Disbursing 3. Supply Department -°

s-6. Communications Officer

The erasure of a correct answer is in-
dicated in this way on the answer sheet:

s-6

How To Score Your Immediate Knowledge of Results

1 2

F

3

_IL

12

9

Total the number of in-
correct erasures (those
that show page numbers)

I;(>

for each item and place
in the blank space at
the end of each item.

(TKORy Answer Sheets

Sample only

Number of boxes
erased incorrectly 0-2 3-7

Your score 4.0n

Now TOTAL the column(s) of incorrect erasures and find your score in the Table at the
bottom of EACH answer sheet.

NOTICE: If, on erasing, a page number appears, review text (starting on that page) and erase again'
until "C", "CC", or "CCC" appears. For courses administered by the Center, the'maximum
number of points (or incorrect erasures) will be deducted from each item which does NOT have
a "C", "CC", or "CCC" uncovered (i.e., 3 pts. for7OTIF-EFoice items, 2 pts. for three choice
items, and 1 pt. for T/F items).

. 0
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Assignment 1

Advancement, Documentation, Introduction to COBOL

Textbook Assignment: Data Processing Technician l&C,,,NAVEDTRA 1:0265-C1 pages 1 through 37

Learning Objective: Indicate the benefits,
responsibilities, requirements, and sources of
additional information associated with advance-
ment in the Data Processing Technician rdting.

1-1. Advancement in rating is profitable to
both you and the Navy. What is one of the
most lasting of the personal benefits you
receive from advancement?

1. The higher standard of living made
possible by increased pay

2. The greater prestige you acquire
'3. The satisfaction you derive from

increasing your knowledge and skills
4. The more challenging assignments you

receive

1-2. What should be your attitude toward
understanding the duties and responsi-
bilities of other ratings?

1. Zt is important that I maintai good
personal relations with senior petty
officers in other ratings, but this
does not necessarily mean becoming
familiar with their duties.

2. As a Data Processing Technician, I
can perform my work without knowing
anything about the duties and responsi-
bilities of other ratings.

3. My basic responsibility is to train
my subordinates and master my own
field, so I should not waste my time
learning about other ratings.

4. I should learn as much as poissible
about the 'duties and respOnsibilities
of personnel having other ratings in
order to coordinate my efforts with
theirs.

d.4

1-3. As you advance in r ing, you should

strive continually to improve your

knowledge of grammar and to enlarge
your vocabulary in order to

1-4.

1. communicate more easily and effectively
with others

2. avoid criticism from subordinates
who have high formal education

3. vitalize your nstruction techniques

4. impress your subordinates with your
superior command of the language.

You happen to read about a new development
in electromagnetic research which may be
applied in electronic data processing
devices. You treat this news as something
to

1. disregard until you receive indications
the Navy is concerned

2. keep alert about in case it should
affebt your work

3. forget because practical applications
may be years away

4. get immediate particulars about from
your diVision officer

1-5 Which of the following naval activities
use data processing services?

1. Personnel, supply, and fiScal

2. Research and security
3. Communications and operations control
4. All of the above

1-6. All of the following actions are qualifica-
tions for advancement to DP1 except

1. completing required military and
professional training courses

2; being recommended by your educational
services officer

3. passing a servicewide competitive
examination

0.A. demonstrating the ability to perform
all the practical factors



1-7. DP1 Reynolds has passed the written
examination for advancement to DPC. Which
of the'following factors is among those
which bear on ReynOld's chances for
actually advancing to DPC?

r. His length of time in service
2. His examination score
3. 'The quota for DPC
4. All of the above

Learning Objective: Define the term documentation
and discuss the document components as required
by SECNAVINST 5233.1.

1-8. Documents are a medium that can best be
described by which of the following
statements?

1. Any record that has permanence
2. Any record that can be read by man
3. Any record that can be read by

machine
4. All of the above

4

1-9. Documentation may cause lost time by those
people utilizing it if, according to the
text, what is found in the documents?

1. Many illustrations
2. Over wording
3. Unfamiliar terms
4. Organized layout

1-10. What is the instruction that attempts to
standardize documentation pertaining to
ADS in the Navy?

1. SECNAV 5322.1 series
2. SECNAV 5233.1 series

,;t1
3. SECNAV 5232.1 series
4. SECNAV 5323.1 series

In items 1-11 through 1-14, select the mnemonic
from column B that is assigned to the document
listed in column A.

A. DOCUMENT B MNEMONIC

1-11. Program Maintenance 1. FD
Manual

1-12. Data Requirements
2. RT

Document 3. RD

1-13. Test Analysis Reports 4.

1-14. "Functional Description

1-15. What total number of components is
required for each complete document?

1. 7

2. 6

3. 5

4. 4

Learning Objective: Discuss in general the 11
different document, types and their uses at ADP
installation.

1-16. Which of the following is a true statement
pertaining to the FD?

1. It provide' the user with a 9tatement
of the technical Aspects of software.

2. It should be written in computer-
oriented language.

3. It does not require user concurrence
for any portion of development or
Updating.

4. It reflects the initial definition of
a programming project.

1 -17: Which of the following is the normal
"reason for preparation of the RD?

1. When a user group is generating and
maintaining system files

2. When many analysts/programmers will
utilize the same data

' 3. When data elements are required
4. When proFammers require data

limitations for a system

1-18. Many data elements have been standardized,
to help principally in which of the
following areas?

1. Software simplifidhtion
2. commonality of data structures
3. Limiting RD wording
4. ,Manufacturer adherence to

specifications

1-19. What document is written after the FD to
define further the systems separate areas
of responsibilities, such as functions?

1. Data Requirements Document
2. System/Subsystem Specifications
3. RT

4. RD



1-20. Which of the following otateMents is true
concerning 'change° to the ocopo of the
oyotem effort during drafting of the SS?

1. Tip SS cannot modify the ocope as
set forth in the FD.

'2. The SS can modify the ocopb without
regard of the FD.

3. The SS cannot modify small oystem
°cope°.

4. The SS can modify the ocopo but should
oubmit the change for the PD.

1-21. If it is prepared, which of the following
documents would moot probably be uoed
for guidance in program development?

1. ,FD
2. RD
3. PS
4. SP

1-22. The Data Base Specification will uoually
be prepared for which of the following
situations?

1. When many programmers will be using
different data

2. When many programmers are coding for
different data .

3e- When many analysts are developing
many subsystems equiring the same

data
4. When many analy s are developing

many subsystems quiring different

data

1-23. The Data Ba6e Specification should be
developed for agreement with which other
document due to the standardization of
data plemniz?

1. RD
2. FD
3. SS
4: PS

1-24. What section(s) of the CM will provide
user staff personnel with the most
detail for responding. to system requests?

1. One and two only
2. Two and three only

3. Two and four only
4. Three and four only

,0"

1-25. Which of the following is NOT a secLiun
of the CM?

1. System summary
2. Staff functions related to technical

operation
3. General distribution
4. File query

1-26. Which of the following control/operating
requirements io NOT precisely detailed
in the Computer Operations Manual?

1. Internal logic of a program
2. Initiation of a oyotem
3. Run procedure° of a program
4. 'Abnormal termination of a program run

1-27. The oupportit illustration in the OM
°hall. be co erned with which of the
following?

1. Program logic
2. Delineation of program flow
3. Input data flow
4. Pt6Lamming flowchart

1-28. What document io produced primarily
for upkeep or updating of programs?

1. PS
2. DS
3. OM
4. M4

1-29. For small projects, how many total
manualo may be combined into the
Project Manual?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

1-30. WhiCh of the following documents provides
a presentation of deficiencies of
proposed systems?

1. PT
2.. RT
3. RD
4. PS

Learning Objective: Recognize and determine the
amount of dOcumentation required at various ADP
installations.

1-31. By referring to figure 2-2sof the text,
what value would be given if a response
time to data inputs averaged three weeks?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

1-32. Figure 2-3 of the text suggests what
level of complexity is required to
produce an FD?

1. 38

2. 27

3. 26

4. 24



1-33 If locak9pcmmand requirements are less
than those specified in SECNAVINST 5233.1,
what two things are recommended as an aid
for documenting?

- 1. Local terms and Technical Note 02
of SECNAVINST 5233.1

2 Terms and Technical Note 02 of
SECNAVINST 5233.1

3. Unique command terms and Technical
Note 02 of SECNAVINST 5233.1

4. Terms and Technical Note 03 of
SONAVINST 5233.1

1-34. For local documentatiOn, anticipation of
changes for a system could be included
in which subject area?

1. Project References'
2. Objectives
3. Table Definitions
4. Control Instructions

1-35. If a system is planned for local use
only and there are to be four programs,
which of the following is true concerning
documenting objectives?

1.- There should be a narrative statement
of the system only with a problem
solution included. ,

2. There, should be a narrative statement
of the system and a single program
problem statement only.

3. There should be only four program
problem statements.

4. There should be at least a narrative
statement of the system and four
program problem statements.

1-36. Whibh of the following local documentation
areas contain a section which should be
distributed to the key punchers?

1. Project,References
2. Objectives
3. Input Sources
4. Data Base Layouts"

1-37. Which of the following is a true statement
concerning a data base?

1. A data base is a collectiQp.of
unrelated records.

2. A data base is always a file.
3. A data base is always at least as

large as a file.
4. A data base is never as large as a

file.

e.

1-38. IfIf a table were constructed of the four
elements Arizona, Arkansas, Alaska, and
Alabaka, which should logically be the
third element?

1. Arizona
2. Arkansas
3. Alaska

l'Alabama

'1-39. Parameters should be listed under which
area of local documentation?

1. Table Subparts
2. Control Instructions
3. Program Logic
4. Input Sources

0

In items 1-40 through 1-43, select the subject
description from column B that would'appear in
the documentation area title listed in column A.

A. DOCUMENT B. SUBJECT DESCRIPTION

1-40. Backup Procedures 1. Source language
program deck listed

1-41. Program Logic
2. Primary system

1-42. Program Listing(s) failure procedures

1-43. Operator's Manual 3. Programming flow-
chart

4. Step-by-step
physical operation
requirements

Learning Objective: Determine the number of
IXivisions required in a COBOL program and.

i
ognize the general utilization and compositton

o each division.

1-44. What is the total number of divisions in
a COBOL program?

1. One mandatory anci-three optional
2. Two mandatory and two optional
3. Three mandatory and one optional
4. Four mandatory

1-45. During compilation, what is the name of
the first division required of a COBOL
program?

V

1..

2.

3.

4.

Identification
Environment
Data
Procedure



1-46. Which of the following is the most
Important entry in the Identification
Division?

1. Author's name
2. Date of coding
3. Program name
4. Classification code

1-47. The Environment Division can describe the
computer to be used for which of the
following functions?

1. Program execution only
2. ProgYam execution and compilation
3. Program compilation only
a. Program coding and translation

1-48. What division of COBOL is termed mostly
hardware-dependent?

1. Identification Division
2. Environment Division
3. Data Division
4. Procedure Division

1-49. The Data Division provides which of the
following descriptions?

1. Physical records only
2. Logical records only
3. Physical and logical records
4. Data blocks only

1-50. What record is available to the COBOL
program being executed?

1. Logical record
2. Physical record
3. Buffer record
4. Block record

1-51. The Procedure Division contains'which
of the following entries?

1. The hardware configuration
2. The security classification
3. The narrative description of the

problem
4. The programmer coding for problem

solving

1-52. Which of the following should be followed
in coding the Procedure Division?

Items 1-53 through 1-56 are to be judged True or
False:

1-53. There are at least 5 divisions of a
COBOL Program.

1-54. COBOL Programs may be compiled on one
computer and executed on another computer.

1-55. Detailed descriptions of files are found
in the Environment Division.

1-56. A magnetic tape used for data input will
move, each time a logical record is called
into memory.

Learning Objective: Recognize the standard
character set of COBOL Aharacters and their use
in structuring words, statements, sentences,
and paragraphs.

1-57. Which of the following would NOT be an
acceptable COBOL word?

1. 10

2. DOG
3. Z-IG
4. OA/T

1-58. Which of the following statements is
correct concerning every COBOL word?

1. A word may contain no more than
37 characters.

2. A word may contain only 10
alphabetic characters.

3. A word pay contain only 30 characters.
4. A word may contain no more than 30

characters and must epd with a period.

1-59. Which of theifollowing is a correct
statement concerning a COBOL data name?

1. It is found only in the-Environment
Division.

2. It is fOrmed by any combination of the
39 characters:

3. It is used to denote a data item.
,4. It is technically referred to as a

record name:

1-60. -Which of the following words may NOT be
used as a data name?

1. WOrds beginning with an alphabetic

1. Data flowchart character
2. Compiler configuration 2. ,11 hyphenated alphabetic word

3. Programming flowchart 3. words that are only different in

4. Narrative program descriptiop spelling
4. A hyphenated reserved word

5



Learning Objective: Define the are of a COBOL
coding sheet.

1-61. What columns are sorted to correctly
sequence a punched program deck?

1-3
2. 1-6
3. 4-6
4. 4-11

1 -62. In your textbook, figure 3-1 shows that
column 7 is used to denote

(A) of various words'
continuation, divisions
coded.in (B) of the codinl.

Margin A, Area B
sheet.

1. (A) continuation, (B) Margin A
2. (A) continuation, (B) Area B
3. (A) divisions; (B) Margin A
4. A) divisions, (B) Area B

1-63. What columns in a punched larogram deck,
have no effect during bmpilation?

1.

2.

3.

4.

1-6
1-7 '

72-80
73-80

Learning Objective: Interpret the symbols, rules,
and totationa found in the format of COBOL
statements.

1-64. Braces enclosing 2 or more elements of a
statement indicate which of the following
to a programmer?

1. Hefmay use any one of the choices, but
must use at least'one.

2. He may use any ndmber of the choi s.

3.- He must use only the one underline .

4. He must.use the choice of literal if
it is an option.

1-65. What term applies to all uppercase COBOL
words?

1. Keywords
2. Required
3. Optional
4.' Reserved

1-66. Repetition may occur for what portion of a
4 format statement that pertains'to an

ellipsis?

1. To the left, enclosed in brackets only
2. Th the right, enclosed in brackets or

braces
3. To the right, enclosed in braces only,
4. To the left, enclosed in brackets.or

braces

6

In items 1-67 through 1-69, select from column B
the example for the phrase in column A.

A. PHRASE

1-67. A Keyword

B. EXAMPLE

1. ALTER

4,
1-68. Programmer supplied 2. {literal}

word

3. ERROR
1-69. An optional

statement pOrtion 4. [PROCEED-TO]

Learning Objective: Recognise the entries for
the COBOL Identification Division.

`1-70-, What is the first required,entry
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION?

A
1. DIVISION HEADER
2. IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
3. PROGRAM-ID
4. ID- DIVISION

in the

1-71. What is the dotal number of required
keyWords in the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION?

1. 1 '

2. , 3

3. 9

4- 12

1-72. /Which of the following, if any, optional
statements has a direct effect on the

,object program?

1. DATE-COMPILED
2. PROGRAM-ID
3. SECURITY
4. No optional statement does
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Assignment 2

Introduction to COBOL, COBOL Data DivisiOn, COBOL Procedure Division

Textbook Assignment: Data Processing Technician l&C, NAVEDTRA 10265-C; pages 37 through 86

Learning Objective: Define the composition of 2-5.

the COBOL Environment Division and recognize
the entries of each sectiOn.

2-1. What is theltotal'number of sections in
the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION?

1.

2.

3.

4.

One
Two
Three
Four

2-2. What is the name of the paragraph that
identifies the compiling computer?

1. SOURCE-COMPUTER
2. SOURCE COMPUTER
3. CONFIGURATION-SECTION
4. CONFIGURATION SECTION

2-3. What entry in the CONFIGURATION SECTION
supplies the memory size of the computer
for program execution?

1. Computer-name following the first
paragraph

2. Implementor -name fallowing the first
paragraph

3. Computer-name following the second

naragrapn
4. Implementor -name following the second

paragraph

2 -4. Which of the following is the best
description of the SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph?

1. It allows a subroutine to be developed
during program execution.

2. It allows a programmer to write a
subroutine for off -line, control.

3. It allows a reserved word to be
substituted p a programmer assigned
mnemonic.

4. It allows a reserved word to be
assigned for use in the
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

7

When four files are to be used with a
program, how many total times will the
FILE-CONTROL paragraph name appear?

1.

2.

3.

4.

One
Two
Three
Four

2-6. Which of the following is a correctly
written SELECT statement?

1.

2.

41

SELECT DO -GFILE ASSIGN TO SYSIN1.
SELECT DOG/FILE ASSIGN TO SYSIN1.
SELECT DOGFILE ASSIGN TO SYSIN 1.
SELECT DOG FILE ASSIGN TO SYSIN1,

Learning Objective: Recognize and define the
terms used for data organization in a COBOL
Data Division.

2-7. The Data Division is made up of two
sections called the' (A)

FILE SECTION, FILE-

and the (B)

r

SECTION , WORKING STORAGE SECTION,

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION

1. '(A) FILE SECTION,
SECTION

(B) WORKING- STORAGE,

2. (A) FILE- SECTION,

SECTION
(B) WORKING-STORAGE

3. (A) FILE SECTION,
SECTION

(B) WORKING STORAGE

4. (A) FILE-SECTION,
SECTION

(B) WORKING STORAGE

2-8. Which of the following is NOT a term used
to denote entry types in the data division?

1. Elementary item
Data record

3. File record
4. ,Indeandent item



2-9. Which of the following related items
would constitute a data record?

1. D'ata files and elementary groups
2. Elementary items and files
3. Group items and elementary items
4. Group items and independent Stems

2-10. A data record may be referred to by what
other name?

1. Elementary file
2.4 Logical record
3. Physical record
4. Data group

2-11. Which )3f the following items is used to
define constants of the elementary item
type?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Record
File
Group
Independent

Learning Objectives Determine the fi4 section
.entry codes required for file description in a

2-15. Which of the following is a correct label
,record clause for a multireel file?

1. LABEL RECORDS IS STANDARD
2. LABEL RECORDS STANDARD
3. LABEL RECORD ARE STANDARD
4. LABEL RECORD IS STANDARD

2-16. Which of the following statements is
correct regarding the data-name in the
data records clause?

1. It is an arbitrary name given by the
programmer.

2. It must be from the list of reserved
words.

3. It must be the settle as the file-:name
in the SELECT statement.

4. It must be an A Margin.entry and
end with a period.

Learning Objective: Describe the record
description entries available for coding a
COBOL Program including the'item description
entries, FILLER option, and the PICTURE Aiause
with appropriate data character symbols.

COBOL program. 2-17. Ina data record description of a record
with: .one group item with four elementary

2-12:' What will normally be the first level .i4Ms, two group items, and one
indicator found in the dataxlivision for item with two elementary items, what level
file description? indicators would be required?

1. FILE SECTION 1. 01, 02, 03, 03, 03, 03, 02, 02, 03,
2. FD and 03
3. DF 2. 01, 02, 03e 03, 03, 02, 02, 02, 03,
4. FILE DESCRIPTION 03, and 03

3. 01, 02, 03, 03, 03, 03, 02, 02, 02,
-2-13. Which of the following statements is 03, and 03

correct in regard to the file-name entry 4. 01, 02, 03, 03; 03, 02, 02, O'3, 03,
for file description? and 03

1. It is an arbitrary
the programmer.

2. It mu-ST-be from the list of reserved
words.

"4- 3. It must be the same as the file-
name in the SELECT statement.

4. It must be entered in the A Margin.

name given by

2-14. If a recordAdescription indicates 130
characters and the blocking clause
indicates 10 records, how many total
characters are in the pgysical record?

1. 10

2. 130
3,e 140

1300

2-18. Which of the following specifications
are provided ty an elementary item
description?

8

1. Physical record size only
2. Logical record size only
3. Physical record size'and class of item
4. Logical record Size and class of item
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For items 2-19 through 2-21, select the statement

in column B that pertains to the PICTURE
character category in cell= A.

A. CATEGORY

, 2-19. Editing symbol

2-20. Data character
f symbol

2-21. Operational symbol

B. STATEMENT

1. The character T

2. Indication of
an assumed
decimal point.

3. The character X

4. Replacement.
symbols

2-22. Which.of the following is the correct,
character-string indication for a data
item containing eleven alphabetic
characters?

1. (A) 11

2. A+10
3. All
4. A(11)

2-23. I; a six-charackper data item to be
described contained special characters,
the character-string would appear as

which of the following?

1. A(6)

2. AAAX(4)
3. X(6)

4. XXXXXXX

2-24. If,the input data is 4652 and the
picture is 999V99, how will the data
appear in storage for calculations?

1. 465.00
2. 465.20
3. 652.00
4. 046.52

2-25. If the input data is -1458 and the
picture is S9999V, how will the data
appear in storage for calculations?

1. +1458.00
2. -4580
3. +01458
4. -1458

2-26. If the input data is 3467 and the
picture is 9999PP, how will the data
appear in storage for calculations?

FD STUDENT-HELP
BLOCK CONTAINS 20 RECORDS
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD
DATA RECORD IS READING -A]D.

01 READING-AID. .

02 FOR-MATH PIC IS S999V99.
02 MORE-MATH PIC is PPP99.

02 NON-MATH.
03 ELEM-ONE PIC IS A(16)."
03 gum-Two PIC IS XXA(5).

02 FILLER PIC IS X(20).
02 CARD-NO PIC IS AA.

Figure 2-A.--File description.

For items 2-27 through 2-29, refer to figure 2 -A.

1,4.

2-27. What is the character length of the
physical record?

1.. 1100
2. 1080

3. 1024
4. 1000

Learning Objective: Recognize the 11 symbols

utilized for editing of data.

2-28. If the input for FOR-MATH' is 15500 and
the input for MORE-MATH is 40, what would
the product be if they were multiplied?

1. .62000

2. .0062000
3. .062000

4. .6200000

2-29. Which of the following could be a
legitimate input data for CARD-NO?

1. 01
2. 2A
3. Z

4. R@

2-30. If an editing picture of $****.99 is
provided for the data 008024, how will
the printed data appear?.

I. $**8*.24
2. $$$80.99
3. $**80.24
4. $*802.40

2-31. If an editing picture of $$$$$.99+ is
provided for the data -483088, how will

the printed data appear?

1. $$483.88+

1. 346700 2. $48p.99-

2. .346700' 3. $+483.09

3. 340067 4. $4830.88-

4. 000034

. ,9



.2-32. If an editing picture of 99B999.BB999 Learning Objective: Identify. the COBOL
is provided for the data 01354622, how will Procedure Division format and define the
the printed data appear?

1. 1 546. 200 ~ 2-38. In the Procedure Division, what basic
2. 01 354. 622 unit makes up a processing step?
3. 91B354.BB622
4. 1 354. 622

associated terms.

Learning Objective: Define the COBOL working
storage entries including record items,.
independent items, and condition-name conditions.

2-33. Which of the following is NOT a type of
entry that may appeaK in the working-

.storage section?

1. Unconditional-item
2. Independent item
3. Conditional item
4. Record item

1. Paragraph
2. Section
3. Procedure
4. Sentence

2-39. One or more sentences may make up one
routine and must always be preceded by
which of the following?'

1. Routine-name
2, Paragraph-name
3. Procedure-name
4. Subroutine-naMe

40-40. Which of the following is

9

a correct
2-34. Which of the following is NOT a legal item example of a procedure name?

description for the file section?

1. 02 FILLER PIC IS X(10)AA.
2. 02 DATA -ONE PICTURE IS $$$$$$.99.
3. 02 2-THREE PICTURE IS 9999V99.
4, 02 DATA-TWO PIC IS 99 VALUE IS/53.

2-35. If a data item is defined in the working-
storage section as: 02 DATA-ONE PIC IS
A(5), which of the following value
clauses is legal?

1.- VALUE IS '43A C'.
2.' VALUE IS ABCDE.
3. VALUE IS 'AC DE'.4
4. VALUE IS 63841.

2-36. If an independent item is to be set up
in working storage and it is to be used
as a counter, which of the following

e entries would ensure an initially cleared
counter?

1. 77 CTR -A PIC IS 9(4) VALUE IS SPACES.
2. 77 'CPR -A PIC IS 9(4) VALUE IS ZEROES.
'3. '1)2 CTR -A PIC IS 9(4) VALUE -IS 'ZERO. .

4. 0.2 CTR-A PIC IS 9(4) VALUE IS LOW -
VALUE.

2 -37. In a rpcord 'description in the file
section, which of the following would
be a correct condition-name entry for
an item described as: '02 COLOR PIC.IS
AAA.?

1. 88 COLOR VALUE IS '84'.
2.' 88 RED VALUE IS COLOR.
3. 88 GREEN VALUE IS 'AAA'.
4. 88 BLUE VALUE IS_943.

10

1. 03AID.
2. 03A1G
3. A4FOX
4. RIGHT

Learning Objective: Identify the input /output
verbs and define their functions.

For items 2-41 through'2-44, select the verb
from column B that matches the category in
column A.

i

A. CATEGdRY B. VERB

2-41. Data Movement 1. -MULTIPLY

2-42. ,Input/Output 2. STOP

2-43. Sequence Control 3. ACCEPT

2-44. Arithmetic ' 4. MOVE

2745. Which Of the following verbs is used to
initsiate.the processing of data files?

1. ACCEPT
2. OPEN
3. PERFORM
4. READ

2-46. The file-name of a READ statement must be ,

the same as which of the following entries?

1. The 01 record description
2. The section-name
3. The close statement
4. The FD entry

-0 a



2-47. What data will become accessible in the
defined input area of memory by execution
of a READ statement?

1. A physical record
.2. A file
5. A logical record
4: A label

2-48. If the INTO option'is used in a READ
statement, which of the following
statements is true?

1. The data is immediately available in
two areas.

2. The data is available in the input
record area only.

3. The data is available in' the INTO
4

area only.

4$ The data is available in only one area.

2 -48. If a previous WRITE statement was to
WRITE OUTFILE BEFORE ADVANCING 3 LINES,
hoW many lines would intervene between
printing if a WRITE OUTFILE AFTER
ADVANCING 2 *LINES is executed?

1. Five
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

2-50. With a multireel file, what would happen
-if a CLOSE file-inaMe with rib option were

executed?

1. All reels belonging to the file are

rewound.
2. All reels'are rewound and the current

one locked.
3. Current reel is rewound; all the rest

are rewound and locked.

4. Current reel is rewound; all the rest
are left as they were.

2-51. Which of the following is true concerning
the statement ACCEPT EXTRA-DATA FROM
CONSOLEONE?4

1. EXTRA-DATA is a reserved word.

2. CONSOLEONE must be specified in the
Environment Division.

3. The identifier must be specified
in a SPECIAL NAMES paragraph.

4. The mnemonic -name must be specified
in the Identification Division.

2-52. Which of the following is an incorrect
statement?

1. DISPLAY "TOTAL" ZEROES.

2: DISPLAY "TOTAL" COUNTER-A.

3. DISPLAY "TOTAL" ALL.

4. DISPLAY "TOTAL" 1345.

2-53. If the verb NOTE starts the third
sentence 2, a 64-sentence paragraph,
which of the following statements is
true?

1. The commentary ends at the fir's;

following period.
2. The commentary ends with the next,

procedure-name.
3. The commentary ends with the last

period in the paragraph.
4. The commentary makes the entire

paragraph noneffective at object

time.

Learning Objective: Identih the arithmetic
verbs and define their functions.

2-54. When will truncation of a computed
result occur in the receiving field?

1. When the result is rter than the

receiving field .a

2. When the ROUNDED opt on is used,i

3. When both numbers have decimal palaces

4. ihen,the result is longer than the
receiving field and the ROUNDED
option is not used

2-55. In the statement, ADD X, Y, Z TO A,
which field would have its original
contents destroyed?

V
1. Z

2. A
3. Y
4. X

2-56. If A = 12, B = 4, and D = 48, what would
the answer be and where Would it be
located for the following statement:
SUBTRtCT A,'10, B FROM D GIVING F.

1. 22 in A
2. 22 in B
3. 22 in D
4. 22 in F

2-57'. If multiplication has to be performed
on two numbers that are to be kept intact
for later use, which of the following

.\ represents the correct method?.

11

1. MULTIPLY A BY B ROUNDED.

2. MULTIPLY A BY B GIVING -C.

3. MULTIPLY A BY B ON SIZE iRAOR'STOP.

4. MULTIPLY A BY B.

2-58. Which of the following is an illegal
DIVIDE statement?

1. DIVIDE A INTcris GIVING D.

2. DIVIDE'A BY BAIVING D.
3. DIVIDE A BY B.

4. DIVIDE A INTO B.

R



Learning Objective: Identify the data movement
and sequence control verbs, and define their
functions.

2-59. Movement of data is the primary function
of which of the following verbs?

1. MOVE
2. ADD
3. DIVIDE
4. MULTIPLY

2-60. If the Original contents of A, B, C, and
D are 12, 34, 56, and'78 respectively,

.what would be in B and D afterr the
statement: MOVE A,TO B, C,

1. 12 in B and 12 in D
' 2. 34 in B and 56"in D
3. 12 in B and 78 in D
4. 34 in B and 12 in D

I

Q-65. What would be the result of a comparison
of -146 against +148?

1. -146 would be greater than +148.
2. +148 would be less than -146.
3. Only the numbers are considered and

148 is greater.
4. Algebraic rules are followed for

numeric comparisons and +148 is
greater.

2-66. If FIELDA contains ACEDF and FIELDB
contains ACEEF, which letter would
terminate the comparison and what would
the result be of FIELDA compared to
FIELDS?

1. 4th letter, comparison high
5th letter, comparison low

3. 5th letter', comparison high
4. 4th letter, comparison low

2701. If the sending field (A) contains'1394 For items 2-67 through 2-69, select the statement
and the receiving field (B) contains FGHIJK, froM column B that is an example of the conditionA\
what will be in field B after the statement: expression in.column A.
MOVE A TO B.? (# symbolizes a space.) P

1. 139413
2. 1394JK
3. ##1394

L 4. 1394##
ti

2-62. If the source area picture is 999V9 and
the receiving area picture is $$$$.99,
what would be the value of the receiving
area after a MOVE of source data 1384? '

1. $#13.84
2. $13.84
3. $138.40
4. $$13.84

2-63. If the source area contains ACDEGI with
a picture of'X(6) and the receiving
field picture is A5, what letter will be
the'last to be MOVEd? '

.1.
2. G
3. E

4.

ir

2-64 FIELD-A IS EQUAL TO.4466 means which
of the following?

1. After execution, FIELD-A will contain
4466.

2. After execution, the literal 4466
will be changed to the contents of 1. 39
FIELD-A. 2. 22

3. FIELD-A is to be compared against 3. 5
the literal 44,6. 4. 4

4. Whenever FIELD-A is used, it will
be the same as 4466.

A. CONDITIONAL B. STATEMENT
EXPRESSION

2-67. Relational
Condition

2-68. Sign Condition.

2-69. Class Condition

1. MOVE ZERO

2. TOMA NUMERIC

3. 18 LESS HEIGHT

4, FIELDA IS ZERO

IF AGE IS LESS 17 NEXT SENTENCE
ELSE SUBTRACT 17 FROM AGE.
SUBTRACT AGE FROM 17.

Figure 2-B.--Sample procedure.

For items 2-70 and 2-71, refer to figure 2-B.

2-70. If an input record contains an AGE of 16;
what would AGE contain after execution
of the. two sentences?

1. 1

2. 16

3. 17
4. 33

v

2-71. If an input record contains an AGE of 22,
what would AGE contain after execution
of the two sentences?,

12
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2-72. What are the two COBOL sequence control
verbs used to alter normal operation
sequence?

1. GO and-TO
2. PERFORM and GO

3. PERFORM and GOTO

4. GO TO and PERFORM

2-73. If in a PERFORM statement procedure-
name-2 is not specified and procedure-
name-1 is a section-name, where will
the return mechanism be inserted?

1. After the last statement of the
procedure-name-1 paragraph

2. After the last statement of thq
procedure-name-1 sentence

3. After the last statement of the
procedure-name-1 section

4. After the last statement of the
procedure - name -1 division

7
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2-74. Which of the following would automatically
activate the standard ending routine of
the Executive Routine?

1. HALT RUN.
2. STOP RUN:

3. END RUN.
4. LAST RUN.

4



Assignment 3

Systems, ADP Personnel Organization, Supervision

Textbook Assignment: Data Processing Technician l&C, NAVEDTRA 10.265-C; pages. 87 through 114

Learning Objective: Define in general the term
system in nonautomated and automated areas to
include hard Ware and software.

0
'3-1. What is the term that refers to the

portions required to comprise a whole?
-,r

1. System
2. Minisystem
3. Subsystem
4. Monosystem

In items 3-2 through 3-4t,select the element
from column B that comprises the system in
column A.

A. SYSTEM

3-2. SYSTEM HARDWARE

3-3. OPERATING SYSTEM

3-4. SYSTEM SOFTWARE

3-5.

B. ELEMENT

1. Unique control
programs

2. Individual
program runs

3. Individual
computer

Which of the following is the main method
of getting up-to-the-minute information
for management tilizing an MIS?

1. Problem isolation
2. Input monitoring
3. Immediate control
4. Inquiry and feedback

3-6. The type of system that refe:.:s to an
automated, manual-, or combination of
methods for data handling is termed
which of the following? 0

1. Management Information System
2. Data System

.3. Automatic Data Processing System
4. Operating System

ea
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3-7. Which of the following systems will the
bulk of DP's have contact with pertaining
to duty?

1.

2.

3.

4.

MAPMIS
MIS
EDPS
ADPS

If a system is to are a.mixed
configuration, what would probably be
required for compatibility?

1. Compatibility device
2. Interface device
3. Peripheral device
4. Linkage device

3-9. Which of the following are considered
to be the totality of software?

1. Manufacturer and library routines
2. User routines and compilers
3. User routines and manufacturer circuits
4. Manufacturer and 'User routines

Learnirn.Objective: Recognize the various
facilities available in general for IBM 360
operating systems.

3-10. Operating syst s are directed by which
of the follo methods for job to job
passing?

-1. User prepared control cards
2. Operator intervention
3. Manufacturer hardware
4. Assemblers and compilers

3-11. A method, by which an operating system
may allocate resources more efficiently
ie referred to as what?

1. Job stacking
2. Multiprogramming
3. Data management
4. Autoprogramming

zt



3-12. !,'Disk Operating Systamis composed of
what two major sets of programs?

1. Control and programming
2. Processing and operating
3. PrOcessing and control
4. Operating and processing

Bylising figure 6-1 in the text, select the
processing program from column B that is found

the operating system in column A.

A. OPERATING B. PROCESSING
SYSTEM PROGRAM

3-13. OS

3-14. DOS

3 -15. ALL SYSTEMS

1. Librarian

2. User-written
problem programs

3. System Generator

3-16. What type of program is the IPL?

1. Management
2. Processing
3. Supervisor
4. Control

3-17. What control program resides partially,
in main storage at all times and handles
interruption, conditions in a TOS?

1. Job control
2. IPL
3. Supervisor
4. I/O control

3-1E. If an abnormal end-of-job occurs; which
of the following supervisor routines can-
provide register printout in a DOS?

1. Checkpoint/restart
2. Checkpoint
3. Physical IOCS
4. Storage print

3-19. Which of the following, type routines
are called in by the TOS supervisor and

.overlay other routines?

1. Transient
2. Temporary
3. Transfer
4. Tentative.

3-20. The program that.prepares the system for
its next job is calledO&by which TOS
control program?

1. IPL
2. Job control
3. Supervisor
4. Initialize-

4)

4
In SOS, logical IOCS macros must be
assembled-in what Nsition in regard to

the problem program? a

1. The macro instructions must be
assembled immediately after the
problem program.

2. The macro instructions mustbe
assembled immediately before the .

problem program.
3. In SOS, it makes no difference.
4. BOS does not require macro inclusion.

3-22. While processing files, what provides
for construction of index tables in DOS?

1. Logical IOCS-
2. Table' processor

3. Lagical blocking
4. Multipacking

3-23. In DOS, what is provided for assurance
of current/correct, editions of disk files?

1. CheCk routine
2. Date check-processing
3. Label-processing
4. Channel checking

Learning Objective: Define and discuss the
various control and processing prograft available
as software for IBM 360 BOS, TOS, DOS, and OS.

3-24% an OS, which control program provides
for file security?

1. IPL loader
2. Data management
3. Job management
4. Systemrgenerator

3-25. Which of the following is the correct OS
control program and type of scheduling
for user - assigned priorities?

1. Job management; priority
2. Data management; sequential

Job management; sequential
Data management; priority

tgo, 3.
4.

3-26. On an OS, if many unitig of work are
contending for CPU use, what determines
which unit gains control?

1. Priority management
2. Job management
3. Task management
4. Resource management
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3-27. Ae language translator tha neluded
in all models of 5/360 systems is for
which of the following languages?

. 1. Common Business Oriented Language
2. Formula Translator
3. Progr u ng Language/1
4. Assembl Language

In items 3-28 through -30, select the provision
in column B that is provided by the processing
program in column A.

A. PROCESSING B. PROVISION
PROGRAM

3-28. Linkage Editor

3-29. Librarian

1. Resident system
building from
card input

3-30. BOS Load System 2. Random record
sort ability

3.. Relocates
compiled decks

4. Source state-
ment books

3-31. Which of the following is NOT a utility
program of a BOS?

1. Tape to data cell
2. Tape to disk
3. Disk to disk
4: Disk to printer

The programmer aid in program debugging
on an OS is known by which of the

ofollowing terms? sw

1. Servicetest
2.

3.

4.

Autotest
Testran
Detest

Learning Objective: Discuss overall points of
interest pertaining to developing a computer
system.

3-33.

3-34. Who usually produces the utility tools
for testing an operational system?

1. The manufacturer
2. The developer of the subsystems
3. The supplier of the assembler
4. The developer. of the operational

system '

3-35. Which of the following type of control
program operates on input in a random
procedure determined by a priority code?

1. Sequential
2. Sequential priority
3. Direct priority
4. Priority sequential

3-36. In system documentation which, if any,
of the stages are written utilizing.
specific computer terminology?

1. First three stages
2. Last three stages
3. All stages if the system is smelt
4. None of the stages if the system is

large

Learning Objective: Recognise areas of
responsibility of a senior DP in organizational"
planning for proposed hardware.

3-37. Which of the following should be of
special concern to a DP in the planning
of hardware installation?

1. Access space,
2. iirrangement
3. lit circulation and cooling
4. Raised flooring-.44

The programs which aid in the development
of (A) programs are called

operational, utility
(B) programs?

assembler, utility

1.

2.

3.

4.

(A) operational', (B) utility
(A) utility, (B) assembler
(A),,operation , (B) assembler
(*...etteLty, B) utility
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3-38. In addition to hardware considerations,
a senior DP will be involved with which
of the following?

1. Training
2. Supply procurement
3. Personnel acquisition
4. All of the above

Learning Objective: Define terms and describe
forms required for personnel acquisition.

3-39. Which of the following personnel positions
are the result of manpower' equirements?

1. Military and civilian
2. Military only
3. Military at sea/shore

only at shore
4. Military and civilians

shore

at shore only

and civilians

at sea And



3-40. Which of the following, if any, must
cope with personnel turnover as well as
mobility of forces?

1. Manpower management only
2. Personnel administration only
3. Manpower management and personnel

administration
4. None of the above

3-41. Which of the following carries on the
headquarters level function of personnel

administration?

1. Secretary of the Navy

2. Bureau of Naval_gersonnel

3. Chief of Naval Personnel
4. Naval Personnel Program Support

Activity

3-42. What provides for peacetime mobilization
requirements?

1. MARP
2. MAPP
3. M-MARP
4. M-MAAR

3-43. Who is responsible for administering the
Naval Manpower Survey Program?

3-47. What would a command be called that has a
special direct interest in the mission of

another command?

1. Military supporter
2. Manpower direction
3. Military sponsor
4. Manpower reviewer

3-48. Current information regarding a manpower
system can be checked through the use of
which of the following?

1. OPNAVINST 1000.16 series
2. SUPERS Report 1008-14
3. OPNAV Form 1000-3
4. SUPERS Report 1080-14

3-49. A short form in relquesting manpower .

changes is intended to be used primarily
in which of the following formats?

1. Official correspondence
2. Punched card
3. Messages
4. Speedletter

3-50. For Autine requests on a short form,
which of the following subheads includes
data on designations?

1. SECNAV 1. Specific

2. SECDEF 2. Billets

3. CNO 3. Situation

4. SUPERS 4. Equipment

3-44. If it is desired to change existing
billets, what form should be submitted?

1. OPNAV 1000-3
2. NAVOP 1000-3
3. MARP 1000-3
4. DCNO 1000-3

3-45. Who is responsible for the preparation of

Manpower Authorizations?

3-46.

1. CNO
2. Commanding officers
3. SUPERS
4. DCNO

What factor must be included in a request
for changes to manpower requirements so
that reprogramming will not be assumed

by CNO?

1. Quantity
2. Compensation
3. Grade
4. Rate
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Action Recommended

Learning Objective: Define the duties and
responsibilities of typical personnel positions
at a large ADP installation.

For items 3-51 through 3-54, select from column
B the responsibilities that pertain to the
positions in column A.

A. -1,0SITION B. RESPONSIBILITY

3-51. Systems Analysis 1.

Supervisor

3-52. Development Control
Manager

3-53. Manager of Data
Processing

3-54. Programming
Supervisor

Evaluates
oapplicability of
new technical
developments

2. Accepts systems
specifications

3. Defines scopejof
systems study

4. Publishes a manual

of data processing
methods



3-55. Which of the following supervises all
operations of media conversion devices?

1. Keypunch supervisor
2. Unit record operator
3. Operations supervisor
4. Control clerk

3-56. Library activities are supervised by
which of the following?

1. Maintenance programmer
2. Operations control manager
3. Standards controller
4. Operations supervisor

For items 3-57 through 3-60, select from column
B the duty that pertains to in
column A.

A. POSITION

3-57. Senior console
operator

3-58. Librarian

3-59. Senior systems
analyst

3-60. Senior
programmer

B. DUTY

1. Designs documents,
forms, and reports

2. Calculates machine
utilization
requirements

a

3. Diagnoses processing
interruptions

4. Issues and receives
data files

3-61. Who coordinates the instruction of a
new employee within a department?

1. Control clerk
2. Training technician
3. Standards controller
4. Operations supervisor

3-62. A department's projection of workload
statistics would be the duty of which
of the following?

1. Senior systems analyst
/. Operations control manager
3. Standards controller'
4. Systems analyst

3-63. Who prepares the ogical interfacing
required be en related programs?

1. The programmer
2. The senior programmer
3. The systems analyst
4. The senior systems analyst
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3-64. Which of the following is a duty of the
console operator?

1. Assigns console operators
2. Analyzes test results
3. Logs program elapsed time
4. Balances control records to output

3 -65. Who gives direction to the maintenance
ill programmer?

1. The systemS analyst
2. The programming supervisor
3. The control clerk
4. The senior programmer

3-66. Testing unit record control panels is
required of which of the following?

1. Training technician
2. Operations supervisor
3. Unit record equipment operator
4'. Standards controller

3-67. What is the main advantage of having duty
at a small installation?

1. You become skilled in a specific area.
2. You receive, cross training.
3. You don't become involved in a

"system."
4. You are isolated and don't have to

work with other divisions.

Learning Objective,: Identify the principles and
practices of good supervision, pointing out
mistakes which supervisors sometimes make.

Item 3-68 is to be judged True or False.

3-68. A high level of production indicates good
supervision only when it is accomplished
willingly and with interest on the part
of the working crew.

3-69. Which of the following should a DP1 or
DPC do upon assuming duties as a
supervisor? 1

1. Make it clear that all things will be
changed.

2. Tell the men that as of now no
foolishness will be tolerated.

3. Tell the men that he intends to leave
things as they are for the present.

4 Make the men feel good by indicating
that he will do something about any
'gripes they have. It



3-70. An a new supervisor on the job, a DPI
or DPC will be able to keep matters better
in hand if he does which of the following?

1. Trusts none of his subordinates

2. Lets his men know that he is not
going to be responsible for any of
their mistakes

3. Immediately lets his men know whO is
boss and that his orders will not be
questioned

4. Accepts full responsibility for any-
thing that takes place on the job

3-71. The supervisor must do which of the
following to ensure that work is done
properly and is accomplished on time?

1. Organize the work.

. 2. Delegate as much responsibility and
authority as is feasible, yet retain
the overall responsibility.

3. Supervise and control the work.

4. Do all of the above.

3-72. Which of the following practices should
a supervisor follow in building the -

proper relationships with his men? 0

1. Make 'clear by his actions that he
considers himself a step above his

men
2. Have answers for everything and make

it clear that he does not need
suggestions from his men

3. Be a regular guy with his men, both
on and off the job

4. Maintain a friendly, conservative
manner, be consistent, demonstrate
confidence in his men, and set a
good example
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3-73. Which of the following is a good
supervisory practice that is common

to all positions?

1. Maintaining liaison with other units

2. Training and developing subordinates
3. Delegating no authority to subordinates

4. Disregarding suggestions by sub-
ordinates in major decisions

Items 3-74 and 3-75 are to be judged True or

False.

3-74. Courtesy and fairneps are important
qualities for a Data Processing Technician
1 or C.

3-75. Since a supervisor's concern for the
health and welfare of his men pays
dividends in the form of increased
production, he should plan every stage
of arOject with safety in mind and
set al3$0 example by, following safety
practices.



Assignment 4

Supervision

Textbook Assignment: Data PrOcessing Technician l&C, NAVEDTRA 10265-C; pages 112 ough 132

Learning Objective (continued): Identify the
principles and practices of good supervision,
pointing out mistakes which supervisors some-
times make.

4-1. Which of the following usually reveals
the greatest measure of a supervistr's
value to the organization?

1. Number of training programs he
sponsors

Z. Morale of his group
. 3. Reduction in lost time accidents
4. Development achieved by the men

under his direction

4-2. To be successful in his job, a supervisor
must strive for balanced supervision by
doing which of the folloWing?

1. Stressing safety as the most
important factor in the job

2. Allotting the major portion of his
time to personnel matters

3. Emphasiging training as the most
important attribute to a creditable
production record

4. Placing the proper stress on eacp of
his responsibilities

4-3. Loyalty is one of the most important
-traits of a good supervisor. Which
of.the following demonstrates the best
means to instill loyalty?

1. Maintain a "buddy-buddy" relation-
ship with your men.

2. Insist that your men "do as I say,
but not as I do."

3. Believe and practice the maxim
"loyalty encourages loyalty."

4. Do all of the above.
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4-4. Which of the following characteristics
-would NOT be found in a'positive thinking.
leader?

1. Displaying indifference to changes
2. Looking to the future with confidence
3. Going about his work with enthusiasm
4. Taking advantage of new ideas and

training opportunities

The following information describes actions and
traits of four Data Processing Chiefs. Moon
places little significance in employee sentiment;
he believes in "bearing down" when things get
lax; he is always the dominant personality in a
group. Starr is warm and friendly;.he is
enthusiastic about his job; he is always looking
for a better way to do things. -Day dismisses
trifles as of no importance; he will relax with
some employees but not with others; he exhibits
a bold front to subordinates. Knight leaves
decisions to his superior; he shows interest in
his subordinates; he waits to see what other
supervisors will do about common problems.

4-5. Which of the four DPC's show character-
istics that are usually most desirable
in arervisor?.

1. Knight
2. Day
3.' Starr
4. Moon



---
Information for items 4-6 and 4-7: DP1 Tetreault

refuses to do things which he knows are wrong.
He carries out assignments to the best of his
ability even when such assignments concern work
he dislikes or work he thinks is unnecessary.
He usually asks his men instead of giving a

direct order and is always willing to lend a

helping hand.

DPC Myers gives orders to his men without
hesitation and when he gives an order, his ien
know that they must act immediately and not a
few hours later. When he receives an assignment,

he usually questions instructions and gomplains

whenl his own ideas on how to do things are not

accepted. Myers never helps with the actual
work; he feels that he is a supervisor and, as
such, it is his job to give the orders and not
to do any of the work regardless of the amount
involved or the difficulty of the job.

DPC Lewis refers to his subordinates as
"Hardheads" and usually assigns the most difficult

and unpleasant tasks to the most willing workers.
When his men come to him with questions, he
growls at them and then Bawls them out when 4

things go wrong. He assigns work at random,
disregarding individual ability and character,
and refuses to listen to complaints. Lewis

accepts orders willingly and is a firm believer

in doing things quickly and efficiently.

41 DP1 Smith works hard and is efficient. When a

man has trouble with a job, Smith takes over
and does the job for him. When a man complains

about a task, Smith us all igns it to

another man or performs e wor himself. Smith

feels huA.when he makes a mistak and usually

tries to find an excuse.

4-6. Whith man is a' good example of one who
believes in high moral principles?

1. Tetreault
2. Myers
3. Lewis
4. Smith

4-7. Which of the following characteristics of
Myers shows that he is NOT an effective
leader?

1. Too demanding
2. Expects action too quickly
3. A poor follower,
4. Expresses his personal opinions

O
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4-8. Why (or why not) 'is Smith an effective
leader?

1. Yes, because he sets a good example
by being a hard and efficient worker.

2. No, because as a leader he should not
perform aqy of the tasks himself.

3. Yes, because he listens to complaints
and does not insist on a man's doing
a task he dislikes.

4. No, because he does not teach his men
how to do the job, but does it himself.

Learning Objectige: Specify the principles and
techniques of giving orders and reprimands.

4-9. Which of the following determine the
words used in giving an order?

1. Rate of the person to whom the order
is given

2. Personality of the individual to
whom the order is given

3. Situation under which the order is

given
4. All of the above

4-10. Assume a crewman has been seriously
injured and you want Seaman Jones to

call an ambulance. Which form of
order(s) should you use?

1. "Jones, call the ambulance."
2. "Jones, will you call the ambulance,

please." 4

3. "Jones, Perhaps a should call the 0

ambulance."
4. Either 2 or 3 above

4-11. Which type of order is recommended for
a DP1 or DPC to use when he is supervising

a group of normal, average men who are
doing routine tasks?

1. Direct command
2. Request
3. Suggestion
4. Any of the above

4-12. The suggestion type of order is appropriate
when it is directed toward which of the
following type individual?

1. One who has initiative and likes to
be on his own

2. One who is lazy and insubordinate

3. One who lacks initiative blit is

otherwise a good worker

4. OneWho is careless and indifferent
to orders

.0



4-13. Which of the following statements is
usually true with respect to the request
type, of order?

1. It lacks avthority.
2. It invites initiative, especially when

a person likes to go ahead on his own.
3. It tends to create a feeling of

cooperation and teamwork
4. It is not recommended for the normal

man.

Items 4-14 and 4-15 are to be judged True or
False.

' 4 -14. The tone of voice in which you give an
order is immaterial so long as you use
the correct wdrds.

4-15. The reprimand is the most commonly used
fOrm of disciplinary action and should be
!fitted to the individual and the situation.

4-16. What is the first step to be taken when
you reprimand a man?

1. Ask the man why he erred.
2. Get the Man to admit his mistake.
3. Get all the facts in the case.
4. Call the man down on the spot.

4-17, Which motivation for working is produced
in a group by t1 of negative
discipline?

1. Esprit de corps of the organization
2. Desire to increase production
3r . Desire to cooperate
4. Fear of reprisal

4-18. Which of the following human relations
factors do NOT contribute to a positive
disciplinary program?

Items 4-20 and 4-21 are to be judged True or
False.

4-20. In pursuing a positive approach to disci-
pline, a supervisor reduces the need for
formal discipline by removing as many
causes of misconduct as he can.

4-21. Although many of the benefits derived
, from teamwork are psychological, super-

visors should encourage such feelings be-
cause with them comes arre gible
asset -- strength.

Learning Objective: Identify the element? of
teamwork that are necessary in an organization
and delineate methods of achieving teamwork.

4 -22'. Effective eamwork in an organization
demands ltich of the following types of
cooperation on the part of the supervisor?

1. Cooperation with the members of the
staff

2. Cooperation with the other supervisors
3. Cooperation with the supervisor's

superior
4. Each of the above

4-23. Which objective is basic to the goal of
achieving teamwork?

1. Procurement of qualified personnel
2. Effective management in the field of

human relations
3. Good working conditions
4. Performance equivalent to cost outlay .

for personnel

4-24. The principal obstacles to establishing a
genuinely cooperative spirit with fellow
supervisors are usually which of the fol-
lowing?

1. Knowing each individual man in the
group

2. Admitting_ errors, if made
3. Frequently showing his authority
4. Refraining from the use of authority

to accomplish.objectives

. 4-25.
4-19. Which action is most typical of an approach ,

to a policy of positive discipline by a
supervisor?

1. Insists that action be taken in cases
of minor disciplinary infractions as
well as in major cases

2. Utilizes idle time for training
activity whenever possible

3. Retains authority for the accomplish-
ment of delegated functions

4.. Investigates the veracity of state-
1 ments of-subordinates
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1. Competition for jobs and unrealistic
deadlines

2. Friction and jealousy
3. Large workloads
4. Misunderstandings

In the interest of cooperation, which of
the following means should be used to keep
your supervisor informed?

1. Trying to keep him postedon every-
thing that is said by employees-
during the day

2. Reporting all errors that have
occurred during the day

3. °Reporting those employees Who fail to
keep tidy work places

4. Letting him know about any personnel
problems that exist and any changes
in work procedures that you intend to
make



Learning Objective: Recognize some of the
!Unctions and responsibilities of the data

processing manager.

4-26: Which of the following responsibilities
are a function of the data processing

manager?

1. Applying the most economical contract
terms
Assuring' proper computations of rental

and maintenance Costs
3. Recording of time and obtaining the

most effective use of equipment

4. All of the above

4-27. The general purpose of ADP equipment for
Ommiand, Control and.Support Systems is

to

1. provide a means for establishing ADP

objectives
2. supply management with cost-control

data
3. provide information rapidly for

making opetational decisions
4. supply routine data simultaneously

with high priority information

Items 4-28 through 4-31 are to tSe judge

or False.

4-28. The management procedures employed in ,a

small ADP installation are essentially the

same as the management procedures used

in a large computer center.

4-29. Establishing maintenance procedures is
included in management procedures.

4-30. One method used by ADP managers to
control personnel is to measure work
performed against historical data.

4-31. The only liaison decisions required of

an ADP manager are those that effect

his own department.

Learning Objective: Determine some of the

informative guidelines for setting DP
objectives that are used to provide a means
of service, management and operational purposes
to be served in an .ADP installation.
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a
4-32. What is the normal relationship between

the operating procedures in (A) a small
EAM system and a small EDP system and
(B) two large EDP systems?

1. (A) They are

different
2. (A) They are

4 different

3. (A) They are
the same

4. (A) They are
the same

different, (B) they are

the same, (B) they are

different, (B) they are

the same, (B) they are

4 -33. In a data processing installation operatiny

under an open shop rule, the programmers
should NOT perform which of the following

tasks?

1. Loading of input units with cards and
4 tapes required for computer runs

2. ',Operating the computer's console
during program runs

3. Debugging new programs on the

4. Unloading reports, cards, and
from output units

computer
tapes

4-34. In a closed shop, (A) who supervises the
loading of tapes and (B) who loads the

tapes?

1. (A) Ppgrammer, (B) computer operator

2. (A) Senior DP in charge, (B) programmer

3. (A) Senior DP in charge, (B) computer

operator
4. (A) Programmer, (B) senior DP in charge

4-35. What factor should be introduced into'a

sched6le to compensate for coordination

variances?

1. Lead time
2. Lag time
3. Maintenance time

4. Buffer time

4-36. By which Of the following means does

intelligent programming inherently help
to reduce setup time associated with
large computer system operations?

1. Eliminating the need of scheduling
program testing time

2. Keeping to a minimum the number of
changes of tape reels required

3. Keeping to a minimum the total
number of instructions in a program

4. Using the most efficient program
instructions possible



4-37. What information regarding the punch is
indicated on figure 8-1 in your textbook?

1. The pdnch was only used for approxi-
mately 1-hour and 30 minutes during
the day.

2. The punch was in use whenever tape
unit 5 was being used.

3. The punch was used both before and
after the reader.

4. The punch was only used for approxi-
mately 2 hours and 45 minutes during
the day.

4 -38. What is the normal relatilonship between
processor

)

time and I/O time?

1. The processor time is twice the
I/O time.

2. The I/O time
time,

3. The I/O time is equal to the processor
time.

4. The processor time will always be
four times the I/O time.

is twice the processor

4-39. For which of the following should alloca-
tions of time be made when scheduling
operations?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Special requests
Unscheduled maintenance
Reruns
All of the above

4-40. You need the answers to numerous questions
in order to develop a fairly accurate
preliminary schedule of data processing
operatiOns. Which of the following would
be the primary reason to as the question,
"What is the relationship of one
application to another?"

1. Learn the relive priorities of
data processing procedures.

2. Learn whethe it is possible to
consolidate stup functions for
different operations. g'

3 Deteriine the relative processing'
times of the different procedures.

4. Determine the relative program testing
times for the different procedures.

4-41. Programmers are able to estimate the
running time of each program they prepare.
You can use such estimates in scheduling
computer operations after you modify them
to include the time required for which of
the following?

1. Equipment setup.and the input and
output of data 0

2. Equipment setup and error recovery
provisions

3. Error recovery provigions and the
input and output of data

4. Input and output of data

C-42. What method(s) is/are used in most in-
stallations4to establish the actual
schedule?

"le?'
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1. Priority system,
2. Normal frequency
3. Demand
4. A combination of the above

4

Information for items 4-43 and 4-44: As an aid
in scheduling data processing operations, you
are developing a log to be kept of machine time
(computer usage) at a new-4Ustallation.

4-43. Which of the following log entry titles
would include downtime?

1. Testing of'programs
2. Regularly schedule preventive mainte-

nance by a customer engineer (CE)
3. Unscheduled maintenance

.

4. Reprocessing made necessary by
operator errors

4-44. Which of the following categories in the
log would allow for#buffer time?

1. Assembly of programs
2. Unpredictable events that occur .

during proceshing
3. Traiding personnel .

4. Reprocessing operations that are due
to faulty input.media

4-45.' What scheduling method should be
inform'a user when he may expect
of a run? '' '

1.

2.

3.

4.

Run scheduling
Demand scheduling
Scheduling by shift
Scheduling by control

used to
delivery
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4-46. What information is furnished the section
supervisor when using the scheduling by
shift method?

1. Setup time and completion time of
each,individual operation

2. Start time of each individual
operation and when the operation
must be completed

3. Number of runs to be completed
during the shift only

4. Start time for each run only

What is/are the net result(s) of a good
production control and scheduling system

1. Reduction in cost
2. Responsive to the user
3. Elimination of time consuming

program checkout
4. Both 1 and 2 above

Learning Objective: Determine some of the
'features relating togworkloadrx; and time factors
that are 'required for efficient-AbP installation.
management.

4 4-48. Workload analysis and control provides
aids for you in maintaining which of
the following?

1. Avoiding unnecessary duplication of
source document data analytis',

2. Reducing fluctuations of source
document flow

3. Compiling job-cost figures
4. Coordinating workflow between your

installation and receiving activities

4 -49. Accurate inventories of types and
numbers of which of the following can
help you avoid many scheduling problems?

1. Cards punched and reports produced
2. Cards punched, reports produced,

and processing steps involved
3. Cards punched-and piocessedo.reports

produced, and source documents
received

4. Source documents received, processing
steps involved, and reports produced

4 -50. You may keep adequate source document
control records by using which of the
following control methods?

1. Batch numbers or card counts
2. Counts of actual document receipts

or accounting machine card tallies

3. Batch numbers, item counts, or actual
documents-receipt coufits

4. Card punch production figures or
accounting machine card tallies
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4-51. Which of the following states the basic
reasons for having an accurate record
on card volumes?

1. They provide a direct,bearing for
determining the best method for doing
a job and are applicable to machine
workloads for buffer periods.

2. They supply an accurate count of all
source documents and are applicable to
machine workloads, for the low, average,
and peak periods of the month.

3. They supply an accurate count of all
source documents and are applicable
to machine workloads for buffer
periods.

4. They have a direct bearing when
determining the best method for doing
a job and are applicable to machine
workloads for the low, average, and
peak periods of the month.

4-52. What is your most realistic approach to
the problem of scheduling clerical
operations in a new data processing
procedure?

-1. It is useless to assign time factors
to clerical operations until the
new procedure has been in effect
due to the many human variables and
individual job peculiarities involved.

2. Base your time factors for clerical
operations on statistical analysis
and standard clerical functions
performed at,your installations.

3. You should use the same time factors
established for clerical operations
in existing routines of a similar,
nature.

4. You should assign to clerical
operations the time factors determined
during a carefully controlled test
period using actyal work samples.

4 -53. Which of the following methods will allow
you to compute the gross hourly production
rate of a card punch operator?

1. Multiply the number of cards punched ,

per hour by 80.
2. Multiply the number:of cards punched

per hour by the average number of
key strokes per card.

3. Multiply, the number of cards punched
per hour by 80 divided'by the average
number of columns per card.

4. Divide the number of cards punched
per hour by the average number of
'keyrdepressions per card.

a.

4



4-54. A novice card punch opertor is able to .

punch 35 cards per hour when producing
cards that contain an average oe 72
punched columns. Which of the. following
expresses his gross hourly pwduction
rate?

1. 35 cards/hr
2. 31.5 columns/hr
3. 2520 columns/hr
4. 30380 columns/hr

4-55. Which of the following supervisory
measures may help you generally to
.improve lagging card punching production
rates?

1. Freeing operators from all peripheral
duties, ensuring operators work from
legible source documents, procuring
alternate programming devices, and
cutting-out all coffee breaks

2. Freeing openptors from all peripheral
duties, ensuring operators work from-
legible source documents, breaking-
up large volumes of source documents
into small batches, and minimizing
coffee breaks.

3. Ensuring that operators work from
legible source documents, assigning
a few peripheral duties to operators,
assigning volumes of transactions
according to operator temperament,
and ensuring the machine room has
comfortable humidity, temperature,
and ventilation

4. Using coffee breaks, peripheral
duties, and rest periods as production
incentives, shifting jobs between
operators to provide variety, ensuring
the machine room has comfortable
humidity, ventilation, and temperature
conditions, and personalizing your
relations with operators instructing
them verbally

4-56. Which of the following factors affect the
card punch operator's production rate?

1. Morale and temperament
2. Volume of transactions and type of

equipment used
3. Flow of work and peripheral duties
4. All of the above factors.

4-57. The time required for clerical, key-
driven, and automatic operations make up'
the total time needed to complete a
specific data processing job. You base
the time element associated with
automatic operation on considerations of

1. rated machine speeds, experience of
the operators, and,the amounts\of
handling time involved

2. rated machine speeds and the amounts
. of handling time and setup time

involved
3. rated machine speeds, the design and

complexity of the source documents,
and the amount of setup time involved

4. amounts of setup time and handling
time involved, the experience of the
operators, and the'rated machine
speeds

Learning Objective: Recognize some of the
various factors that an ADP manager must
consider to evaluate the effectiveness of and
improve his system. a

4-58. For which of the following purposes can
you use machine utilization statistics?

1. Determining the total cost of each
data processing job

/.2. Showing the machines required to
complete each data processing job

3. Determining the total time required
to complete each data processing job

4. For all, of the above purposes

4-59. Which of the following is the most usual
form of rental rates for ADP equipment?

1. Straight hourly rates
Z. Stiaight monthly rates
3. Standard monthly rates for a

specified number of hours and extra
charges for overtime machine usage

4. Variable monthly rates determined
according to the average number of
hours of actual machipe usage



4-60. Of what relative importance is the
human efficiency factor in EAM and
EDPS operations?

1. Human efficiency factors are equally
important in both EAM and EDPS
applications because machines are
unable to recognize errors.

2. Operator efficiency is more important
in EAM than in -MPS applications
because EAM's depend wholly on
manual control and data handling.

3. Operator efficienby is more important
in EDPS than in EAM applications
becpuse the operating speeds of EPDS
magnify and compound hUman errors
*immediately.

4% OperatOr efficiency is more important
in EAM than in EDPS applications
because EAM's lack the complex auto-
matic control and checking features of

, the EDPS.

*

-Items 4-61 through 4 -67 are to be judged True
or False.

Learning Objective: Determine some of the
actions necessary in an ADP center that are
required to evaluate the efficiency of operators
and understand the procedures for program q=0,

maintenance.

4-68., What perSonnel factor must be considered
by an installation manager when he is
setting the target.date for completion
of an EDPS program?

1. The skill of the programmers
2. The efficiency of the machine

operators
3. The experience of the programmers"
4. Both 1 and 3 above

4-69. As an installation manager, which of
the following factors should you consider
as being the most relevant when evaluatinv

. a new machine operator?

1. The num]Sektof cards processed \-

2. The number of errors made
3. The amount4of improvement made
4. The amount ofnon the job training

4-70. Changes may have to be made to programs
already in operation at a data processing
installation as a result of changes to
which. of the following areas?

1. Input/output (I /O) format

2. Data processing equipment or data
processing techniques

3. , The scope of data processing
applications

4. Any of the above

4-61. Time estimates provide an ADP manager
with his only indication of how long a
job should take to complete.

'4-62. The use of a dual card to record time
utilization' has the advantages of having
the card serve as both a source-document
and processing medium.

4-63. The establishment of new operating
procedures Or the modification of existing
procedures may be required when report ,

requirements are changed.
4-71.

4-64. Operating data provides you with an
accurate scale for evenly distributing
work among the installation's personnel.

4-65. In some situations, an installation with
an EDPS may lower its operating costs
while maximizing system utilization by
sharing the system with another organiza-
tion.

4-66. The addition of record-keeping functions
to a machine is one method that may
reduce idle time.

4-67. SECNAVINST.10462.18 specifies the format
for ADP equipment utilization and
application reports.

The purposes of maintaining a master
copy of the run manual'in the program
maintenance division is to

1 prevent loss of program instructions
and eliminate the need for maintaining
a run manual in the machine room

2 facilikate the preparation of a new
run ma al for the machine room as
needed and prevent loss of program 0

instructions
3. eliminate,both changes to an accepted

program and the need for maintaining
a run manual in the machine room

4 prevent loss of program instructions
and'eliminate changes to an accepted
program
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Learning:Objective: Recognise some of the
management practices that are applied to ADP
equipment operations.

In:Items A-72 through 4ui4, select from column B
the ine'of maintenance that is being performed
in Column 4.

A. PERFORMANCE B. MAINTENANCE

4-72. Computer operator 1. Corrective
repairs a casualty (CM)

on government owned
ADP equipment 2. Preventive

(PM)

4-73. Contract engineer
performe a routine 3. Functional (FM)
oiling on government:
owned ADP equipment 4. Selective (SM)

4=74. Computer operator
performs a routine
tape head cleaning
on rented ADP
equipment

1

4-75. Which of the following procedures is
currently being followed rejarding the
expansion of maintenance responsibilities
for ADP equipments?

1. Joint, contractor sv clauses
Written into all c ntracts

2, The contractor solely responsible
for all maintenance

3. The user, in certain situations,
responsible for maintenance

4. The user responsible for maintenance
in all new, contracts
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